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ABSTRACT
The feasibility of applying the Radio Frequency Resonance Counting
Technique to tank configurations of the SIB-SIVS LN Z and Project THERMO types
were investigated. When a given tank was excited over a band of radio fre-
quencies, a number of frequencies were found to exist where the tank acted as
a cavity resonator. As the tank was filled with a fuel srimulant, the number of
resonant frequencies contained in the band increased. The change in the number
of resonant frequencies was related to the dielectric constant, and mass fuel
simulant in the tank.
A theoretical analysis was performed on cylindrical, spherical and general-
ized propellant tank configurations to predict the dependence of the number of
resonant frequencies on the fuel quantity, dielectric constant, mass and tank
characteristics. These predictions were then evaluated in a series of experi-
ments. Scale models of the fuel tanks were constructed and loaded under con-
ditions simulating zero gravity and applied accelerations for typical fuels.
The experiments verified the theoretical predictions and established the basic
feasibility of the Radio Frequency Mass Gaging Technique. It is recommended
that the Pro,ject,THERMO tank configuration be more extensively investigated
in Phase B of this program.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The Bendix Corporation - Instruments b Life Support Division, respectfully
submits Volume I of a two Volume Report to George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) to document the progress made during the period June 30, 1966, to June 12,
1967, on NASA Contract NAS 8-18039 for "Studies to Determine the Feasibility of
Var!ous Techniques for Measuring Propellant Mass Aboard Orbiting Vehicle" and on
the continuation and expansion of the some contract.
The initial study program was directed toward a study of the feasibility
using a Radio Frequency (RF) resonance counting technique for gaging propellant
mass, for tank configurations of the SIB-SIVB type. Under the continuation
and expansion of the original contract, the program was redirected toward a
feasibility study of propellant mass gaging for tank configurations of the
Project THERMO and generalized tank types.
First a mathematical RF System model of a given tank and propellant was
formulated detailing the expected performance, than experimental data was
obtained to evaluate the model predictions. Where the prediction was shown to
be inadequate, the model was improved to obtain an acceptable agreement between
theory and experiment.
Because the size of the actual tanks on which the RF mass gage was in-
tended to operate were impractical to construct and handle for laboratory work,
geometrically scaled down experimental tanks were used for a major portion of
the experimental work. Scaling laws were derived from the system mathematical
model to predict the performance of RF mass gaging technique on full scale
tanks. Also, because of the difficulties involved in handling LH 2 and LOX,
various fluids and solids were selected to simulate the electrical and physical
properties of cryogenic fluids relevant to this study.
Volume I of the two Volume Report is divided into six Sections and six
Appendices, A thru F.
I
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SECTION II
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
2.1 The objective of this study program is to determine the feasibility of
using the RF resonance counting technique as developed by Bendix to measure
the propellant mass aboard an orbiting space vehicle. Specifically, this
feasibility study determines the possibility of using state-of-the-art techni-
ques to design and fabricate a system meeting a set of design goals. The
initial space vehicle was the SIB-SIVB and the propellant tanks to be gaged
were the main LH 2
 and LOX tanks. Under a program redirection, the program
objectives were changed to that of determining the feasibility of measuring
the mass of propellant for a selected tank configuration of the Project THERMO
experiments and for a generalized tank configuration. These tanks are shown
in Figure I (SIB-SIVB), Figure 2 (THERMO) and Figure ) (Phase B). The design
goals of the mass gaging system as specified by NASA-MSFC relative to which the
feasibility determination was made are:
1) Mass inaccuracy - < t 2% of full scale
2) Response time
	 - < 0.5 seconds
3) Acceleration 0 to 5 g's, propellant located as shown in Figure 4.
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"STEADY STATE" PROPELLANT LOCATION
FOR PLANETARY COAST
1. Bubble is somewhat random
in location. Probably
attached to wall on sun
side.
2. APS E crew movement can
cause bubble to move.
3. Bubble shape and location
is somewhat dependent on
tank shape and bubble
volume.
4. Bubble size increases as
liquid is depleted.
FIGURE 4a
"STEADY STATE" PROPELLANT LOCATION FOR
100 NM ORBIT 41/0 CONTINUOUS THRUST
DRAG
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FIGURE 4b
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SECTION III
THEORETICAL SYSTEM STUDIES
3.1 Static Fluid System Response
The intent of this theoretical system study is to formulate an appro-
priate mathematical model for the RF Gaging System relative to the propellant
tank and fuel under consideration. The mathematical model will then be used
to predict system operational parameters, such as mass sensitivity, frequency
range, and sampling rote.
The first step in system modeling is to formulate a simple mathematical
model. For the RF resonance counting technique, the mathematical model will have
as a dependent variable the number of resonances 'N' excitable in the pro-
pellant tank considered as a closed, perfectly conducting, metallic cavity of
volume 'V'. The independent variables will be the tank volume 'V', the range
of the excitation frequency 'f', the dielectric constant 'e', and the volume
of the fuel. The model is then extended to consider other factors which may
influence the resonance count, such as, RF losses in the tank or fuel.
This study will describe the behavior of 'N' for the fluid in a static or
motionless condition relative to the tank. The fluid in a practical situation
will have a free surface shape ranging from a plane for 1 - 5 g's, to a curved
surface for a 0 - lg acceleration environment. Because of the difficulty it
mathematically analyzing the tank in the 0 - lg state, the extension of the
theory from the 1 to 5g to the 0 to ig condition will be made by experimentally
analyzing the behavior of the RF system with various propellant distributions
in a tank.
3.1.1 Resonance Count, Non-Lossy Tank and Fuel
It has been shown (Reference 1) that on a mathematical basis the
number 'N' of solutions of the wave equation:
is given by:
W2
02 (V) + — (V) = 0
V2
47r V83
	
TrA 62
N	 +
3	 v3	 4v2
when the boundary condition of a*/an - 0 or 4 = 0 on the surface of the
tank is applied.
Where:
- is used for a^tan - 0
+ Is used for 0 = 0
3. 1
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V = enclosure volume
A w enclosure area
v a velocity of waves in enclosure
8 a bandwidth (0 to f. The zero is understood and'f'alone will be
used in the following discussion)
The preceding equation is applicable to both acoustical and electro-
magnetic waves with the exception that'N'gives the number of TE (+ sign) and
TM (- sign) resonant modes for a chosen direction of propagation in the cavity.
The total number of modes (TE + TM) excitable in an arbitrary, closed,
perfectly conducting metallic cavity below a given frequency 'f' is then:
8,r Vf 3
N •-
3 0
The above solutions apply to cavities filled with a homogeneous medium.
When the medium is a dielectric, the wave velocity in the medium is related
to the free space velocity as:
C
V
whe re
c = die,lectric constant of the medium
c a velocity of light in free space
and 'N' becones:
8,r VN s	 f3E3/2
3	 c3
For a cavity which is partially filled with a dielectric, the above Equation
for 'N' must be modified to include the dielectric content dependence.
Consider the cavity configuration formed by a right circular
cylinder with fiat and caps, shown in Figure 5, filled to a height 'd'
with a dielectric 'c'.
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RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER WITH FLAT END CAPS
FIGURE 5
The resonant modes which may be set up with electromagnetic electric
(TE) or magnetic (TM) fields transverse to a direction of propagation, taken
along the 'Z-axis',have resonant frequencies (Reference Appendix A) given by:
X mn	 p 2 7r	 d	 l	 2p7rd
Wmnp = c+	 1 + (Er-1)	 -- — sin	 (1.0)
a 2	 L2	 L 2p7r	 L
m - 0,1 ,2,	 . ; n = 1 ,2 9 3,	 . ; p = 1 ,2,3,	 . ; for the TE modes
to Z
and
X2	 p 2.T2	 d	 1
W	 c mn +	 1 - —1 --mnp	
a2	 L2	 L	 r r
1	 Xmn	 p2,t2	 1	 2p,rd
1 - — in
2p7r	 a 2	 L2	 E	 L
for m - 0 9 1 9 2 P	 . ; n = 1 ,2,3. . . . ; p = l ,2,3,	 .
For the p = 0 case:
Xmn	 d	 1
Wmno • c -- 1 - — 1 - —
a	 L
m - 0,1.2 . . .; n = 1,2,3 . . .; p = 0
A
0 .2)
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p • number of half wave-lengths along 'Z' axis
m a number of full period variations of either component along
c  rcumference
n a 1+ number of reversals of sign  of either  component along  radius
1
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
1
Xmn 
• nth root of Jm ( Xmn ) a C
Xmn a 
nth root of Jm(Xmn ) • 0
Jm = mth order Bessel function
Jm - first deriviative of m th order Bessel function.
c • speed of light in free space
Er m relative dielectric constant
or	 0 el/co
E1	 dielectric constant of medium 1
co w dielectric constant of free space
We now proceed to make an approximation to simplify our calculations.
The error that will result from approximation in the final relation between
resonance count and tank volume, frequency of excitation and medium dielectric
constant, will be seen by an exact resonance count for the same tank.
Considering the denominator of Equation (1.0) and factoring out the
d/L term, we have as the multiplier of (Er - 1) d/L, the term
1 - (sin 2p7d/L)/2p7(d/L)
Letting X e 2p7rd/L, this becomes 1 -(sin X)/X
It can be seen from Figure 6 that (sin )O/X is decreasing as 'p', thus
'X' increases. Considering operation of the system at frequencies such that:
sin X
< 0.05
X -
a value of p = 3 suffices for d/L = 1 or full tank loading. A plot of the
minimum value of 'p' needed to maintain the error in neglecting (sin X)/X at less
than 5% vet-sus d/L or tank loading is shown in Figure 7. It is apparent that t
above 30% loading a value of p = 9 is sufficient. Below this point, the approxi-
mation error can be considerable.
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Rewriting the resonant frequency Equation (1.0) becomes:
	
X ,A	 p2,R2	 d -^
m
	
Wmnp ' c	 +	 1 + ( Er - 1) L
	
4 2
	
L
L
for 'TE
	 ' modes. The agreement between the Equation (1.0), approximation
EquatioWnki.l), for particular 'TEmnp ' modes is shown in Figure 8 (Solid
line is the Equation 1.0).
Now the resonant frequency for a homogeneously filled tank is given by
c X- 2 	 p2n2 }mn
	
Wm^p Yle— a 2	 L2
A comparison of the resonant frequencies for a partially loaded and
homogeneously filled cavity shows that the 3e factor gres over into
d
I + (Er-1) L
for a partially loaded cavity. Thus, if in
8n V
N - — —f 3 e 3/2
3	 c3
we replace 'E' by 11 + (Er-1)d/L,, the equation for 'N' becomes
87r V	 d 3/2
N - --f 3 1 + ( Er -1) —
3 c 3	 L
The error that results from treating the frequency dependence on loading
given by:
-^d
-1	 -0
1
L
--)
Er
of the TM modes as equivalent to the TE mode dependence is on the order
of 5% or less for e r < 2.
For cavity excitation between two frequencies 'f l ' and 'f2 ', 'N' becomes
1
1
1
e
1
0 .3)
87r V	 -
	
13/2
3	 c3 2
whe re:
« i d/L = Fractional volume filling
(1.4)
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To check this formula both as to the accuracy of t he leading
factors 87/3c 3 , and the functional dependence of 'N' on 'V', 'f',
'Er', and '«', a computer program was formulated (Appendix E, Fortran
Program).	 In the prog ram, the exact equations for the resonant frequencies,
Equations (1.0) to (1.2) were used to obtain the mode total.
The computer program showed the following results. Consider first
a one foot diameter by two foot long, right circular cylinder homogeneously
filled with a dielectric of relative dielectric constant 'er'. 	 From
Equation (1.3), the ratio of counts (N 2 to N I ) for a cavity filled with
different dielectrics should be proportional to the 3/2 power of 'erg/erl'
where 'e rg' and 'e r l' are the respective dielectrict constants or:
N 2	 E r2 3/2
N 1	 Erl
Thus taking the 3/2 root of each side:
3/2
N2	 E r2
TN1  Erl
Thi, -Iata is shown in Table 1 Appendix E and is plotted in Figure 9. The
frequency range of excitation was 2 to 4 GHz and'e rl ' was taken as 1.0.
Cons'4dering the dependence of 'N' on frequency, from Equation (1.4)
the following relation should he true:
3	 3
N2	 f 22 - f 12
= 3
	
3
N1	 f 21 - f11
and for f22= K f12
21- ' fll
N2	 ( K3-1) f32
N 1
	(K3-1) f31
or:
3
N2	 f 12
N 1	 fll
The agreement between the preceding Equation and the computations is
shown in Table 2 Appendix E and plotted in Figure 10. For this set of calcu-
lations, the tank considered was one foot in diameter and two feet long, filled
with a material having a dielectric constant e r = 2.284. Also f21 = 1 GHz,
f il = 2 GHz.
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To check the dependence of 'N' on tank volume 'V' an empty cavity
was excited over a constant fixed frequency range and the tank size was
varied.	 For this case, from Equation (1.4):
N2 	V2
— _ —
N 1 	V1
The tank volume was geometrically scaled by increasing all dimen-
sions by a factor 'p'. Then the preceding Equation becomes:
N2	
3
—' P
N1
and
3
T
These results are shown in Table 3 Appendix E and plotted in
Figure 11.
The range of frequency was 1 to 2 GHz and the tank contained a
dielectric having Er - 1.0.
To check the suitability of the 87/3 factor in Equation (1.1),
we compare the caicuiated resonance count to that of the com puter. using
Equation (1.3) for an empty tank having a one foot diameter and a two
foot length, and excited from 2 to 4 GHz, we obtain N = 778 while N
= 766 by the computer program.
It appears that the appropriate Equation for the resonance count
should be:
87T 	 3/2
(1.5)
3	 c3
To illustrate the predicted loading response for this tank
normalized to the empty
I
 tank count p1of of (I + (E r -1)d/q3/2
 for
E r = 1.5 gives 
N/NemP t Y 1 + 0.5 d/L 
A or N'.
The results are shown in Table 4, Appendix E and a plot of the
typical shape of this curve for loading is shown in Figure 12.
An analysis for a spherical tank based on determining the
number of resonances by an exact count has been made. An analysis of
this tank on a mathematical basis (Reference 1) similar to that performed
for the cylindrical gives the predicted equation (1.5) using a = 0 or 1.0.
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With reference to Appendix B where an analysis of the resonance number
for a spherical cavity has been made, the comparison between the predic-
tion of Equation 1.5 and an accurate resonance count is as follows:
Resonance Count
N (empty) - 1326 resonances
N (full)	 - 1817 resonances
Equation (1,6)
N (empty) - 1382 resonances
N (full)	 - 1881 resonances
The agreement here is good with a 4% difference between the two
methods.
It is seen then, tnat for both a cyiindricai tanK and a spherical
tank, the proposed Equation (1.5), can be used :o predict the actual number
of excitable erodes.
	 Since t;-is number is the maximum possible, dependent
on all degeneracies being removed, no experimentai resonance count can ever
exceed this prediction. Tne actual resonance count with degeneracies removed
will usually fall below the predicted maximum because of tank losses.
This effect is discussed in Paragraph 3.1.2.
3.1.2 Resonance Count, Lossy Tank ana Fuel
For any practical tank the loss of RF energy due to the materials of
tank construction and the fuel content must be considered. The effect of
energy loss will be apparent as a loss in signal level for a constant energy
input, shift of the resonant frequencies and merging of closely spaced modes.
In effect the detestability of the modes changes. Consider the mode overlap
o f
 adjacent modes shown in the following sketch. Here modes of half-width
'Af n ' and 
'^fn+l' are separated by '6 f ' and a overlap is apparent. To cal-
culate this overlap consider first the mode half-width. For a cavity which
absorbs energy, a broadening of the frequency of oscillation occurs. A measure
f 	 fN+1
OVERLAP OF ADJACENT MODES
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of the sharpness of response of the cavity to external excitation is the 'Q'
of the cavity, whicti is defined as the ratio of the time averaged, energy
stored in the cavity. to the energy loss per cycle:
wo Stored Energy
Q s
2 7
 Power Loss
wo - Angular resonance frequency (assuming no losses)
It can be shown (Reference 2) that this loss leads to a frequency
distribution for the energy in the cavity having a Lorentz line shape:
E (W) 1 2--	 -	 ___ _-_ 1_ __._
(f-fo) 2 + (fo /2Q) 2
This leads to a resonance curve shown in the following sketch
which has a full width at half-maximum (or half-width) equal to fo/Q.
0
RESONANCE LINE SHAPE
For a constant input voltage the energy of oscillation in the cavity,
as a function of frequency, will follow the resonance curve in the neigh-
borhood of a particular resonant frequency. This leads to:
fo
Of
where 'Af' is the frequency separation between half-power points. The 'Q'
value and resonant frequency 'fo ' of a particular mode are calculable. Thus,
the amount of frequency broadening as measured by 'Af' is predictable. The
'Q' of a cavity is dependent on wall loss, filling material loss, and loss due
to the coupling probes (See Appendix F) and external circuit.
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The total overall cavity 'Q' factor from all ,)ss sources is
1	 1	 1	 1
	
- --	 + -------
Q	 `probes	 C.^A1 is	 '4dielectric material
tan6 - Q-1
1	 or since
tan6 - tan6 probes +
 tan6walis + tan6 dielectr! C material
If the loss tangent measurements are referred to empty tank conditions
this becomes:
tan6 - (tan6 p + tan6w )(i+(e-1)- ) + a tan6 m.
With reference to the Appendix F, the dependence of the resonance count
on the overall energy loss is then:
No (1+ ( E - la) 3/2 (tan6 p + tan6w)
N ^, e-
(tan6 p
 + tan6w ) (1+(e-1;«)4 + a tan6,n.
where :
No - empty tank count.
The predicted normalized maximum count is:
N 
= N
0 (1 +(C -] ) ,,13/2
thus, a mode reduction factor 'S' for mode overlap can be defined as:
tan6 p + tan6w
(tan6 p
 Y tan6w ) (I + ( e -i) «) + -m tan6m
where all the variab)es are measurable or calc:jlable for a given tank
and fluid.
A plot of a typical '$- factor calculated from the preceding Equation
for a tank is shown in Figure 13.
3.1.3 Mass Sensitivity of the Resonance Count Technique
The mass sensitivity of the resonance counting technique can be
obtained by relating the dielectric constant of the fuel to its density.
For most cryogenic fuels this relation is given by the Clausius - Mossotti
formula.
e r - 1 1
- - K
e r +2 P
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where:
E r . dielectric constant of fuel
P = density of fuel
K = specific polarizability
Since 'K' is a constant for all practical purposes, independent of
pressure and temperature, a unique relationship exists between 'E' and 'o'.
Rewriting this to give 'E', as a function of 'p', we obtain:
1+2Kp
g r =
1	 - Kp
and:
3 Kp
Er - 1
1 - Kp
Now the resonance count 'N' is given by
V
N	 —	 (f2 - f3) [1 + i  r
-1) «, 312 S	 0 .6a)
3	 c 3
where:
tand + tand
s	
w	 (1.6b)
(tam p
 + tan6w ) 11 + (Er-1)«, + « tan 6rn
1
f1 + ( Er - 1)«^'^ + « tan6m/ (tan6 p + tan6w)
If the tank sizes being considered are large and tan6m << tan6p + tan6 w
 then
the term in 's' dependent on ' «' only is i gnorable. Then considering the term:
3Kp
1 - Kp
3Kp	 v
Ri+-
(1-Kp)V
3 Km
V- KM
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where:
v	 fuel volume
V = total tank volume
m = mass of partial loading
M = mass of total loading
it is seen that 'N' is dependent on the mass of fuel in the tank as
87t v3Km 1.25
N	 --	 (f2 - f3 ) 1 +
3 c 3	 V-KM
To show the mass accuracy of the RF technique, considering all factors in
Equation (1.6a), the variation in the number of resonant modes excitable in
a tank will be estimated for a system having liquid hydrogen as a propellant,
and using a frequency source sweeping from 1 to 2 GHz.
Two tanks will be considered:
1) Full scale SIVB tank constructed of aluminum.
2) Full scale Project THERMO tank fabricated with stainless steel.
For a non-polar dielectric such as liquid hydrogen the variation of
dielectric constant with frequency is negligible for frequencies in the
1 to 2 GHz band. The dielectric constant therefore only changes with density,
the dependency being given by the Clausius-Mossotti equation:
E - i
= Kp
E + 2
where:
P s the propellant density
K = a constant equal to 1.005 cm3/gm.
At a pressure of 3 atmospheres, liquid hydrogen may exist over a
density range of 0.0652 g/cm3 to 0.072 g/cm3 , (Reference 3). By keeping
the mass fractional loading of the tank a constant as the density is varied
between the two preceding limits, the mass inaccuracy of the system may be
obtained at a given mass loading. Then considering the mass inaccuracy of
the system for a range of mass fractions from 0.1 to 0.9 the estimated per-
centage change in the resonance count is obtained. These results are plotted in
Figure 14 for the two tanks under consideration. To this an additional 0.05%
must be added to account for the volume change of the tank for a 100C temp-
erature swing.
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f t ndw + tan 6 used in the calculation are estimatesva es o a 
based on measurements with anothe? tank and applying suitable scaling factors
for different geometry and material. The quantity (tan6w + tand ) was taken
to be equal to 9.5 x 10 -5 for the SIVB tank and 4.7 x 10- 5 for tie Project
THERMO tank.
' From Figure 14,
and +0.18°6. By adding
this maximum variation
0.4 respectively. The
are -0.1% and +0.08% a
the variation
0.03% for the
is -0.18% and
corresponding
t loading fra
limits for the THERMO tank are -0.21%
tank volume change, due to temperature,
+0.21% at loading fractions of 0.3 and
maximum variation for Project THERMO tank
ctions of 0.3 and 0.4 respectively.
1
1
1
1
1
1
Thus, it can be seen that the resonance count is actually mass dependent
and this dependence is maintained under variable propellant density and volume
conditions.
3.1.4 Scaling Laws
The scaling laws for predicting the excitation response of a tank
can be derived from a consideration of resonance number 'N', the tank '0', and
the excitation power.
The structure to be considered is a large empty tank with coupling
loops or probes connected as shown in Figure 15. It will be assumed that
the lowest frequency supplied by the source is far above the lowest resonant
frequency of structure.
Rewriting Equation (1.6) for 'N' in terms of wavelength a 	 f :
8 Tr V
N = — —
3 	 a3
and differentiating with respect to 'X' the number of resonances 'dN' in a range
of wavelength 'da' is proportional to the volume of the resonator and inver-
sely proportional to the fourth power of wavelength. That is:
dN	 V
-- = K —
dX	 a4
Where 'V' is the volume of the resonator, 'X c ' is the center of the wave-
length band, 'dX' and 'K' is a proportionality constant which is dependent
upon the shape of the tank. If two tanks, one of volv,ne V and the other of
volume V2 are considered, the expressions for the nur,oer o^ resonances per unit
wavelength interval are:
dN-,	
V 
K
da	 1 ^C1
and
dN2	 V2
= K2
dX	 X c2
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If the tanks are of identical shape but of different size, the proportional
constants would be the same. This would lead to an Equation relating the 	
1densities of modes with respect to 'X'.
	
ai l dN l
	7^c2 dN2
	V I dX	 V2 dX
If it is desired to make the density of modes equal,
dN I 	dN2
_
	dX 	 dX
the result is:
V 1 '^
Xci	 X c 2
2
This states that if one were to make a large tank such that: V 1 = 1000 V21
the result would be:
Xcl = (1000)1 Xc2
acl = 5.6 
xc2
If the smaller tank (V ) were swept in frequency through a range of 2 to
4GHz, the larger tank JV I ) would have the same number of resonances if it were
swept through a frequency range of 360 to 720 MHz.
The effect of the changing tank dimensions on the 'Q' of the individual
modes can be determined by considering the equation: (Reference 4): 	 t
	
Q6/1 = {constant}	 (1.7)
Where 'a' is the wavelength and 'd' is the skin depth. The constant term is
dependent only upon the shape and mode of the cavity. To emphasize the fre-
quency dependence, use the relationship:
L Cc
uaW^
whe re:
W a 2,r f
u = permeability of cavity wall
Q = conductivity of cavity wall
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c 1
a — a —
f f
'	 Substituting into Equation 0.7) results in:
Q ►"f-- [constant)
this means that 'Q' varies inversely with V
1
Q ^-
f
Thus, we would expect ' Q' to increase as i ;ie frequency band is lowered for
use in a larger tank.
The question of the effect of changing tank size on the input power
requirement depends upon what criteria will be used as a basis for com-
parison. One reasonable basis for comps -lion is to require that the output
voltage remain constant as the tank size is varied. Another basis might be
to require that the field components for a given mode within the tank be held
at constant amplitude. Either basis for comparison can be applied to the
analysis which follows, but emphasis will be given to maintaining a constant
output voltage.
In Figure 15,with loop coupling into and out of the tank, the input
loop can be represented by an equivalent magnetic dipole shown in Figure 16.
The relationship between the current loop and the magnetic dipole is:
Kl - Jwu 1ISi)
Where S i
 is the area of the input loop. For the output loop, the voltage
can be developed by the application of Maxwell's equation:
OE . dl - - Jwu ff H . dS
S
Where So
 is the surface of the output loop shown in Figure 17. This becomes:
V - Jwu H . So
Where S. is the area of the output loop. if a particular mode is considered
the magnetic field linking the output loop is proportional to (K1I
vKw I K1 I I Sr I
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Which is in turn proportional to the input current and the frequency.
VaW2 1 1 I -S.0 I I s I  I
If the dimensions of the loops are held to some fraction of a wavelength:
_	 1
IS.j and ( S i ( 0, X 2 a —
_	
w2
t
In such a case:
V a W21
1	 1	 li
i — 1	 11
W W W2
Thus, if the loop dimensions were held to some fixed fraction of a wavelength,
the output voltage is inversely proportional to frequency squared.
1
V a
I	 W 2
1
1
V 
a 
' 222 W22
If the voltage is to be held constant,
1 i	 W1	 2
lit	 W2
The input power is proportional to the input current squared,
(Pin)l	 11,1 12
a
(Pi n)2
	 r1i
which is proportional to the frequency ratio to the fourth power.
(Pin)  1	 W1
(Pin) 2 	W2
Thus, a reduction in frequency by afactor of 10 would reduce the input
power requirements by a factor of 10 4
 if the relative dimensions of the
coupling loops are preserved.
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If, on the other hand, the loop sizes were fixed, the output voltage
would be proportional to frequency squared.
VI C'W
1 2
lit
V2 aw22 li
2
To hold a constant output voltage:
Wj I II . Wi 
112
or
1 i 1
	 W2
• 2
l it	 W1
Since the input power is proportional to the current squared:
(Pin) 1 	W2 4
a —
(Pin) 2 wl
This would state that if the loop size were held constant and the frequency
reduced by a factor of 10, the input power requirement, for the same output
voltages would be increased by a factor of 10 .
Since the loop dimensions are selected to be some fraction of a wave-
length in order to get a fairly uniform mode excitation across the frequency
band, the first situation is probably the most realistic.
These results are also valid for the case of probe coupling. in such
cases, the input probe is replaced by an electric dipole and the output probe
looks like a current source.
The scaling of the resonance count from a fuel having a dielectric constant
Of 'E', to one having a dielectric constant of 'E 2 ' can be performed using:
8,r v
N _ — — f3 ( 1+ ( E r- 1 ) a ) 3/2 S
3 c3
where 's' is given by formula:
tan6 + tan6
s U	 w
(tan6 w + tan6 p ) (1 + (E-1) a) + - tan6m
Generally, each fuel has a different 'E' and 'tan6 m ', thus, given
these two parameters for the fuel, the relation between 'N' and ' a ' for
the same tank can be determined. Additionally, if a tank geometry change
is also made, 'V' and 'tan6 w' must be obtained for the new tank.
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3.1.5 Oynamic Tank Response
For many tanks it is desired to predict the accuracy of the gaging
system when test data on system response for the fluid in a dynamic condition
is not available. The following discussion illustrates how dynamic response
may be predicted from a quasistatie analysis of the tank response.
For the discussion the assumption is made that a perfect resonance detector
is used to process the signal from the crystai detector, that is the resonance
detector is assumed to be capable of perfect operation irrespective of the
rate of change of the tank excitation frequency.
Consider the tank response to excitation when the fluid is in a
static condition, but has a surface normal of variable relationship to the
tank axis as shown in Figure 18. Let the resonance count with frequency have the
form shown in Figure 19 or two different orientations or directions of the
surface normal 'n'.
For each orientation, the total count obtained when the tank is
swept from 'fl' to ' f2' can be seen to be equal as the area under each
curve is the same.
However, if the tank is swept from 'f l ' to 'fo' with the fluid
orientated at 'S 1 ', and from 'fo' to 'f ' with the fluid orientated at
'S 2 ', the total resonance number is dif erent than the single orientation
count.	 Expanding on this for a tank which is reorientated so that 'n'
goes from orientation'e l ' to '6 2 ', while being swept in frequency from
'fl to f 2 ' the total resonance count 'N' may be obtained by considering the
fluid to pass in incremental steps, 'G6', in from 'e l
 to 62 ' while the
frequency is swept from 'f l to f2 ' in corresponding incremental steps,
'4-	 1 as shown in Figure 20.
In each frequency span we use the mode change from I f l ', to
' f l + IP, and'f l
 + Gf'to'f l + 2Gf, etc., obtained under static conditions
corresponding to the orientation at the start of the frequency interval as
represen`ative of the dynamic system response. The total modes from 'fl'
to 'f 2 ' is then the sum of the incremental resonance counts. Thus, the dynamic
or time-dependent process may be broken down for analysis into a series of
static or time-independent steps. Analyzing the dynamic tank response on
this basis, then, for 'N' at '61' havir-g the same functional response with
'f' as 'N' at 1 82 1 , there will be no change in the overall resonance count obtained
during reorientation of the fluid.
As an illustration of the use of the sweep rate to increase overall
system accuracy consider the case where:
N = function (6l)
N(6l)
is functionally but not absolutely different than
N - function (62)
N - N(62)
' 
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RESONANCE COUNT WITH TANK SWEEP ANALYSIS
FIGURE 20
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that is,
dN	 dN
( e l ) + --- (6 2)
d6	 de
It is evident that if the sweep speed is increased so that the
effective change in orientation (A6 - 6 2 - e ) is reduced, the overall
count difference between static and dynamic fluid conditions will be cor-
respondingly reduced. Another possible source of inaccuracy is present
when (dN/df) does not change monotonically with '6' but exhibits a cyclic
variation bet,^een two different response curves as shown below.
f
f I	 Af
	
f2
ILLUSTRATION OF CYCLIC VARIATION OF dN/66 WITH VO
Following the analysis procedure used above, the maximum resonance count
variation is reduced to the largest difference between N(e l + even Ae),
and N(6 1
 + odd AO) which exists over'f1' to 'f2. The consecutive values
of 'N' are shown by the alphabetic letters, labeling the response corre-
sponding to each Af(or A6).
Thus, it is evident that
non-variable resonance count vs
a proper analysis of the static
a:! system error. This analyst
of a frequency sweep rate which
with orientation.
in the case where
.excitation freque
tank response can
s would in general
optimally reduces
the ideal corditions of
ncy are not found for a tank,
be used to reduce over-
lead to the specification
the variable response
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Although patent application Serial No. 708908 (Post 6 Browny riled February 28,
1968, relates to an invention disclosed in data furnished to the Government in
this Final Report, it is to be noted that this invention was not made (conceived
or first actually reduced to practice) under this contract or in the performance
of any work done upon an understanding in writing that this contract would be
awarded. Accordingly, the rights acquired by the Government under this contract
shall not include any rights, express or implied, in the aforementioned invention
and this invention shall be deemed to be the exclusive property of the Bendix
Corporation.
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SECTION IV
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
4.1
	 Introduction
The cavity configurations that were theoretically analyzed were
fabricated on a scaled down basis and experimental data was obh:a; ned to
verify the theoretical predictions of Secz;on 3.0.
The objectives of t'ie axperimental work were as follows:
1) To obtain an em ,ity resonance court for eacn tank configuration to
verify the predicted empty tar,K count.
2) To obtain a resonance court for eacn tank as it was progressively
loaded with a known dielectric to verify the predicted loading
response of a tank.
3) To verify the prediction, tnat ;:na resonance count remained invariant
under redistribut'on of the cie;eczr ic content.
Testing of the RF response of the f,4]: scaie vehicle tanks with actual
fuels on a laboratory basis was impract: ca;, therefore scaie models of the
actual tanks were fabricated and tested using simulated fuels. The tank
materials of construction were kept as closely as possible to those of the
actual tanks and all major internal hardware was included. Test fluids and
solids used to simulate the LH 2 or LOX were selected for their similarity
to the actual fLI61 e'.ectrical propert,es and for nancling ease.
In the following section the experimerta', results are separated into
the vehicle tanks acing studied and system Components being evaluated. A
description of the test tanks, and fluids ;s fo'.iowed by the experimental
system test results. System tests directed towLrd the Si8-S:VB tanks are
described first, fol'.owed by the tests on the Project ThERMO type tank.
Following these aescript;ons are tests results from a spacecraft tank
configuration differing frorn those above. The last group of tests were
intended tv provide back up on the empty tanK and -yank loading predictions.
Finally, test results on proposed system components and design concepts are
Included to provide back up to the proposed system design. The results of
a study conducted to determine the implimentation of the radio frequency
gaging system is included in Appendix C. Typical specifications of system
components are given to indicate the operational parameters of the system.
Simulation of the expected propellant use configuration was performed
by reorientation of the tank for a number of cor;stant loadings. The use of
a tank reorientation to test the system . perY,,, riiance with variable propellant
locatior in the tank was chosen because	 loading response could be
theoretically analyzed while the other o, '.r,. rL	 represented a "worst
case'' location of the propellant.
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4 2 Test Hardware
A total of four tanks have been fabricated for experimental studies.
A two foot diameter scale model of the S-IVB, LH2 tank was constructed of
aluminum, with a side port to facilitate loading. The side port was de-
signed to maintain the electrical continuity of the interior of the tank
wall. The tank was mounted in a gimbal fixture snown in Figure 21 to pro-
vide 3600 rotation about 0-,e tank's longitudina'. axis and 180 0 rotation
above a horizontal transverse tank axis.
The two foot diameter scale model was later -ocified to include
simulated helium spheres and a Propellant Jti,ization (P.U.) probe. These
modifications of the tank interior are shown 	 ;;g..re 22. The spheres
and their supports consisted of stainless stee'. La, ls welded to threaded
shafts. The assemblies were then copper-piateo to provide a surface conduc-
tivity near that of the aluminum tark. The P.,.. prone and its supports were
constructed of aluminum.
A one foot diameter scale model of the S-IVS tank was constructed of
welded stainless steel. The entire tank was tn,en copper-plated to provide
a surface conductivity near that of the two foo: diameter scale model. The
one foot diameter model was geometrically similar to the larger tank with
the exception that no side loading port was provided. Access to the tank
interior was gained through a three inch diameter closeable port in the top
of the convex outward dome. Here again, electricai continuity of the tank
interior was provided.
r'
A one foot scale model of the Project THERMO tank was constructed of
stainless steel and internal l y copper-plated.	 Simulated temperature probes,
fill, drain, and vent pipes, slosh baffle and camera ports were provided as
per MSFC drawing SK121366. This tank is shown in Figures 23 and 24.
A three foot diameter \'full scale) model of the Project THERMO tank
was fabricated. This mciael except for size is similar in geometry to the
1/3 scale Project THERMO tanK. however, this tank is not internally copper
i	 plated to facilitate the evaluation, o'. surface conductivity effects on mode
detection. This tank is shown in Figure 25.
The fifth tank used for the investigatior, was a cylindrical tank
with hemispherical ends shown in Figure 26. Trls cank was previously
constructed by Bendix for another project and Moaned to this project.
The tank has a 12'' diameter and a 36" overa'i', length. The end caps are
hemispherical having a 6'' radius and are detachable from the cylindrical
section. Electrical continuity on the wall is maintained by use of a meta;
seal between each flange, this seal also providing fluid integrity. Probe
mounting parts were attached as needed on the tank wails by welding. The
cylindrical section is aluminum, and the hemis;rierical caps are copper
plated stainless steel to maintain a nearly uniform surface conductivity,
in the tank interior. The fluids used in the test program were measured
to determine their relevant dielectric properties.
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The bas i c e ler-eats reeoed fcr r ,.-io-	 ^1;o j ,t i rrr i n i n
 RF ctaq i nq system
are shown in Floure 27, and is o'scusse(j it eetai i in Appendix C.
Electromagnet i c ever ;y fro- t l .t:	 re ,ue ^.cr s,,u ce i s passed by cables
to the cavi ty be i nc;gage: a,^d c^ ° t i to arc frcr' ena s,-)ace i ns i de the
tank by probes or loops.	 Since aop reciacle ere: cjy is coup led into and
stored in the cavity at resonance, ar a- p i i tude r-odu 1 at i on of the high
frequency energy is seen at the out p ut nrot)e or ;nput )role of the cavity.
By connecting a detector to the output p robe, such a a crystal diode,
•:hose output corresponds to the -iodulati	 envelope of the signal, the
cavity rv , onanc:cci jr( ,	i 1.3t) Ie .,,	 c vi de . ,,	 icl; d 	 sui tabl e for display
or count i nq.	 The frequency of t`1 i s v' :ae: s i :,, y i cenends on the rate at
^.h i cf'l
	 t he exc l teat it)tl	 f rt'f^ !•	 _ ,	 t '.,	 y',ic'	 t	 "r' >(^;i,trlct' CIt'tect I fig
c lr(,ultry
	 15 er)t3l!)`;f':;	 i^^	 1Ut()f	 (	 C%,,',vvrk	 Ltic varidt)I v width
,)nd hvI(1 h,t Of th y« Ot ! tt ) llt	 f)t'.1k `, t.	 t,0lit' itJr , J,'Ita cc^urlters.
A photograph of a typical experi-e^Cal set -un is sro.vn in Figure 28
with the 1/3 scale THERMO t a , k used as a test cavity.
4.3 T EST FLUIDS
Because of the impracticality of conductin g experimental testing
with LH 2 and to verify the dielec is depereence of the resonance count a
number of dielectric liquids and soiias .;era uses to fill the test tanks.
Since the dielectric constants and loss tLrgerzs of these materials was
needed for the theory f,r •ec^ctio,-s, a ,easurement of the dielectric constant
'F' and loss tangent was .-,aae or, all -,acer : als of interest where such infor-
mation was lacking in t^e literature. Such measurements were made. by ex-
citing a dominant TE lll rc,ie cylindrical test cavity. Tr,e R.F. energy
was cougiec, to the cavity by means of test probes attached at diametrically
opposed points (-3t the r,1dseu t1Un of the cavity.	 The rxoae was excited by
an Alfred, Model S 1_-0 Sweer 0,;;_i!Iator.	 The mode was detected at the out-
put by an Alfred Model 1061, Crystal Detector.	 The resorant frequency
was measurc;d with a Hewlett Packard Frequc:r,cy C ,unter preceded by a
transfer osc,i l lator to reduce the frequency to the counter range. A diagram
of the test set up is shown in the sketch below.
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The dielectric constant was obtained from the relationship of the full to
empty resonant frequencies of a resonant cavity to the dielectric constant
of the filling medium
E: _ (fE/fF)2
Where:
f 
	 = empty cavity resonant frequency
f 
	 = full	 cavity resonant frequency
The
	 loss	 tangent of the	 Billing medium	 (Reference 5)	 is	 defined	 as:
Of F 	-gEAfE
tand =	 —
f F	 fE
Where:	 'F'	 and	 'E'	 indicates measurements with	 the cavity	 full	 and empty
respectively
Af = width of resonance at half-maximum power p^jint:s.
When using the above method,	 the half-power points are determined by using a
constant power	 input into the	 tank and	 then noting the change	 in the detector
output when a 3dB attenuator is	 inserted in	 the coaxial cable	 directly ahead
of	 the crystal	 detector.
Test	 results for	 the dielectric values are tabulated below with
constants	 for dielectr 7 cs of	 interest as	 found	 in the	 literature.
Material a Tand Frequency Temperature
Lox 1.510 9x10-4 3.218GHz 8001(
Freon	 (UCON) 2.425 1.15x10-2 3.530GHz 720F
Polystyrene 1.925 4.2x10-3 2.828GHz 720F
Benzene 2.28 5.75x10-5 3.606GHz 720F
Liquid	 Nitrogen 1.428 3.0±1.5x10-5 3.302GHz 770K
Paraffin 1.65 2.08x10-5 3.00 GHz 720F
Liquid	 Hydrogen, 1, 23 <1x10-7 3,00 GHz 200K
Gaseous Hydrogen 1.000025 --- --- 2730K
Gaseous Oxygen 1.0005 --- --- 2730K
Gaseous Helium 1.000065 --- --- 2730K
Not Available
-,(
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4.4	 c "STEM TEST DISCUSSION
The following section gives a description of the experiments performed to
compare the postulated and actual system performance. Because of the intercon-
nections between many of the experiments the description is presented in a
chronolog i cal sequence and the background for the initation of the experiments
is also irviuded.
4.4.1
	 Construction SIVB Tanks
The first experimentation was directed toward the SIB-SIVB LH tank. 	 In
order to evaluate the RF system performance on a tank of this configuration it
was necessary to construct a practical size tank which could be handled in the
laboratory. From proposed Formula 1.4 on Page 3-7 for the resonance count relative
to frequency and tank size, it was decided that a scalin g of the full scale tank
would be used to reduce the tank size. This was based on maintaining the wave
length versus tank geometry relationship constant. Other parameters, such as the
wall conductivity, were duplicated using electrically equivalent materials for
construction. The tank is shown in Figure 22.
4.4.2	 Tank Orientation Fixtures
In order to evaluate the effects of variable propellant nosition in the
tank, the gimbal shown in Figure 21 was constructed. The force of gravity then
became equivalent to a variable direction acceleration vector acting to reorient
the propellant as the tank was rotated. The tank positions generally taken for
evaluating the system performance were three mutually per pendicular orientations
of a diameter of the cylindrical portion of the tank. Because of the expected
sinusoidal variation of the field strength along a diameter or at right angles
to it, the effect on resonance count is a worst case for the dielectric surface normal
along this variation. Behavior of the RF system at the intermediate positions
was thought of a combinations of the effects found for the three basic tank
orientations. A partial verification of this reasoning was available from past
work where system performance at intermediate positions was compared to that
obtained on the mutually perpendicular axis.
4.4.3	 Automatic Resonance Counter
To achieve rapid and automatic system sampling of the mass content of a
tank it was necessary to devise an automatic resonance counting system. The presence
of a resonance in the tank is =.;een as a peak in the energy cou p led through
the tank. Due to the fact that the modes overlap, a simple voltage level detector
circuit commonly used to count pulses could not be used. Examining the peak shape,
it was evident that a zero slope point corresponded to each peak and to the valley
between peaks. The resonance detection circuits used a differentiation scheme in
order to determine the zero slope points.
Several types of differentiators. such as the active differentiator and a
delay line type were constructed in a breadboard form (Figure 29). Disadvantages
were noted in each scheme. The active differentiator was limited in frequency
response to the video signal and was sensitive to noise. The delay line scheme
had a limited frequency range, exhibited ringing, and gave numerous signals of
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insufficient amplitude to process with the differential amplifier. These prob-
lems were approached from the stan%:point of improving the bandwidth of the active
differentiation type resonance detector and limiting the noise output. Means of im-
proving the delay line scheme were sought in matching the delay line impedance
i	
to the connecting circuitry to reduce ringing and improve its bandwidth.
n 	 The initial attemp ts at Improvement resulted in deg raded resonance detector per-P	 P	 _
formance making them unuseable for accurate i,^.)nance counting. Thus, while the resonance
detector problems were being solved, the res.nance count was obtained by a manual fre-
quency count through the fr-quency band of interest. This method was time-con-
suming, but represented th e only means of obtaining a resonance count at this time.
4.4.4 Preliminary Testy Cylindrical Domed Tank
To obtain a guide for coupling the RF system to an SIVB type tank, prelim-
inary tes'.i,:g was performed with an available tank. This tank had a cylindrical
midsection and hemispherical ends and is described more fully in Section 4.2
(Test Hardware).	 The tank was loaded with paraffin blocks of arbitrary shape
and size to simulate a dispersed globule LH2 distribution. Although the dielec-
tric constant of paraffin (Er a 2.6) was higher than that of LH 2 (E r - 1.24),
its loose pocking reduced its average density and dielectric constant. This
follows since the dielectric constant (e r ) is related to the density of paraffin
by the C ausius-Mossotti relation:
E	 - 1	 1
- r	 — = constant
E r + 2 p
The resonance count test results are plotted in Figure 30. It can be seen that
the curve exhibited a resonance count jump at low loading (< 2%). Since this jump
occured where the total accuracy would be off by less than the t 2% desired,
it was decided that the phenomenon should be investigated further but would not
render the RF concept useless.
The predicted loading curves were somewhat higher than the experimental
values. However, the experiment did show that the RF gaging system could be
coupled to a tank and give an accurate mass measurement with dielectric reposi-
tioning in the tank.	 It was thought that since the initial resonance count jump was
present for both the horizontal and vertical loading that it was not a position
dependent but a mass dependent fonction. An examination of the degenerate nature
of modes (different spatial field dependence but same frequency) in symmetrical
structures to the possibility that the initial loading removed some degeneracies
allowing more resonances to be counted. It was postulated that more irregular tanks
would not exhibit this feature regardless of fluid distribution or shape as
tank irregularities would remove the degeneracies before the tank was faded.
Because of the use of paraffin and other solid dielectrics as fuel simulants,
their effective dielectric constants were measured. This measurement was performed
in accordance with the procedure outlined in the section on dielectric properties
of materials. These measured dielectric constants permitted more accurate predic-
tions of the resonance count dependence on mass loading.
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4.4.5	 Effects of Tank Interior Insulation
From previous experimentation it was found that the presence of high loss
materials in a cavity wo l :ld result in a degradation of the mode shave and energy
loss in the cavity. By an examination of drawings of the tank interior, it was
found that the SIVB LH 2 tank contained an insulating layer on the walls. Samples
were obtained a-d an anal ysis was mada of the effect of the layer. it was con-
cluded that the effect of t6he layer on the mode shape and energy loss was negligible.
4.4.6	 Configuration Coupling Probes
Work on the 1/10 scale model SIVB LH 2 tank proceeded at a slow rate due
to the limitations of manual counting of resonances. However, it was found that probes
located near the domes gave the best overall coupling to the RF field inside the
tank. it was also found that probes that were too long resulted in mode degrada-
tion through overcoupling of the external circuitry to the cavity fields. There-
fore, an analysis of the combined effect of coupling probes, wall, dielectric,
and coupling circuit losses was initiated.
4.4.7	 Mode Detectability Factor 'S'
In order to determine the relative effects of the mode degradation sources,
a series of tests were run on the available cylindrical tank. These tests involved
measuring the resonance count response to loading using a number of different dielectric
materials each having a different dielectric constant and electrical loss.	 In
addition, the loss effects of the walls and probes were isolates and measured
for the same tank. This effort resulted in the computation of a mode loss factor
'V from a comparison of actual to expected resonance counts for different dielectric
loadings, and a predicted 'S' factor based on a nostulated relationship of certain
tank electrical parameters. Comparison of these two 'S' factors and the basis for
the postulated or predicted 'S' are contained in Appendix F on energy loss effects
on the resonance count. The resultant comparison shown in Figure 31 was used to expand
the initially postulated resonance count relation to cover mode detectability variations
between various tanks and fuels. These results were used in later experiments
for evaluation of test results.
An additional factor in the gathering of data on the RF response of the
cylindrical tank to different dielectric loadings was the evaluation of the postu-
lated dielectric dependence of the resonance count. This evaluation was needed because
testing was conducted with available dielectrics having dielectric constants higher
than that of LH2. Therefore, the "V factors obtained for a range of dielectric
constants were valuable in extrapolating system performance to LH 2 and LOX. From
the 's' factor work Benzene was selected as the liquid simulant for Lf1X or LH2.
A literature search had also shown that Benzene had the lowest loss and dielectric
constant of the available room temperature fluids.
4.4.8	 Construction SIVB Model LOX Tank
At this point, in order to evaluate the RF sW	 P	 ^	 stem performance withY
LOX, an SIVB LOX tank was constructed on a scaled down basis. The tank was made
of aluminum and was a 1/10 scale size. However, a later decision determined that
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system feasibility testing should be sho.vn in the SIVB LH 2 type tanks, and there-
fore, the tank was never used.
4.4.9 Single Mode Loading Response Hemispherical Domed Tenk
Since an application of the RF gaging theory to a hemispherical
ended tank had never been attempted,derivation of a mode frequency response
to loading was formulated for a tank of this shape. In addition, an experimental
evaluation was made of the prediction. This is shown in Figure 32. It
can be noted that the predicted and experimental curves show reasonable
agreement. Since the variational technique used always results in resonant
frequency values higher than the actual values, the variation shown is
in agreement with the expectations.
	
Improved agreement with experiment
is shown in the discussion in Appendix A using UDMH in a flat ended tank
and plotted in Figure 33•
An initial error in the derivation of this resonance count r • --C ponse led to
an erroneous interpolation shown in Fiqure 30. This interpolation was made
with the erroneous prediction on the loading response of the resonance zount before
additional supporting data in the 0 to 10% loading region was obtained.
4.4.10 Pa raffin Loading Response 1/10 Scale SIVB LH 2 Tank
r
An optimum probe match for paraffin loading was found for the 1/10
scale SIVB LH 2 tank containing no simulated internal hardware (unperturbed).
The test results are shown in Figure 34, and are described in Appendix D.
The match was obtained using two probes to excite the cavity and one probe
to detect resonance. From a comparison of this response curve to that ob-
tained on the cylindrical tank with hemispherical ends it was evident that
an initial ,jump in the resonance count still existed for low loadings. This be-
havior confirmed the fact that paraffin blobs in a highly symmetrical tank
act as perturbing elements at small loadings. The appearance of this be-
havior had been found in two tanks of different shape at a matched condition
as previously noted. Match means that the resonance count for three orientations
or locations of the paraffin is equal over the loading range. The resonance count
deviation between orientations was found to be less than t 3 counts out of
approximately a 350 count difference between empty and full conditions for
this tank. This is equivalent to a less than 1% of full scale inaccuracy
in mass measurement for the system over the loading range for several
different orientations of the contents. it was expected that the loadinq
curve for the perturbed SIVB LH tank with internal hardware would not con-
tain toe initial Jump found in This response curve.
4.4.11 Measurements Dielectric Loss Tangent
At this time testing of tNe dielectric constant and loss tangent of
LOX was performed in order to obtain necessary theoretical computations.
The computations were based on the Equation:
AfAf
tan6	 — V/C— —
f 	 f e
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Where:
e = measurement cavity empty (otherwise fii'led)
Af = mode width at half power
f = resonant frequency
e	 dielectric constant of medium
tand = loss tangent of medium
which was obtained from the text (Reference 6).	 However, because of the
poor agreement of the paraffin and Benzene predicted 's' and actual ' a'
factors this computation was questioned. Further literature research
indicated that the above Equation for 'tand' was wrong and should have
been
Of	 Af
tand = — -e
f	 f e
This resulted in a need to rerun all the loss tangent experimental measure-
ments again and to revise the 's' factor dependence on wall losses. These
corrections were incorporated in the postulated 'S' and improved agreement
with the Benzene and paraffin data was obtained. This error was not found
until the experimentation with Benzene was conducted because the wall loss
factor which contains the 'e' dependence of 's' does not contribute to
the overall 'S' factor until the wall loss and dielectric loss in a cavity
are of comparible magnitudes. For example, for Freon and Polystyrene the
material loss contribution to 's' is at least on the order of a magnitude
greater than the wall loss and the 'e' dependence in 'B"is negligible.
4.4.12 Construction 1/20 Scale SIVB LH2 Tank
In order to obtain more check points for the volume ani frequency
dependence of the resonance count predictions, that is, to check the scaling
predictions, a smaller scale SIVB LH tank was fabricated. T his tank was
an approximate 1/20 scale of the actual propellant tank.. This scaling of
size is approximate on both the 1/10 scale and 1/20 scale since available
domes were used in order to facilitate fabrication time. However, the scale
tanks are geometrically similar since all dimensions were scaled to have
identical relationships to the dome radius in the actual tank. Because the
dome was of stainless steel for the 1/20 scale tank, the cylindrical portion
of the tank was also fabricated with stainless steel. This construction
facilitated attachment of parts since welding or solder could be used for
joining to stainless steel. To obtain a comparable tank wall loss constant,
the tank interior was copper plated.
4.4.13 Probe Optimization Differences Between Dielectrics
Work on the measurement of 'S' factors for the cylindrical, hemispheri-
tally doled tanks indicated that the match conditions were different for each
4..23
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dielectric constant. (This was a contributing factor in the construction of
the smaller SIVB LH 2 scale tank). This effect was not completely understood
and analytical work was begun on improving the theory supporting probe scaling.
Previous to this time the probes were simply scaled In length as the tank
dimensions were scaled. The tank probes were always matched for different
dielectrics with a partially loaded tank and deviations to the scaling predic-
tions were evidenced by different empty tank counts. No attempt was made to
obtain performance (loading) data for a previously matched tank with a new
dielectric once the partial loading showed that the tank was unmatched for
this dielectric. This was done because Intercomparisons of 'R' factors for
matched tanks were desired and the unmatched condition was useless. The tank
was then rematched for the new dielectric and loading data obtained.
4.4.14 Loading Response of Perturbed 1/10 Scale SIVB LH with Paraffin9	 P	 2
A matched condition was obtained for the perturbed 1/10 scale SIVB LH2
tank with paraffin loading. This tank contained the simulated vertical propel-
lant utilization probe and side attached hel;;:n spheres. With reference to the
graph of the test results, Figure 35, it can be seen that no Initial Jump was
present in the loac!ing curve. This is attributed to the effect of the internal
hardware removing mode perturbations before the tank is loaded.
In obtaining the optimum probe configuration for this perturbed tank it
was necessary to change from the probe lengths found to be optimum for the unper-
turbed SIVB. Therefore, the empty tank count of the perturbed tank cannot be
compared to that of the unperturbed tank in order to determine what portion of
the resonance number increase can be attributed to the perturbations. It is possible
that the perturbations removed many degeneracies, resulting in more countable
resonances but sore modes may not have been excited with the new probe lengths.
Thus, the two factors may nullify each other.
The experimental loading curve for the tank relative to the predicted
curve shows that the empty tank count is 89% of the prediction. This compares
4	 to the uilperturbed tank response which is 88% of the prediction. 	 In either
case, the variation from the postulated response is nearly the same and should
be indicative of the agreement between the actual and predicted count for a
full size SIVB LH 2
 tank. A comparison of the 1/10 scale empty count to other
tanks will be made later in this section to again evaluate the predictions for
paraffin loading.
Considering the loading response for the perturbed tank it is found
to be 102% of the predicted response. Now the predicted response to loading
is based on the terms containing the loading material dielectric constant which
multiply the empty tank count. Thus, by dividing the fully loaded count (or
intermediate) by the empty tank count in the actual and postulated curves, the
loading response is separated from the volume and frequency dependence (empty
tank count). For the unperturbed tank the loading response for the best fit
line to the experimental data is 101% of the predicted response. This compares
closely to the 102% obtained for the perturbed tank loading response. These
loading curve predictions were made using the 'S' factors computed from measure-
ments of the tank loss parameters.
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The variation of the resonance count between the various orientations at the
given loadings was less than 0.5% for the perturbed 1/10 scale SIVB LH 2 tank.
This was with the 2% error band used as a design goal. The 0.5% figure is in
terms of the mass gaging inaccuracy corresponding to a variation in the count for
a given loading. It is obtained by taking the percentage ratio of the count
variation and the count increase from empty to full load for the tank.
4.4.15 Sample Data Type Resonance Detector
Because of problems still being encountered in arriving at an accep-
table accurate scheme for the electronic resonance detector the resonance count-
ing to this point in time was being performed manually. To overcome some of the
problems inherent on the delay line type of differentiator the scheme shown
in Figure 36 was proposed. In essence the scheme is a sample data system.
The basis for detecting a resonance is the establishment of a point of
zero slope. The proposed system provides a positive output followed by a
negative output as an indication of zero slope. This sequence provides a
pulse to a counter.
A high-speed commutator was designed capable of chopping rates up to
1 MHz. To see why this rate of chopping is needed consider the sampling func-
tion of the commutator given by the expression:
sin (nor/2)
	
S(t) = 1/2 11 + 2
n=	
cos n wct1
	1 	 nn 2
Where:
we = 27r f c	 JL
= the sampling rate
and ask what is the highest frequency in the input signal that the commutator
can handle.	
T
Now, for a random input signal, f(t), the output signal of the commutator
can be expressed as a product function of the sampling function and input function..
f s (t) = S(t) f(t)
a sin (n7r/2)
or	 f s (t) = 1/2 f(t) 11 + 2
	 cos n wctl
n=1 nfr/2
From basic sample data theory, the highest frequency signal ( fm ) that can
be handled is given by,
fc
fm = —
2
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or in the resonance detection scheme, the upper range of f(t) cannot exceed 500
KHz. This frequency is well above the hiQhes;. frequency component of f(t)
for an octave sweep time of 0.1 seconds, but this component will increase
for shorter sweep times. Thus, faster commutators must be designed if
shorter sweep times are needed to follow transient propellant conditions.
Design of an optimum delay line was still a problem area. The optimizing
requirement was a constant time delay with no signal distortion. A constant-k
delay line was tried and was not successful in meeting the imposed requirement.
An m-derived delay line and a Butterworth (maximally flat) type delay line were
then designed as possible solutions. Other components required for the mode
detection scheme were available in integrated circuit form and did not seem
to present any significant problems. Thus,the circuit work continued on this
scheme of mode detection.
4.4.16 Loading Response Perturbed 1/20 Scale SIVB LH2 Tank with Benzene
In order to confirm the predicted tank scaling behavior of the SIVB LH22
type tanks, a 1/20 scale model tank was constructed and an optimum probe configura-
tion obtained. This tank is described in Test Hardware Section. The tank was
constructed to be used with Benzene or paraffin to obtain several different die-
lectric and loss tangent scaling factors in addit?on to the volume scaling of
tie resonance count. The tank contained all the perturbations in order to provide
a data comparison to the actual tank. Also the initial mode Jump effect
indicated that the perturbations improved system response as proven with the
1/10 scale SiVB LH 2 tank.
The probes in the 1/20 scale tank were located the same as in 1/10 scale
tank. This was done to take advantage of the probe position information gained
on the 1/10 scale SIVB tank and to preserve the field-to-probe-position relation-
ship.
With reference to Figure 37 (a comparison of the predicted and the experi-
mental data) it can be seen that the actual loading response curve lies some-
what below the prediction. This result was expected from previous work with
Benzene in the cylindrical, domed tank, where most of the experimental loading
response results were about 75% of the predictions. Looking at the ratio of
the actual and predicted loading response here it is found to be 78%. Thus,
although the Benzene loading data is somewhat below the predicted curve,
approximately the same percentage difference is found with two tanks. This
indicates that the experimental performance for Benzene should maintain this
same ratio to the predictions for other type tanks as well.
For the above test data it was found that an equivalent mass accuracy
of t 0.5% was maintained for all the loadings and propellant orientations
sampled. ThUS , a system accuracy of t 0.5% of full scale with both paraffin
and Benzene has been obtained with SIVB LH 2
 type tanks which is within the
t 2% accuracy goal.
Considering the empty tank count, it is found to be 83% of the predicted
count, while the 1/10 scale tank had an 89% ratio. This compares to the cylin-
drical tank with a similar tank excitation set-up where the empty count was 82%
of the predicted ratio. The stipulation of similar tank excitation is required
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since some of the tests with the cylindr'.cal tanks were conducted with only one
excitation probe and therefore had a lotver percentage. However, the tank of
comparable excitation should have the same ratio of actual emnty count to the
predicted empty count. Whether this same empty tank correspondence is preserved
for paraffin loading In the same 1/20 scale SIV8 remains to be seen.
4.4.17 Loading Response 1/20 Scale SlVB LH 2 Tank With Paraffin
The 1/20 scale SIV8 tank was then loaded with paraffin and a rematch was
found to be needed for the probes. This was accomplished by manual resonance counting
Much delay in the program schedole was encounteree because of manual counting
rather than using an electronic counter and therefore testing of the trade offs
for various probns and locatiors was discontinued orce a match condition was
f ound .
The response curve for the 1/20 scale tank comnared to the predicted
resonance count for this tank is shown in Figure 38. Because of the loose packing g
of the blobs an effective dielectric constant of e r	 1.65 was obtained, (SeeParagraph 4.4.4). The response can be compared to 46 same tank loaded with Benzene
having E r - 2.28 for an Indication of dielectric constant scaling.
The equivalent mass accuracy of the system was found to be t 0.5% of
full scale or better for all loadings and orientations attemnted at these
loijdings. Again, this compares to the :t 0.5% accuracy of the 1/20 scale tank
with Benzene and the 1/10 scale tank with paraffin.
With reference to the actual empty tank count, it was 92% of the predicted
empty count. This compares to the 83% found in the 1/20 scale SIVB with Benzene,
89% for the 1/10 scale SIVB with paraffin and 82% with the cylindrical domed
tanks. Thus, it would seem that an actual resonance count made for a paraffin loaded
SIV8 tank is around 90% of the predicted count over several tank sizes.
The actual loading response of the tank Is 89% of the predicted resnonse.
This compares to the 1/10 scale SIVB loading response which was 102% of the nre-
dicted. This is 13% deviation between the loading response in the two tank
sizes and indicates a better agreement with theory using the larger rize tank.
4.4.18 Project THERMO Tanks
At this time a program redirection was requested by the contracting
agency. The new program was directed toward a study of a nronellant transfer
tank of Project THERMO, which was supposed to closely model the geometry of the
SIVB LH 2 tank. The studies were made to determine the feasibility of anply^ng
the RF gaging technique to these tanks. Experience gained in working on the
SIVB type tanks was to be used as a guide in the new system study.
Following the procedure previously used, a scale model THERMO tank was
fabricated. This tank included the internal hardware since only a limited time
was available for the performance of the THERMO study. The probe locations were
the same as the locations on the SIVB-type tanks because of the comparable
geometry of the tank shells. Benzene was used as the fluid simulator together
with paraffin to give the dielectric factor scaling to LH2'
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4.4.19 Dual Differentiator Resonance Detector
Because of continuing difficulty in arriving at a satisfactory electronic
resonance detector based on the delay line concept, the active differentiator concept
was revised. The modification, Figure 39, took the form of adding a non-linear
amplifier and a squaring circuit to an active differentiator. The non - linear
amplifier served to boost the amplitude of the low level signals relative to
those of high level (or amplitude). In this way, the amplitude range of the
differentiator could be less and input power variations to the tank would not
cause a loss in resonance count. The second differentiator served to peak up the
amplitude of the differentiated signals from the first stage. Following the
differantiator was a squaring amplifier to give a constant height signal for
driving conventional counters. This was necessary since the counter used was
slope sensitive, and the signals from the differentiator were of varying height
and slope.
The entire circuit was coupled to the output of the 0.1 scale SIVB tank
and a difference on the average of t 3 counts out of 500 was initially achieved.
Also a t 20% deviation in the power input into the tank was tried with no
Increase in the t 3 counts out of 500. This resonance detector was found to be
creating extra counts and losing some which should have been counted when a
manual count was compared to the counter output. The trouble was found to be
connected with the counting of noise signals originating within the electronic
resonance detector and loss of closely spaced peaks. Corrective measures were then
begun to remove these difficulties.
In addition to the corrective measures taken on the resonance counter a
second resonance detector was assembled which could process the resonance signals for
fast (<0.10 seconds) octave range frequency sweep times. This necessitated
up-grading the time response of all components in the electronic circuit.
The resonance detector in the "fast" form was to be used for rapid sampling of the
THERMO tank under liquid flow conditions. For flow conditions, it was decided
to obtain 5 to 10 samples of the tank content and average the count to damp
out spurious counts. Since a system time response of 0.5 seconds was desired,
the individual samples for ten count averaging would have to be taken in 30
milliseconds allowing 0.2 seconds for averaging. Thus, the resonance detector
frequency response was increased in order to process an average count of 1000
bits in 30 milliseconds.
Because of the non-linear distribution of the resonances throughout the
frequency range, the count processing speed of the resonance detector needed to
increase as a frequency sweep progressed. This, therefore, required a greater
bandwidth for the resonance detection circuitry. In an attempt to solve this pro-
blem, a proposal was made to decrease the sweep speed by a factor of 2 to 11
over an octave as the sweep progressed so that the resonance counter per unit time
was uniform. Methods to vary the driving voltage tuning rate of the voltage
tunable oscillator either by a preset function or by resonance density sampling
were investigated to determine their respective advantages and disadvantages.
The investigation proceeded by a definition of the circuitry needed for each
scheme.
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4.4.20 Flow Hardware 1/3 Scale THERMO Tank
Assembly of the flow hardware for Benzene was begun for the 1/3 scale
THERMO tank. This hardware was of the inflow type, the fluid being dumped
through a screen wire covered port in the dome of the tank. The flow was of
the constant head type to give a constant flow rate. The schematic of the
equipment is shown in Figure 40.
4.4.21 Data Recording
To provide a check on the electronic resonance counter performance and to
provide a means of troubleshooting a flow test, recording equipment vas
procured to make a record of the signal sent to the resonance detector. Various
type of recorders were evaluated and a magnetic tape recorder was selected.
However, subsequent testing showed that the bandwidth of a tape recorder
sufficiently fast to record our resonance signals approached 10 MHz. This was
essentially a television recording system and was judged too expensive for
the short form usage intended. A much slower recordin g system able to
record the static fluid resonance count was acquired and coupled with an ana-
log ink recorder. This then was used to obtain permanent records of the
resonance signal for future reference.
4.4.22 Loading Response 1/3 Scale THERMO Tank with Paraffin
After an unsuccessful attempt to use the automatic resonance counter with
the 1/3 scale THERMO tank for a probe matching, the matching of the RF probes
to the tank was accomplished using the visual count procedure. Paraffin was
used as the fuel simulant. The test results obtained with paraffin loading
are shown in Figures 41 and 42. Figure 41 includes the data obtained using
the electronic resonance detector at a relatively slow sample rate of 60 to 80
milliseconds.
	 Included in the data curve of Figure 41 is predicted loading
curve for the THERMO tank.
The tank excitation was similar to that used for SIVB LH 2 tank in that
two input probes and one output probe were used. 	 J
The experimental resonance count compared to the predicted resonance count war.
considerably lower than that obtained for the SIVB or cylindrical type tanks.
As an illustration, the empty tank count was 54% of the prediction where before
80 to 90% was a common figure. Because of this wide deviation from past be-
havior, construction of full scale THERMO tank was initiated to obtain perform-
ance data for the system. it was expected that perhaps the scaling postulates,
previously determined, had poor applicability to this tank because of its
internal hardware or geometry.
The loading sensitivity of the 1/3 scale THERMO tank was 95% of the
predicted sensitivity. This compares to the 90 to 100% of the predicted load-
ing sensitivity previously found for paraffin in the SIVB and cylindrical type
tanks.
A system equivalent mass accuracy of t 1% of full scale was found to
hold for all loadings and orientations attempted, which was within the t 2%
accuracy goal. It should be noted that the 2 lb. loading point was obtained
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by moving a spherical ball of paraffin vertically along the tank wall. This
blob was at least 10 times the size of the small blobs generally used and gave
further support to the prediction of count invariance with aggregation of
position of the dielectric content.
An explanation of the contradictory behavior of the loading data agree-
ment with past behavior of the system (using paraffin) coupled with the disagree-
ment of the empty count can be found in the functional form of the resonance prediction
equation. Examination of the resonant frequency equations for the modes shows
that each resonant frequency depends on the dielectric loading of the tank.
This dependence on the mean dielectric constant of the loading is a multiplication
factor which gives the "correction" to the empty tank resonant frequency for
dielectric loading. Thus, althoug h the empty tank count is low it is multi p lied	 =_
by the same factor as a larger empty tank count. This factor can in fact be
isolated by dividing the loaded resonance count by the empty tank count and compared
to that obtained for other tanks of different empty tank counts. A procedure
such as this normalizes the count to 1 at the tank empty conditio^t.
i
Looking at the results of using an electronic resonance detector on this
same tank, Figure 41, the resonance detector problems can be noted. The maximum
resonance count deviation from the average is about t 10 counts as cc(lipared to t 2
for the visual count method. Since the visual count method was obta l reJ at the
same frequency sweep rate used for the resonance detector (by triggering the
oscilloscope from a tuneable frequency marker), the difference is not due to
unequal sweep rates. Also, since the paraffin is in solid form the resonance count
should be exactly repeatable since loading conditions are constant.
The	 trouble may	 rise,	 therefore,
	 in noise generated within the elec-
tronics
	 itself giving a non-repeatable count.
	 If noise alone were a	 factor -
it should average out over many samples
	 to give a mean addition to the true
count.
	 But	 reference	 to the electronic count data shows
	
that the curve
	 is
first above
	 the hand count and	 then below it.
	 Considering an additional
complicating factor	 in that	 the resonance density becomes greater at high
	 load-
ings,
	 the count could	 fall	 down	 if the bandwidth of the resonance counter was
below that needed to adequately process
	
the
	
resonance signal.	 Going	 to the right
hand	 side of Figure 41	 we see that	 the sweep rate of	 the frequency generator
in fact had	 to be slowed down to preserve the linearity of the mode count at
high	 loadings.
	
This
	
is equivalent	 to decreasing the video or modulation
envelope frequency of the cavity resonances at the resonance detector and thus
increasing	 the signal	 processing capability of the resonance detector.
	 It appeared
then that
	 increasing the
	
resonance detector bandwidth or using a non-linear
frequency sweep rate could help solve the resonance detector problem.
	 The resonance `h
detector bandwidth was
	
increased as only a temporary solution, however,
because this
	
leads
	
to a greater noise susce p tibility.
	 Unless
	 this
	 noise -
susceptibility problem can be solved,	 the use of a non-linear sweep
	 is a
recommended
	 solution for the bandwidth 	 limitations of the differentiation
type
	 resonance detectors.
	 To carry out this experimentation on
	 increasing the
bandwidth but decreasing noise susceptibility, a second resonance detector was
assembled.	 Also other schemes for resonance detection were sought which circum-
vented the noise and bandwidth 	 limitations of the differentiator type resonance
detector.
f
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4.4.23 Excitation Response Full Scale THERMO Tank
It was thought that the unusually low resonance count on the 1/3 scale tank
was due to a bad interior plating so 'Q' measurements on the full scale tank
were taken to see if the use of a stainless steel wall would seriously degrade
the mode shape. However, the tank '0' which is an indication of overall mode
shape was not found to be seriously low and the tank was used in an unnlated
condition. Copper plating the tank was considered since the actual THEW
tank was made of aluminum which has a higher conductivity than stainless steel.
An advantage was gained in leaving the tank unplated in that the predicted
effect of different materials of construction on overall resonance loss could be
evaluated.
The empty tank resonance count was found to be about 60% of the scaled 1/3
scale tank resonance count. This scaling was done by volume and frequency consi-
derations alone with no attention to the effects materials of construction,
since the 'a' factor of the postulated scaling did not a pply to empty tanks.
A procedure for revising the 'e3' factor to include an empty tank dependence
was then initiated.
4.4.24 Probe Ontimization 1/3 Scale THERMO Tank
Vork on chan g ing the 1/3 scale THERMO tank for fluid testing was started
after the naraffin tests. As one ste p in the p rocess the nrobe guards, shown on
the drawing of the SP113 t ype tanks, for the nrevention of nrobe hending due to
paraffin (also used on the 1/20 scale SP I R tank with Benzene) were taken off.
This was done because no further naraffin tests were contemnlated. The presence
of these guards however was later found to be of use in attaininn a nrobe
optimization in the tank.
Considerin g probe optimization on the 1/3 scale THEW tank, nroblems
arose in achieving a resonance count invariant with tank position for Benzene.
Attacking tank matching from a consideration of probe impedances, an attempt
was made to measure the p robe impedance of the 1/3 scale THERMO loaded with
paraffin. The probe impedances were found to be com parable at several resonant
frequencies, but the procedure of matching probe im pedances over a number of
frequencies consumed too much time. It was found to be useful though in probe
placement or characterization where small variations in physical parameters
may determine large changes in electrical behavior.
A peculiar feature of the Benzene loading compared to that obtained for
the SIV13 type tank was that the loaded resonance count in the horizontal tank posi-
tion was higher than the vertical. This fact coupled with the extremely low
overall count made it necessary to examine the paraffin loading in the same
tank. Going back, therefore, and looking at the paraffin loading in the same
tank, it was concluded that the chunks may not have been large enough to be
''lost'' through penetration into the annular bottom space. Using small bits of
paraffin, it was found that when they penetrated more into the annular region,
that they were los t_ to the RF system. This was seen from the resonance count in that
it initially went down or stayed flat with loading in the annulus. 	 It was con-
cluded that no modes were being excited in the bottom portion of annulus
where the two metal surfaces were separated less than W. Comparing the
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bottom sections of the SIVB and 1/3 scale THERMO, it was seen that a difference
in geometry existed. The SIVB tank was not as narrow in this region. A portion
of the annulus was filled with metal to see if a geometr y change would correct
the difficulty. The change in the loading response was very significant. The
resonance count wert up from 250 to 450 empty, exhibited a continuing rise with
loading, and the loaded vertical count was higher than the horizontal. By the
similarity of the count to that obtained for SIVB, it was thought that the tank
could now be matched and the matching effort proceeded along lines followed
with the SIVB tanks.
4.4.25 Preliminary Flow Tests 1/3 Scale THERMO Tank
Because of the delay in flow testing the 1/3 scale THERMO tark due to
the difficulty in achieving a matched tank, condition some means of approximating
a matched tank response for a flow test was sought. From this search it was
found that the tanks previously matched for Benzene had exhibited a linear
loading curve in the vertical or horizontal position.
On the assumption that the 1/3 scale THERMO tank would have a linear
loading curve when matched, the tank count for the 1/3 scale THERMO tank was
linearized up to about the 55% full condition and an inflow test was conducted.
(Refer to System Tests, Appendix D). Loading test results compared to the
static loading (vertical) linear region, which occurred at about a - 0.55
filling, the flow data stayed within the t 2% of full scale accuracy bounds
about the static curve. The sinusoidal behavior of the response can be
attributed to either the time response of the electronic counter (an
electronic count obtained for the fluid under static loading was linear) or
to the presence of a slosh component in the flow which might be seen for an
unmatched tank.
To determine if fluid splash due to fluid inflow through a screened
orifice in the top of the tank could have contributed to the sinusoidal behavior
of the flow response, a second flow test was run. This test is described in
more detail in System Tests, Appendix D. The test result for a tank outflow
test through a side attached	 orifice is shown in Figure 44. Again, the
test data exhibits the sinusoidal response of resonance count with tank content
seen for the inflow flow test. This would indicate that fluid splash does
not noticeably contribute to the sinusoidal response characteristic. A
further investigation of the effect was left to the time that a matched tank
was obtained where slosh components should not cause a resonance count shift.
4.4.26 Probe Guard Etfects 1/3 Scale THERMO Tank
Continu?ng with attempts to match the 1/3 scale THEPAO tank, a set of
probe mounting parts were added to increase the number of probe locations.
The added probe positions were located at multiples of a quarter wavelength,
calculated at center of the swept frequency band, from the previous positions
along  the vertical axis of the tank. Probe positions every goo about the vertical
axis also gave more location options. Increasing the number of probes was to
determine if better coupling to the RF field co y+ 1 d be achieved to excite the
maximum number of resonances.
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However, test results showed that very little was gained. A mixture of probes
and loops was also used without success.. A set of three loops gave results
comparable to those obtained with threo probes.
In trying to find further reasons for not obtaining a matched tank
on the 1/3 scale or full scale THERMO, it was noted that no probe guards were
used with Benzene in the THERMO tanks although they had been used in the
SIVB. Observing the effects of fluid near the probes, it was found that on
probes the electric field was stronger than the magnetic within a./2n of
probe (o pposite for loops). Therefore, it was thought that the absence of
probe guards could lead to distortion of the near field by a dielectric fluid.
Also because of the availability of a new tank orientation fixture, the resonance
pattern and count (electronic) could be well correlated with tank position
in a nearly static fluid state. With this fixture it was noted that whenever
a probe dipped in or out of liquid that the resonant count and amplitude changed
drastically for a bare probe. Since no matched tanks were available without
probe guards the probe guards were put on all probes in the 1/3 scale THERMO
tank.	 It was found that as the radius of the probe guards was increased and
approached 1 /2- that the resonance count sensivity to liquid presence near It
became less. All probe guard sizes were increased to this value on the 1/3
scale THERMO and the attempt to match the tank with Benzene continued.
4.4.27 Partial Loading Respor. c p Full Scale THERMO With Benzene
As a result of the observation that a matched tank exhibited a linear
loading curve and because of the limited loading possible with the full scale
tank due to the use of thin metal in its dome, it was proposed that a linear
loading curve maintained over 45 0 orientations of the tank from vertical might
be indicative of a matched tank. The full scale THERMO tank was there-
fore loaded with Benzene and a linear loading curve up to 20% of the full
loading obtained. This loading curve is shown in Figure 45. Projecting the
response curve of the tank to the com p letely filled point and obtaining a full
and empty count it was found that the t 2^ accuracy bounds shown on the
graph enclose the test data obtained (note that the full scale tank also had
its bottom annular region modified by a partial filling of "Sarabend" metal to
change the tank geometry). This tank was identical in geometry-to the 1/3
scale THERMO tank which was also being investigated at the same time. Thus,
results of tipping the smaller tank more than 45 0 from the vertical could be
used as a guide to the full scale tank behavior.
Considering the empty tank count it is seen to be 36% of the predicted
count while the small THERMO tank has an empty count which is about 75% of the
'
	
	 predicted count. A measure of the tank wall conductivity however showed that
the tank losses were much higher on the full scale tank than on the small tank.
Taking this into account in the tank '0' calculation and saying that the devia-
tion in empty tank count is proportional to the '0'of the tank relative to a
copper lined tank a resonance count of 980 1s obtained (See Figure 45). The empty
tank count is then 82% of the predicted count which is comparable to the small
THERMO or SIVB tanks. This type of computation is in keeping with the attempt
to incorporate variations in the empty tank parameters into the resonance loss factor
'S'. Using this new predicted empty tank count the experimental resonance count
loading sensitivity is found to be within 2% of the predicted loading sensitivity.
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Again, considering the proposal that a linear loading curve over a por-
tion of the loading range was indicative of a matched tank It was found from the
test results for the 1/3 scale THERMO tank that when a linear response
was found up to 50t loading that the tank could be tipped up to 700 to 800 from
the vertical before the resonance count changed. Since this generally corresponded
to a probe going through the liquid surface (although not all probes exhibited
this effect) doubt was thrown on the validity of the linear response of the full
scale THERMO tank being indicative of a matched condition. (The results may be
in doubt because only one of the probes on the full scale tank (side probe) was
actually going through the liquid surface on the 45 0
 tilt test and it was felt
possible that the other two probes might react differently). It was therefore
concluded that more work should be performed to obtain a matched probe condition
on the 1/3 scale THERMO tank which was easier to orientate than the full scale
before proceeding to match the full scale tank. The noted variance of the resonance
count (where a resonance count-Jump actually occurred) on the 1/3 scale THERMO tank
as a probe passed through the liquid surface coupled with the fact that no change
occurred in the resonance count before or after this point indicated that a mode
coupling problem was occurring. The postulate that the number of excitable modes would
not change with the liquid position was verified by the constant count obtained
up to and after the probes passed through the liquid surface. The problem of
matching was therefore approached from a mode coupling standpoint, and also, from
the fact that this Jump did not occur on the matched SIVB tanks.
4.4.28 Spectral Resonance Distribution 1/3 Scale THERMO Tank
As the experimentation on the 1/3 scale THERMO tank progressed after the
geometry change to the tank bottom annulus a series of probe and loop combinations
were tried in an attempt to make the resonance count follow a smooth curve. This curve
was the predicted differential resonance count of a tank for which all resonances are
excited. Reference to the postulated theory shows that the number of dN of resonances ex-
cited in a cavity for a frequency band df should follow
dN
— = constant x f2
df
This relation may be plotted for an octave frequency range where the range
is split up into 10 segments or bands. If a plot is made of the resonance count per-
centage in each band relative to the total resonance count for the range, the curve
shown in Figure 46 results. This is the curve which is used to guide the probe
changes needed to obtain a matched condition as it has been found to be closely
followed by the resonance count of a number of matched tanks. Generally, since ex per-
imental data plotted against the curve shows the resonance count variances versus '; •e-
quency and the probes used are frequency tuneable by varying their length, the
variances of a non-matched tank can be corrected by knowing which probes affect
certain portions of the frequency spectrum. A plot of several resonance count spectral
distributions are shown in Figure 47 and 48 (SIVB Large empty, THERMO small Ben-
zene) comparing the spectrum of a matched and an unmatched tank against the pre-
dicted curve. however, the spectral distribution curve is only a diagnos-cic tool
and the probe positions in the tank also represent a variable in probe matching.
For complex tanks, the choice of a proper set of positions is rather arbitrary
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and is tied (j finding points where most of the field components lie along the
probe axis. if simple analyzable tanks are considered the problem should become
easier as the field distributions can be predicted. It was therefore concluded
that more information on probe placement and probe shape should be gained by a
more thorough analysis of simpler tanks before further work was continued on
probQ optimization on the Project THERMO tank. However, analysis on a contro l -
led experiment type basis was proposed to determine the exact reasons for the
poor mode coupling problems in the THERMO tank with Benzene.
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SECTION V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
From the theoretical analysis of the tanks studied, the experimental
results of the tests conducted to verify these analysis, and the survey of the
availability of hardware to meet the system requirements, conclusions and recom-
mendations are being made.
5.1	 Conclusions
The conclusions which follow are formulated as answers to the following
r	 questions about the application of the system to a given tank configuration and
fuel.
1) Can the postulated scaling law be applied to predict the mass sensitivity
of the system?
2) Does the system maintain accuracy under propellant relocation?
3) 11;111 the presence of internal hardware or perturbations seriously reduce the
system accuracy?
4) Can the system meet the desired response time?
5) Can the system be fabricated in a lightweight small, low powered form using
state-of-the-art techniques and components?
Because of the differences encountered in applying the RF resonance
counting technique to mass measurement on the SIB-SIVB and Project THERMO types
of tanks the conclusions on each type are given separately. The conclusions con-
cerning the response time of the gaging system and the feasibility of fabricating
the system using state-of-the-art components are the same for each tank type, and
are given only once in the conclusion on the SIB-SIVB system. The conclusions on
implementing the gaging system using state-of-the-art components are taken from
the survey given in Appendix C.
5.1 .1 Tanks of the S I B-SIVB Configuration
Conclusions based on test
	
results obtained with Benzene and paraffin
on the 1/10 and 1/20 scale LH 2
 tanks compared to the postulated system performance
as follows:
a) The scaling law derived for cylindrical tanks;
8,r v
N a — 3 (f - f3) ) (1	+ (e r - 1)a) 3/2s
3 c
can be applied to this tank. The scaling law prediction agreed with the data
within 20%.
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b) The basic sensitivity and accuracy of the system is 	 relatively	 invariant
under relocation of the propellant within the tank. 	 The variance was	 less
than f 0.5% on most loading tests and satisfies the design goal of t 2%.
c) The RF system can meet the desired t 2% accuracy in tanks containing perturb-
ing elements as found in this type tank.
d) Density and temperature dependent mass
	
inaccuracies are s 0.2% of the full
scale tank content.
e) The sampling time of the system can be made low enough to most the desired
response time.	 Sampling times of 0.1	 to 0.01 second are regarded as feasible,
which	 is within the 0.5 seconds
	
response time desired.
f) The implementation of Radio Frequency Zero "G" Gaging System for space
applications using present day state-of-the-art components	 is feasible.
Size, weight and power consumption can be minimized through the use of
Integrated circuits.
	
Recent developments
	
in the generation of radio
frequency energy in the higher frequencies bands
	
(L band) have shown
that solid-state RF oscillators are now available. 	 This	 represents a
significant milestone	 in the	 implementation of an all	 solid state radio
frequency gaging system.
5.1.2 Tanks of Project THERMO Configuration
Since the Project THERMO tanks presented experimental difficulties in
applying the RF gaging technique different than these encountered on the SIB-
SIVB type tanks, conclusions on the theory and tests for this conf;guration
are presented separately. Recommendations on the work needed to determine
the basis for the difficulties encountered follow these conclusions. The con-
clusions on the feasibility of applying the RF counting technique are as follows:
a) The scaling law derived for cylindrical tanks;
81t V
N . --
	 3 (f3- 	 f3) (1 +(e r - 1)a) 
3120
3 c
can be applied to determine potential loading response of this tank. THis
scaling law as applied to the dielectric loading response was within 10% of
the test results. The empty tank count is predictable to 50%..
b) The basic sensitivity and accuracy of the system remains invariant under re-
location of the propellant when a proper field coupling is obtained. Accuracy
was better than t 2.0% on loading tests not exhibiting field coupling pro-
blems.
4
c) The RF system can meet the desired t 2% accuracy in tanks of this type con-
taining a number of perturbing elements if the proper RF field coupling is
obtained.
5.2	 Recommendations
A set of recommendations have been formulated which outlines the proced-
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ures to be taker, to scave the problems found in the application of the RF resonance
count technique to the SIB-SIVB and Project THERMO tanks. These steps are pro-
posed as the task which Phase B of the "Studies to Aeterm,lne the Feasibility
of Various Techniques for Measuring Propellant Mass Aboard bolting Space Ve-
hicle" should follow.
The objective of Phase B will be to perform a feasio1',ity study of RF
techniques for gaging mass in a generalized and Project TncnM,O tank configuration.
The generalized tank study will induce those georre:ric sr,apes tnat make up the
THERMO tank. The THERMO tank configuration will oe assemc'ec from combinations
of the simple geometr;c tanks. The simple tanks to oe s:_c;ed are:
a) Cylindrical tank with flat ends.
b) Spherical tank.
c) Cylindricai tarn with ore hemisphere.
d) Cylindrical tank w;tr, two hemispheres lore interra anc one external).
e) THERMO tanK COMP lete with internal perturbations.
The combinations of these tanks along w: ".n internal perz..rbations will
	comprise a THERMO tank configuration. 	 In ai. cases the tan.;s wlii oe experi-
mental scale models.
The work to be performed in Phase B will utilize both anaiy:cal and exper-
imentai techniques to evaluate the effects of generalized tarn, components on
the performance of the mass gage. Scaling laws will be deve',opad and experi-
mental l y vet! ; led. System performance will be evaluated under vary;;,g para-
metric conditions. Tne results of the work performed in Ph;.se „ ano Prase B
wil; be the generation of an application type "handbook" wh'Cn w;l' specify the
use aro limitations of a Radio Frequency gaging system for Genera .iized tank
configurations.
The foiiowing tasks sho6id be performed in `Pnase B":
PRELIMINARY TASKS
Task A -- Fabricate Tanks and Support Hardware
A scale model tank will be fabricated in steps to the c0nfiq..ration shown
in SK121366. This tank will be fabricated of aluminum and w;:l oe constructed
so as to provide compor.enrs of the basic tank shapes for progressive testing.
Steps will be taken c^.r;ng fabrication to insure cne tank's utility for tests
with LH2 . Support nardware such as tank mounting devices and LH 2
 handling
equipment will be fabricated as required. Tanks constructed for Phase "A" will
be converted to the above configuration whenever possible.
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Task 8 -- Fabricate Internal Hardware
Hardware will be cons t ruct ed	 mto si u late various internal tank confiqura-
tions. The internal hardware constructed for "Phase A" will be used whenever
possible. The following is a list of hardware for "Phase B''ti;
a) Stand pipes for installation both along the longitudinal jxis and parallel
to that axis along the cylindrical wall.
	 r
b) Wall spheres.
c) Vents of both the T and cone type.	 I
d) Slosh baffle consisting of a support ring covered with nylon.
e) Temperature probes to be attached both to tank wall and center support.
Task C -- Obtain Test Fluids
Those fluids needed to evaluate the RF technique response to fuels having
different dielectric constant and loss tangent will be obtained. This evalua-
tion will be incorporated in the mathematical analysis of the mode dependence
on fuel parameters. Sufficient quantities of liquid hydrogen will be procured
to conduct the experimental program. Simulated propellants used in Phase "A"
will be used for Phase "B" where applicable.
MAJOR TASK BREAKDOWN
The following tasks will 	 be performed on the generalized tanks as well 	 as
the THERMO tank.	 Results obtained on the simple tanks will	 be applied to the
more complex tanks,
	
including the THERMO tank.
	 It	 is anticipated that the
knowledge acquired on the initial 	 tank configurations should result
	 in a reduc-
tion of the detailed evaluation required for successive variations of tank com-
plexity.
	
The following detail	 task descriptions for Task 	 I	 and Task	 II	 apply
for each of the successive THERMO tank constructions
	
(A through E).
Task I	 -- System Characteristics
1.1	 Tank Coupling
A series of experiments will be conducted to determine the optimum method
of inserting and extracting power from the cavity.
	 Analysis will
	 be made of
the effects the coupling circuit
	 (the transmission line and the antenna)
	 has on
the resonant frequencies and Q's of the cavity.
1.2	 Antennas
A mathematical and experimental
	 study will	 be made into the characteristics
that an antenna must possess in order to couple to a maximum number of field
lines
	
(modes)
	 than can exist	 in the tank.	 This will	 be accomplished by deter-
mining what modes exist
	 in the cavity and where their respective field lines
	
lie.
An antenna will	 be designed to couple to a maximum number of these fields and
will	 be experimentally evaluated.
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1.3 RF Bandwidti,
A mathematical analysis will be made in order to determine the m.nimum
bandwidth that cr,oi to used to illuminate the tank. The analysis wii. be
 per-
formed on the basis of tank Q, variation of mode frequencies with propellant
position and RF detector response.
1.4 Perturbated Field Effects (internal)
Perturbations or disturbances to the tank, inc;..c.nS antarnas, propellant
location, external pipes, oitlets and inlets, ano antenna
	 1+1wi,i be added
to the tank anc a series of experiments will be perfoi^-e., ; crc,:r ;o determine
how these cisturbances affect the field distribution a^c • ,-:a 'acW r•s^ce count.
These experiments will consist of loading and varying tine prc;,a'.'anz location
and determining the mode distribution for various tank perturoaz.-ons.
1.5 Perturbated Fie.d 'E facts (External)
The effects of exter^a, tank hardware including caries, circ,.'ators, attenu-
ators and d.rect;onal cowplers on the tank Q and the resonanca count sha;1 be
determined experimentally. The effects that these externs' ;^er%roations have
on the resonance count will oe cetermined by changing the cnarac:ar'6stic para-
meters of the perturbation. Variations in the number of resor,ances and tank Q shall
be determined for changes .n cable impedances and line 'enS;r,. "na results of
this experimentation w:;i determine whether or not RF devices are needed to im-
plement the system.
1.6 Tank RF Excitat.or
Investigation of the two major methods of tank excitation will be conducted.
The transmission method ^,tilized exclusively in Phase ''A" will be compared with
the advantages and d.sadvantages of the refiection method of AF tank excitation.
Experimentation regarding the effect of RF power level, swept La'dwidth and
sweep speed will be used for tr;e co,,parison.
1.7 Resonance Detection
Electronic circuitry and device studies will be undertaker, in crcer to
determine adequate methods for detection of RF energy in the forr, or resonance count-
ing. Experimental determination of the effect of noise levers vers"s sweep
speed and bandwidth will be pertinent to the device studies.
1.8 Scaling Laws
The mathematics' model for tank scaling will be corra;a.ao w'.tn experimen-
tal data in order to de.ermine the accuiacy of predict.n5 chi.rac:er. s^ ^.,s of
full scale systems witn respect to frequency band, propel'ianzs and antenna
characteristics.
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Task	 II	 -- Ta nk Characteristics
2.1	 Number	 Resonancesof
The mathematical mode!	 formulated	 in Phase "A" to determine the	 nu.--:,er of
resonances	 in a	 tank wi 1 i	 be ised as a guide	 in deterrr. i n i ng	 t,-e rreque , c ,; , and ft of the
modes that co exist	 in a g;ven tank.	 A computer procraM. w;;i	 ce ,.sec	 to Facil-
itate	 the analytical	 studies	 by permitting	 rapid eva'Iu,st;cn	 of	 °: ^e effect of
parameter changes on the overaii	 resonance count. Tr,e existence a- these resonances will
be verified experimentally for the scale tanks.
2.2 Q Dependency	 I
A mathematical study as well as an experimental :study w ► 11 to conducted to
determine the effects of tank materiais and propeliarts on the Q's of the resonances
and on system performance. A mathematical model w;;', be formulated in order
to determine the affect of system Q on :he number of resonances and the system per-
formance.
2. 3 	Field D;str;r,,:tion
A mnathema-:ical study will be made on the simple geometric tank snapes in
order to determine where modes exist in a cavity and what their f:elc '.:re or-
ientation is so that an optimum probe location may be determined. Tne cp:;mum
probe ,ocation w; i i be verified experimentally: evaluation be!n; or. co:. '..,".- to
a maximum number of modes in ail propellant loadings a 	 tarok crienZa.ions.
2.4 Mechanica'; Effects
A mathemat;cal model	 :.,	 p	 ig	 i	 `'e 4,c.,A o" r:,ase^Ouel Of	 "2 ^8r,k out u t S I na	 case,. o.. .,
'A'' will be formuldted in order to ae-.errr ne system response :o cnarges ;r, tank
geometry due to temperature anc wail flexing effects.
2.5 Math Mooe,
A mathem,a:;cal model	 based on previous theoretical	 ano experimental	 work
as well	 as work performed	 in Phase "B" will	 be formulatea	 in order to predict
probe
	
location and configuration parameters. 	 This model	 will	 minimize	 tank
matching	 time.
	
A mathematical	 mode.	 of the tank output signal	 based on the
work of Phase -'A'- and Phase "B" wi1i 	 be formulated	 in order to determine system
response	 to variv;:s mode patterns.	 Wherever possible, mathematical	 models will
be evaluated :.y comparison to experimental 	 results.
Task	 II I,	 --	 Propellant	 Characteristics
3.1	 Determine
	
Propellant RF Characteristics
The	 read:o Frequency characteristics of 	 liquid oxygen will	 ce ca.er'-. nea
in Phase "B".	 Those characteristics, 	 loss	 tangent,	 and dielectr;;,	 ccr.s^an:,
which may
	
influence	 system accuracy will	 be determined mathematica','.y wr:-.erever
possible.	 Experimental 	 test;;,- will	 be performed	 if	 necessary.	 "".".a	 ,properties
of	 liquid	 hydrogen have been oetermined 	 in Phase "A".	 The effec •: Of	 '.oss	 tan-
y
r
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gent and dielectric constant on the linearity of the resonance count will be deter-
mined experimentally for liquid hydrogen by performing a static loading test.
Formulation of scaling laws will result from the various simulated propellant
loading tests.
Task IV -- Sy s tem Testing,
4.1 Determine System Performance
The mass accuracy of the Radio Frequency gag;ng system will be determined
experimentally for the various tank configurations (A through E). Static load-
ing tests, incremental positioning tests, tank sloshing tests and tank flow
tests will be performed using simulated propellants. Experimental results ob-
tained will be compared with predicted system performance. A static loadinq
test will be performed on the THERMO tank configuration using LH 2 in order to
verify the developed scaling laws.
Task V -- SIVB Matched Tank Stu der
5.1 Antenna
The free space field pattern and	 impedance characteristics of the antennas
used	 in the matched SIVB tank will be measured experimentally. Correlation of
these properties with antenna properties of other matched tanks wili	 be made.
5.2	 Power Transferred
The quantity of RF power that is coupled to the	 tank will be measured.
' Analysis will	 be made to determine the	 relationship of coLpled energy to resonance
amplitude and generation.
5.3 Resonance Pattern Characteristics
Strip chart recordings will be made to determine the frequency, amplitude
and position in the frequency band of the resonances in the SIVB tank for incremental
loadings, and incremental positioning of the tank. An analysis will be made of
the resonances to determine whether predicted system response is being met.
5.4 Resonance Distribution
An analysis will be made of the strip chart recordings to determine how the
resonances are distributed in the frequency band. This will be compared and pre-
dicted theoretical results.
5.5 Q Dependency
The Q of the SIVB tank will be measured for a number of frequencies. These
Q values will be related to the mathematical model formulated in Phase "A".
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APPENDIX A
VARIATIONAL TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO PARTIALLY LOADED TANKS
1l
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INTRODUCTION
This Appendix is taken from a report prepared for Bend :x
 
ON/ ne x Research
Associates, Inc.. The report provides a theoretical basis for rredicting the
resonant frequency of TE and TM modes in a partially loaded
	 tank. A
comparison of the predicted  TE 111 mode resonant frequency depa .Ce nce on loading
to an experimental determination is made to illustrate the acciracy of the pre-
dictions.
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SECTION 2
VARIATIONAL TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO PARTIALLY LOADED TANKS
2.1 STATIONARY FORMULAS
Variational methods are useful for determining quantities such as the resonant fre-
quenoy of a partially loaded tank. In contrast to perturbational techniques, the variational
procedure gives an approximation to the desired quantity itself, rather than to changes in
the quantity. The variational procedure differs from other approximation methods in that
the formula is "stationary" about the correct solution. This means that the formula is
relatively insensitive to variations in an assumed field about the correct field.
Suppose one has a resonant tank formed by a perfect conductor enclosing a dielectric,
possibly inhomogeneous. The wave equations are
C x µ '(^ N E) - car c E= 0	 (35)
px E'(p xH, - wr µH= 0	 (36)
where r is the angular resonant frequency.
These equations reduce to the usual Helmholtz equations when c and µ are constants.
If Equation (35) is scalarly multiplied by E and the resulting equation integrated through-
out the tank, one obtains
N9 - AE p x ^( x E) d T
r
fff	
'
C Ea dT
Similarly, multiplying Equation (36) scalarly by H and integrating throughout the tank,
one obtains
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W = J H • px E ^ tt3xH.. r^ (38)r	
MA H' d r
Equations (87) and (98) are important in that they are useful for approximating = by
assuming field distributions in a tank. They are particularly well -suited for this appli-
cation because of their stationary character, which we shall now discuss.
One begins by postulating a trial field for the true field E as
Etrial = E+ A E_ E+ P e	 (39)
where p is an arbitrary prrameter. Substituting this trial field in Equation (97) gives
=s 	 fff(E + pe) • f xµ-- ^ 0x (E_ + pe) dT^ (P)
	 EE+ PO E+ a dT
where we show that 0 is a function of p for fixed e. The Maclaurin expansion of w2(p)
about the point p = 0 is 	 I
4.z	 : Z +	 + p2 82 W2	 + ,(P) r P 8p
	
^ 8- p	 ..	 (41)
P = 0	 p=0
Note that the first term is the true resonant frequency, since
W2 (0) _ Wr 	 (42)
In the variational notation the above frequency can be written as
W2(p) = wr + 8 mz + 82 w1 + ...	 (49)
3y definition, each term of Equation (49) equals the corresponding term of Equation (41).
The term S W2 is called the first variation of ci s, the 82 W2 is called the second variation,
aid so on. A formula for w 2 is said to be stationary if the first variation of W vanishes.	
T
2-2
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(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49
One then obtains
8w2	 D (0) N'(0) - N(0) D'(0)
P Ip '- 0 +	 D2(0)
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This is equivalent to
8p
s
	=0..
p=0
The extension to more than one p parameter is straightforward.
One now wishes to show that Equation (40) is stationary. The derivative of the
numerator N (p) evaluated at p = 0 is
N1 (0) = fffLE •p xA- ' p xe +e •pxp-'OxE)dr.
It is a vector identity that
ffE •Oxµ"^Qxedr= fffp-' 1xe•OxEdr
+cffi[(µ"'pxe ) xEI-da.
The last term vanishes, since n x E = 0 on d a. A similar identity states that
fffµ-'pxe • VxEdT = NO- i• x µ"'IxEdr
-(# [ (A-'V x E) x e ] • da .
Using these two identities and Equation (35), one obtains
N  (0) =2 W2 fff Ce - Edr -Cff[ ( µ-1OxE ) xe]•da.
The derivative of the denominator D (p) of Equation (40) is, for p = 09
D' (o) 
- 2 Ne e • E a..
itiDivhior+
Or
8m2	 (;C'o x E) x e] • d 
Op p=0	 NC E2dr
	 ,s1>	 l
which has been simplified by using Equation (37). The above equation vanishes if
n x e = 0 on S, which requires that n x E
	 = 0 on S. Henoe, Equation! (37) is a
stationary formula for the angular resonant frequency if the tangential oomponents of the
trial electric field vanish on the cavity walls.
Equation (37) can be put into a more rymv%atrical form by applying the vector identity
fN ;C' px E - o x E dr
+c#[(µ' ' Ox E) x E]• da.	 (52)
The last terra vanishes, since n x E = 0 on S. Substituting this identity into Equation
(37) yields
W 2 __ fff µ l ( 0 xE? drr	 (53)
fff E E2 der
which proves to be stationary, provided n x E ial = 0 on S.tr
A similar procedure shows that Equation ( 38) is a stationary formula in terms of H,
provided n x (e''o x H) = 0 on S. The H - field formula corresponding to Equatior. (53) is
Z	 fffe-I ( ti x H? d^r=
r
	
No H2 der
Which turns out to be stationary subieot to no boundary condition on S. .
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The advantage of a stationary formula over a nonstationary one may be summarised
as follows: "A parameter determined by a stationary formula is insensitive to small
variati an of the field about the true field. " For example, an error of the order of 10
percent in the assumed field gives an error of the order of only i percent in the parameter.
In some cases the true field can be shown to yield an absolute minimum or maximum for
the parameter. The stationary formula then gives upper or lower bounds to the param-
eter. The formulas for m 2
 developed thus far actually can be shown to give upper bounds.
One might also inquire, at this point of the development, about the general procedure
of establishing stationary formulas. One characteristic of all such formulas is that the
numerator and denominator contain squares of the trial field. This insures that the
amplitude of the trial field will have no effect on the calculation. Classically, the method
of establishing stationary formulas is to construct formulas of the proper form and then
separate the stationary ones from the nonstationary ones by testing the first variation.
By the use of the Reaction Concept (Reference 1) a general procedure can be developed
which leads directly to the various stationary formulas.
2.2 GENERAL TE MODE ANALYSIS FOR A PARTIALLY LOADED CYLINDRICAL TANK
The general expression for the resonant frequency of any TE mode can now be
determined by the use of variational techniques. The E-field formula was given earlier by
Equation (53) as
W2 = Sla 1 (0 x E)2 dz	 (53)
r
	 Ne E` dr
Assuming a general trial field of the form
=trial a^ Jm ( mar) sin PL	 (56)
then Equation (53) proves to be stationary since the quantity n x E trial - 0 everywhere on
the surface S as shown in Figure 2-1. To show this, let us first consider the lateral surface
2-5
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Figure 2-1. Circular Cylindrical Propellant Tank Containing Flat End-Plates.
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and then treat the flat end-platos as the normal vector to the surface is different in each
case.
Over the lateral surface the outward normal vector is given by
n = ar	 (56)
and the trial field as
E trial = FO ao
	 (57)
where
F Jm (Kmnr ) sin = .	 (58)
Then the lateral boundary condition states that
n x E trial - 0	 (59)
at r = R. Evaluating Equation (59)
a gzl
aO
1 0 0
	
0	 EO 0
Hence
az
 Jm (Kmnr) sin L = 0.
r 
Thus the condition
I
	J ( mna) = 0	 (60)
must be s9tisfied. The Jm are oscillatory functions and have a denumerably infinite num-
ber of zeros, which one may order as xmn . (The prime is used to avoid confusion with
2-7
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the zeros of the Bessel function itself.) We now satisfy Equation (60) by choosing
IXmnK	 (14)
mn a
where the xmn can be found in standard tables. Thus the boundary condition is satisfied.
Over the lower end-plate the outward normal vector is given as
n= -a
z
and
ar a  az
n x E trial
	
= 
0	 0 - 1
	
a  
E46 
= 0•
z=0	 0	 E46 0	 z=0
That is
Jm (Kmnr ) sin L
	
= 0
z=0
	 (61)
which is satisfied since sin 0 equals zero. At the upper end-plate the outward normal
vector is
n= a
z
so that
ar a^ az
n x E trial
	
= 0	 0	 1	 - ar E
z = L	 0	 Eo 0
or
Jm ( ^nr) sin p = 0
2-8
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is satisfied since sin ^
	
= 0 everywhere over the and-plate.
z t L
Matituting the trial field of Equation (66) into the variational expression of
Equation 6	 ( 3) with
'	 z =	 IQ	 T puzE	
m (Kmnr) rin L (62)
2v a
(o 
J
(c (v x E? rdrdodz
J	 O
	
a	 L 27r
	
fE 2 rdrd46dz + µo co ft,0 	 la
there results
W?
r
µo ti
L
f (63)
E2 rdrd4dz
where the demonimator must be integrated and evaluated over both regions in the tank of
Figure 2 -1. By examination, one may integrate the 4^ -dependence in both the numerator and
denominator leaving
L
J	 (p x E )2 rdrdz
L
	
(64)
Pbel	 E
2 
rdrdz + !^%
	
E2 rdrdz
0 0
Evaluating the curl of E, in cylindrical coordinates
OxE = - a -+a 1 8(rE)r 8z	 z r 8r ^
_ - a (^ ) J' (K r) cos Pz + a sin p^ 1 8 Cr
 J (K r ),r I r 8r	 ;m mn
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Squaring the results
	 i
(ax0 = Or 
2
J' 2 (K r)oos z Piz + sing 	1 8 L rJ' (K r)1 
Z
L m mn	 L	 L r 8r m mn
	 MJ
Integrating
L a_	 L a
f r (V x E ? rdrdz = f Jr PY Jm ( mar) cost 
Piz  
rdrdz
J J
0 0	 0 0 L
L a
	
i
s
+ f f sin Piz 1 8 L r
	 (K r) rdrdzL r 8r	 mJ ^ ^ mn ,	 I
0	 0	 .16
Separating integrals
A
L a	 a	 L
ff (V x E )2 rdrdz = f J ^ z (K r) rdr f Y cost p-_ dz
0 0
	
0 m mn	 0 Lz 	 L
a	 L
+
 f
(
	
	s)1 1 8
Ir  J' (K• r )l rdr f sAn' p_ dz. (65)r 8r	 m mn J
O t	 0	 L
One can now integrate with respect to the z-dependence. For example
L.
p	 y- --cos p_ dz = p - ^, 	 z +sin p.^ cos=lL	
2 )rpL
	 L	 LJ0 L
	 L	 p	 0 i
P	 L k.
Similarly
	
	 w
L
f
sin = dz = G—LPr) rpE z - sin ^ cos = 	 = L(67)L	 lL	 L	 L J	 2
0	 a
4
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Therefore Equation (65) reduces to
L a	 a
f	
2
(` x E) 2 rdrdz =	 f J ^ 2 (K r) rdr
0 0	 0 m mn
a
2+ L
 f1 a [r'TV(K r)1 rdr.	 (68)
02	 r 8r 	 m Inn J
If the Bessel functions were now integrated with respect to the r-dependence and with
the appropriate limits substituted they would produce some overall constant. Therefore
let
a
C^ =	 Jm (Kmnr) rdr
	 (69)
0
and
a
C2	
r Sr [r Jm (Km nr)] rdr	 (70)
0
so that Equation (68) simplifies to
L a —
22(^ x E )^ rdr = p
 —C I  + ? C2-	 (71.)
0 0
Looking now at the denominator of Equation (64) one sees that it contains two
integrals for each term. For the first term
d a a a
µotl f f E2 rdrdz = µoEI	 Jm (mnr) rdr sia2 pL dz
0 0 0 0
1
E-11
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a	 d
= µoEl 1 12 (K r) rdr C( L )(MZ- - sin^coo Pwzm mn	 2 per L	 L	 L
0	 0
=°E' Cl (Tp—lr ( - sin L cos pvd
= µ,iEl
 C l 2 - 4 2 sin pL cos .p l •
C	 P
(72)
(7 3)
2 sin a cos a= sin 2 a
d a
	 sin 2 pyrddµoE,	 E2 rdrdz = µo f, C, 2 -
	 4p 17/171 .
0 0
But
va that
For the second term,
L a a L
µo to E 
2 rdrdz = µoEo Jm  (% n r) rdr	 sine P	 dz
d 0 0 d
L	
^F
= µoEo C, 2a L - sin pL cos	 d
L	 pwL	 pwL
	 *pwL	 pird	 Ord	 Ord
= µoEo C ' 2a L - sin L cos L 
- L 
-sin L cos L_P
= µoEo C, L _ d + L : 3 nin ^ cos P Ord •2	 2	 P Jr	 L	 L
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From Equation (72) , we find tlfat the above expression .reduces to
L a	 1prd
µo to f E2 rdrdz = u,%C, L _ d + si„_. 	_	 X74)2	 2	 4pr/L
d 0
Combining the results of Equations (73) and (74) the denominator of Equation (64)
becomes
2p7rd
	 2prd
D= µoE^ C 2- sin 4 rL + Moto C I 2- 2 +
 sin L
P	 P
Simplifying
C^
D = 1 +(E	 - 1)	 d -	 1 sin22prd
2c2 r	 L 2pr L
where
c2 	 1
µo to
is the velocity of light in a vacuum.
Substituting Equations (71) and (75) into Equation (64) one obtains
s L C^ + 2 C2
r	 C1 2p7rd
	 .sin _..._d1 + (E	 - 1) (---- 1- ---
20 1r	 L 2pr L
Simplifying
2 P^r2
C z
c	 C+L
L	 '
C2
COJ	 =
r	 C1 1 + (E	 - 1)	 d
z	 L
- -L - sin 2-
2pr
	 L
(75)
(76)
QP DIVbio^
	
if we dente the ratio of C2 /Cj as C3 then	 "T
a	
2
J T mK r)( mnf	 r JO r r	 l rdrr 	 `	 J
(77)3 C '	 a
J Jm (Kmnr) rdr
0
and our expression for the resonant frequency becomes
02( p272 + L C
2	 1 L	 3
1
w 
r	 1 + (E - 1) d - 1 sin 2p7rd
r	 L 2p 7r	 L ,
and we ha.ve only to evaluate the constant C 3 . We have at our disposal the initial condition
that at d = 0 the standard expression for the empty resonant frequency of a cylindrical tank
was given earlier as
- 
c	 f2
	 p2^2a2 Y2
r d- U a mn	 L
or as
x 1
2	
c c2	 mn + 
p27r2	 f7	 --wr d 
1 0	 a 2	 L2	
)
Applying; the saLne constraint to the r1orived expression of Equation (78), one has
2	 2 (R^7r2
8U)
r 	 L	 ^^
d U
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Equating the last two expressions and solving for L(:3
12
	
p 272	 P 272
a	 L	 L
Substituting this into Equation (78), then
12
x
2	
Mnc
	 + ?2^2
	
a2	 L
r
1+(Er- 1) \L
	 21n 
sin 2
Ld /p
or
x 12
	
2	 -1/
W	 = c _ mn + p2 f 2	 1 + (E - 1) d - 1 sin 2p^rd	 (82)
mnp	
a2	 L2	 r	 L 2p^r	 L
which yields the angular resonant frequency for any general TE mode as a function of
propellant loading.
' As a simple check on the above expression one knows that when the tank is full the
resonant frequency should be equal to the empty resonant frequency divided by the square
root of the relative dielectric constant E r . Applying the full condition to Equation (82)
	
X 
12	 1/2	
-1/
2
-
mn (full) = c mn + p
2 
2
2
	1	
r
+ (E - 1) L 21 sin 2 LL
	
p	 a	 L	 zrp
X '2
	
1	 _1
2 2 /2	 /2
	
= c ^n + p z	 1+Er-1
L
	
x mn	
2^2)1/2
= c	 n + p	 E	 (83)
	
a2	 2	 l rL
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	From Equation (79) the empty resonant frequency was given as
 ( X 1 2
	  2 ) 
'/2
(empty) c
	
+ p=	 (84)
	
^	 a^	 L
Comparing the last two equations, one finds that
CU
	
(empty)
mnp (full) = np
	
	 (85)
V
c
r
whWh satisfies the fully loaded condition. Thus Equation (82) can be used to predict the
resonant frequency of any TEmnp mode in a partially loaded cylindrical propellant tank.
2.2.1 Computations and Comparisons
Verification of Equation (82) can be established by comparison of the dominant mode
to the experimental work performed by Meierbachtol and Burns (Reference 2). Their
experimental work was performed with an aluminum cylindrical tank of internal dimen-
sions
Diameter = 2a = 12 inches
Length = L = 24 inches
The tank was then progressively loaded with unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH) in
2 percent increments f ,
 Qm empty to 20 percent full, in 5 percent increments from 20 to 60
percent full and in 10 percent increments from 60 to 100 percent full. For these various
percentages of loading there is a corresponding value of d, the height of the propellant in
the tank. Then for each value of d, the lowest resonant frequency of the dominant TEM
mode was measured. This change in resonant frequency as a function of the loading
parameter d is shown in Figure 2 -2 by the dashed line. The pertinent quantities used in
MKS units were:
L = 0.61 meter
a = 0.1525 meter
Er = 8,94 (UDMH)
µr = µo = 1.0
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Figure 2 - 2. Resonant Frequency versus Loading of UDMH
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(meter) d/L
FREQUENCY
CALCULATED (MHz)
MEASURED
FREQUENCY (MH7)
PERCENTAGE
ERROR (%)
0 0 627.5 621.5 1
0.061 0.1 611.0 609.6 0.2
0.122 0.2 533.0 533.0 0
0.183 0.3 424.0 426.0 0.5
0.305 0.5 282.0 289.0 2.5
0.427 0.7 218.0 219.0 0.5
0.550 0.9 211.0 210.0 0.5
0.610 1.0 210.0 208.0 1
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Considering the dominant TE M mode, Equation (82) becomes
x z
W = c _+ = i +(( - 1) d - 1 sin 2_rd
r	 az	 Lz	 r	 L 2r	 L
where x;, is equal to 1.841. The theoretical change in resonant frequency of the cylin-
drical tank versus various values of d can now be computed using the above expression.
The results of this computation are summarized in Table 1-1 and have been plotted in
Figure 2-2 as represented by the solid line. The last column in Table 1-1 shows the
percentage error between experimental and theoretical : asults.
Upon comparing the experimental data and the theoretical predictions one can see
that the error at most is less than 2.5 percent, hence, the validity of the theoretical ex-
pression is further verified. Excluding the 2.5 percent rrgion, the error is always equal
to or less than 1 percent throughout the remainder of the tank.
Table 1-1. Compar'son of Experimental Data to Theoretical Predictions
1
1
1
1
1
Ho	 8r
and performing the required differentation yields1 (12e)
psi
Ohri^ion
2.9 GENERAL TM MODE ANALYSM FOR A PARTIALLY LOADED CYLINDRICAL TANK
A general expression for the resonant frequency of any TM mode in a partially
loaded cylindrical tank can likewise be determined by the use of variational teohniques.
The H field formula was given earlier by Equation (54) as
^sff I (O x H)' dr
'r	 rµ H z dT	 ( b4)
Equation (64) proves to be stationary in terms of H provided, of course, that n x (f p x H)
= 0 on the surface, 8, of the cylindrical tank shown in Figure 1.
The wave function for a general TMmnp mode in a cylindrical tack was derived
earlier by Equation (21) as
	
X 
r	
(T).
TM = J ^ X - sin MO cos 
mnp m a 
Choosing only the 0 -component of the H-field as the trial field, then from Equation (12e)
one has that
(21)
1
1
Ho = Jm (Kmnr) sin mo cos
	 .
Thus the vector trial field becomes
'	 prz -
Htrial C m (Kmnr) sin mq6 cos 	 J-E- ao .
The outward normal unit vector over the lateral surface of the tank is given as
n = 8r
end the trial field by
Atrial = H^ a46.
—	 ^
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The lateral boundary condition then requires that
n - IL
	 = 0
at r = a for all 40 and z of interest. Evaluating Equation (88) yields
ar - µ HO a0 s 0	 (89)
since the unit vectors a  and so are orthogonal.
The outward normal unit vectors at the upper- and lower-end plates are
n	 a
z
n	 a
z
respectively, and taking the inner -product with H trial yields	 I--
a
at the upper-end plate, and
a  • µ H,6 a.6 = 0	 (90b)
at the lower-end plate, since again the unit vectors are orthogonal. Thus the trial field
selected satisfies the required boundary conditions.
The sin m o term of the assumed trial H-field may be neglected since the tank load-
ing under consideration is in the longitudinal or z-direction only and the variation in q6 is
purely periodic , repeating itself every 2n radians. Hence one may write
_	 r	 p7^Z -
Htrial C- Jm (KInnr) cos L a^	 (91)
and it is this expression that will be used in computing a general formula for the change in
resonant frequency for any TM mode as a function of propellant loading in the axial
direction.
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Substituting the trial field of Equation (91) into the H-field form of the variational
expression of Equation( 54) , one obtains
d 2r a
	 L 2w a
f C, (p x H) rdr d46 dz +	 ^o (p x H) rdr d#dz
^a	 0 0 fo	 fd 0 fO	 (82)
r	 L 2w af f f µo Ha rdr dOdz
0 0 0
where the numerator must be integrated and evaluated over both regions in the tank of
Figure 2. The 0- 9pendence in both the numerator and denominator may be integrated
by inspection yielding
d a_
	 L a	 _
c ' (px H )2 rdrdz +fr Eo' (px H )' rdr dzf r J
Wa = 0 0	 d 0
r	 L a	 (93)ff µo Ha rdr dz
0 0
The curl of H in cylindrical coordinates is
8 H	
- 1 8(r 14)pxH= -ar 8z + 
az r
= aJ^ (K r) sin = - a cos= 1 -8 r J' K r
r (L) m mn
	 L	 z	 L r Or	 m( mn)
Squaring the results
(0 xH )a = p—V J 12 (K r) sins p ?rz +008 2 nz 1 8  Jr K2L m mn
	L	 L r 8r [r, m( mnr) 1 (94)J
and for the denominator 
Ha Jm (K r)Cosa pnz
L	 (95)
by squaring Equation (91).
	 I
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The denominator of Equation (93) can now be integrated by separating the integrals
as
L a	 a	 L
f r AO H2 rdr dz = µof J12 (K r) rdr f cost = dz .	 (96)J0 0	 O m mn	 0	 L
Integrating with respect to the z-dependence yields
L	 Lf cost P"z dz = z + L sin ^P'ffz = L	 (97)L	 2	 4 r	 L)	 20	 p	 0
Thus Equation (96) becomes
L a
	 a
ff µo H 2 rdr dz =µo L	 J z ( K r) rdr.2 f In0 0
	
0 	 mn
If the Bessel function were now integrated with respect to the r-dependence along
with the appropriate limits substituted, it would produce some overall constant, say C, as
a
C^ =	 JI (K r) rdr
	 98( )f m mn0
so that the denominator of Equation (93) becomes
aL
L 	 M-
LCI
ffµo H2 rdr dz =	 (99)	 .,0 0	 2
Looking now at the numerator of Equation (93) one sees that it contains two integrals
for each term. For the first term
P
.g
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d a
	 a	 d
N^ =	 j E ^' (^ x H)2 rdr dz - P212 r Jm (K r)rdr	 sin! p7z dzJ	 J	 f L
	
0 0
	
E1 L 0
	 0
	
a	 2	 d
+ 1 
f jj
 
r 8 r I r JI (K inr) ] rdr f C082 P dz .
	
61
0 	 0
Integrating with respect to the z-dependence for p = 1, 2 9 3, ... (p = 0 will be treated as
a special case later), there results
d sing P^rz dz = z	 L sin 2p7rz d = d	 L sin 2pird
f	 L	 (2 ^r L	 2 4 ^r	 LP	 P	 )0	 0
and
d	 d
J cost ^r2 dz = z + L	 2p7rz	 + L sinsin	 = d	 2^L	 (2 4a	 Ll	 (2 4r	 L1	 P	 /	 P0	 0
Combining and integrating with respect to the r-dependence, the first term of the numerator
of Equation (93) becomes
_ p e r	 d	 L	 2p^rd	 1	 d	 L	 2p^rdN^ - E L2 [Cl 2 - 4pr sin L	 + E, Cz 2 + 4pa sin L	 (100)
where C, was given by Equation (98) and
a	 a
C  =f r a r r J' (Kmnr) rdr.	 (101)
0
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For the second term in the numerator of Equation (93) one has
L a	 a	 L
N =	 -'(pxH)2 rdr dz = P^T2	 J' 2 (K r) rdr	 sin? p7rz dzfJ o —	 z f m mn f Z'
d 0	 E°L 0	 d
a	 2	 L
+ E 0f 1 d	8 I r	 1 J' (K r) rdr J cost ^ dzo	 ^r 8r	 m mn	 L
Integrating with respect to z
L	 L
f Si 2 p7rz	 z _ L	 2p7rz 1	 L _ d	 L	 2p7rdn	 P 7r sin L I	 (2 2 + 4 P ^r sin
d	 d
and
L	 L
f cos 2 PIM	 z	 L	 2p^rz	 L d	 L	 2p7rd
	
L dz = 2+ 4 7r sin L /	 = 1T - 2- P4 r sin LP
d	 d
Combining and integrating with respect to the r-dependence
N = P 2  ir2 C ( L - d + L sin 2p^2	 2	 '	 2	 2	 4p7r	 LEo L
+ 1 C L - d - L sin 2p7rdE	 2 (2	 2	 4	 Lo	 P
Adding Equations ( 100) and ( 102) yields the total numerator as
N= NI +N2
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N = p2 
z
2 [
 
C 1 (2 - L sin 2P' 1 + E C^ 	 + L stn 2p^1	 4 7i	 L/ 	 7P	 (12
	
4	 L
EIL	 P
+ p^ 	 C	 - + L	 2p7rd 1
Y! (
L d
2 2 4 
r —sin L/
	
P
+ To [C2 1 2 2 4 r sinpP (103)
This result must now be divided by the denominator which was obtained in Equation (99)
yielding
^s = 2 c, 2
 ^-^ d - L sin 2p^ + 
CZ 
d + L sin ^^rd
r	 L	 2 2	 r	
r
4o	 L	 E C 1 2 4 ^r	 L
rL	 r	
P
+ p^ 72L02^ d+sin+ 
	 (' L
 d	 L	 2p-	 sin ^	 104
 2 4
	 L	 C  2 2 4 ^r	 L	 ( )P	 ^	 1
	
L	 ^ P	 /
where
	
Er o = E1	 (105)
is the relative dielectric constant of the propellant in the tank and
02 = 11µo to
is the velocity of light in a vacuum.
The ratio of the constants C 2 /C, appearing in Equation ( 104) is itself a constant and
can be determined from the empty condition that at d = 0 the empty resonant frequency
was, from Equation (34a)
W2	 = C 2 
[( X2 ) + p2j2e
r d=0	 a	 Ind
	Y?
(34a)
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where x mn is the root of the equation
	
i
J  (Kmna) = 0	 (106)
ar. d X
Kmn _ a n	 (107)
Equation (34a) can also be written as
2
^ 2	 = c2	
Y171 + p2
 7r2	 (108)
r ^!^0	 a2	 L
. (
Applying the same constraint to the derived expression of Equation ( 104), then
cut 	 = 2 c2 p27r2 1 
1 
L + C2 L	 ( 109)r	 L ( 2	 l(
	
1	
(( 2
	 C /1 2ld=0	 L	 '
or, cancelling terms
I41 2 	=
C2
c2	 + p2ir2
r 1	 C
' 
) 1	 z	
)
( 110)d=0 L
Equating Equations 108
	 	 	 (	 ) and 110	 the constant(	 ) ,	 C2 /C, becomes
C2	 x 2
mn
Ci =	 a2 (111)
Substituting Equation ( 111) into ( 104) and gathering like terms, yields
X
w2 
= 
C 2 	 mn(
2	 2
1	 +
X	 2
- d	 Inn 2+	 r 1	 (1 -	 -r	 ! a 1	 L L	 a	 l lL	 r	 .^
-	 1
2x 
mn )	 - ( pr 2	 1 - 1^	 )L)	 E sin 
2p7rd
	 (112)2p7r
	
1 a r L
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Factoring once more and square -rooting,
W=c	 ++ xmn +r pr
r	 1 a	 1—U—)	 L\ E/r
1	 xmn - pn	 1 - 1 sin 2. P^ i/^E2 n	 a	 L ^	 \	 ^	 I.	 113P	 ^	 )
r	 (
for p = 1, 2, 3, ... This then is the formula for the angular resonant frequency of any
general TM mode as a function of the propellant loading parameter d.
One can now check this expression for the empty case. Setting d equal to zero in
Equation ( 113) gives
( X2
	
I
z Y
W	 = c 
Mn
-z 
 + ^
	
(34a)
r d=0
which is Equation ( 34a), that is, the general resonant frequency of an empty tank. The
general resonant frequency of a full tank is known to be equal to the empty resonant fre-
quency divided by the square root of the relative dielectric constant of the propellant in
the tank as given earlier by Equation (84). Setting d equal to L in our expression yields
=cmn + pz 
7rz 
'/2
I	
;Cr
—(x2
__Y_sr d= L 
	
a	 L
which agrees with Equation (84).
As was pointed out earlier the series of modes with p = 0, 1. e. the TMmno modes,
present a special case and must be examined separately. Setting p equal to zero in
Equations (94) and (95) there results
l ^(VxH)z 
= r 8r j J'
  m ( mnr) 1
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and
H2 = JM (Kmnr).	 (115)
Substituting these values into the variational expression of Equation ( 54) yields a numerator
d a
	
I	 s
N=	 r E ^ 
l
' r 1 a r X (K r)	 rdr dzj	 r 8r	 m mn
00
L, a
+	 r JEo' J	ff
r
 
8	
m (K r)	 rdr dz8r r	 mnL
d 0
and a denominator
L
f 
a,
D = J f µo Jm ( Kmnr ) rdr dz.
0 0
Integrating these equations first with respe A to the r-dependence
d	 L
	
Cz	 Cz
N = E	 dz + E
o
f dzi
0	 d
	
N = E
	
d + C2) (L -d)(L2
 )	 E
	
1	 0
where C 
2 
was given earlier by Equation (101) and for the denominator
L
D = po C, fdz = po c l L
0
where C, was given by Equation (98).
(116)
(117)
f'.
(118)
(119)
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Substituting Equations (118) and (119) into (54) gives
2
	 N C 
	
1	 1
Wr = D = LLC [ (E d + Eo ^(L - d)]µo
or as
r
Cz d (1 1	 ) ].
rC1
(120)
Evaluating this expression atd = 0 and setting it equal to the emp.y resonant frequency of
Equation ( 108) with p = 01111it1i
iii
C2	 xInn
_
C
1
	 a
as before. Then Equation ( 120) becomes
c ( x mn	 1- d 1 1 
/^
r	 a	 L (	 )r
One can new check this expression for the empty case at d = 0
ex
mn
wr d=0
	
a
and at d = L
e x
I	 mn
X d = L a Er
which are in agreement with theory.
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I
which yields the angular resonant freNuewies of the 
TMmno 
modes in which p is always
zero.
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Further verification of Equation (121) can be made by comparing to the results
given by R. F. Harrington ( Reference 3) for the TM 010mode. This mode is dominant
when the length of the tank is equal to or less than the diameter. Under this condition,
Harrington derives an expression for th, resonant frequency of such a tank, partially
loaded, as
'/z
w= 2.405c	 r 1- d	 1- E
	
(122)
r	 a	 Ll	 r
Applying the dominant mode to our derived generalized formulation for m = 0, n = 1,
p = 0 and 
x01 = 2. 405 , then
w _
	
1/22.405c	 1-d rl- 1 1
r	 a	 L l` 	 E Jr
which is identical to Harrington's expression for the VA 
010 
mode.
In summary, one now has general expressions for the resonant frequencies of a
partially loaded cylindrical tank, given as
w= 
c	
xmn	 + per	 1- d 1- 1
r	 1 a
	 L	 L(	 E1 r
1 \	 L
x Mn) 
2- p7r 
2	
(111- 1 in 
	
3)FP-7r	 a	 (L	 (	 E'\ ^ 1	 r r
m = 0 1 9 2, ...
n= 1,2,3,...
p=1,2,3,...
and c x
mn	 '/2
w=	 1- a 1- 1	 (121)r	 a	 L (	 f )r
m = 0, 1, 2, ...	 n = 1, 2, 3, ...
	 p = 0.
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INTRODUCTION
This Appendix is taken in part from a report prepared for Bend+x by Helix
Research Associates, Inc.. This report provides  a theore r i ca 1 basis for the use
of an RF resonance-counting gaging system for mass measurement of cryogenic fluids in
tanks and pressure vessels. To symplify this analysis, only the spherical tank
configuration is considered. The mass gaging propert;es of LH 29 LF20 LOX and
l.I4 2 are discussed.
The resonance count-ing theory developed here is ccmparec with the acoustical
mode theory, and ana ogous results were obtained.
i -..	
..
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SPHERICAL WAVE CONSIDERATIONS
1.1 BASIC SPHERICAL WAVES.
The Helmholtz equation describing the wave conditions in the spherical
coordinate system of Figure 1-1 is given as
1	 a	 a^	 1
Iay
^2a 	 1	 y,
-- r 2
	+	 —. — sir e — +	 + key = 0. (1-1)
r2 ar	 ar	 r 2 sin g 30	 ae	 r 2 sine ao2
Using the method of separat i oii of variables, solutions of the form
R(r)0(0)0(0)
	
(1-2)
will be sought. These solutions are the product of three functions of one
coordinate each. Therefore, division by Y and multiplication by r2 sin 2e yields
sin ge d	 dR i 	 sine d	 d0 I	 1 d2o
r2	 + ---	 sine	 +	 + k 2 r2 sIn 2 6	 0. (1-3)
	
R	 dr	 dr 1	 0	 d6	 de	 d p 2
The third term is explicitly independent of r and e. 	 It must also be
independent of 0 since the equation must sum to zero for all r,e,o. Hence
1 d2o
	
_	 = -m
	(1-4)
0 d0'
where m is a separation constan t.. For m real, the O-equation is the
familiar harmonic equation, giving rise to harmonic solutions, as
0(^) - cos mo + sin mo .	 (1-5)
Substituting Equation (1-4) into (1-3) and dividina by sin2e^
1	 d	 d0	 m2	 1 d	 dR
sin 0-
	
+ —	 r2	 + k2 r2 = 0.	 (1 -6)
	
Osine	 de	 de	 sin20
	
R dr
	
dr
The first term of Equation (1-6) is now a function of a alone, and can
be set equal to a separation constant as
I	 ddO `	 m2
si ne 	- --- = -n(n+1)	 (1-7)
0sine
	
de	 de f 	 singe
where n is an integer. This expression is called the associated
Legendre equation, and solutions to this equation are called the
associated Legendre functions (Reference l). A linear combination of
associated Legendre functions of the first and second kind, pm (cos0) and
1-1
^1
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Figure 1-1. Spherical Coordinate System.
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Qn (cos0 ), respectively, are the general solution to Enuation (1-7)
however, the functions Qn(cos0 ) diverge for cos 0 - #1, i.e., for
values of 6 equal to zero or 180 degrees, and are of use only when
the z-axis is not included  i n the req i on of interest. For the
problem at hand, the solution must remain finite everywhere along
the z-axis, so that
0(8) - p r" (Cos 	 (1-8)
The r-dependence of Equation (1-6)is also separated in terms of
the separation constant -n(n+1) giving
d	 0
— r 2 	+ {k 2 r 2 - n(n+1)} R= 0	 (1-9)
dr	 dr I
whose 	 hsolutio s are the sp erical Bessel functions (Reference 2) of
the first kind, j n (kr) , and the second kind, n n (kr) . The Bessel
function of the second kind (!'CUM,-+r1n funet ior,) has a singularity at
the origin and is Fence excluded as a solution, leaving only the
Besse] function of the first kind as
F2k
P(r)	 j11(kr) 
-Jn+' 
(r)
 `
where J n+j (kr) is the ordinary cylindrical half-order Besse] function.
The electromagnetic  fie1d components can lac: found in terms of
Y as (Reference 3)
1
E_ -v x r Y f +	 v x v x r T 
	 (1-11)
1
H= O x r Ya +7 V x O x r T	 (1-12)
r	 z
whe re
Z = jwu o	 ( 1
-13)
y = jwe	 (1-14)
r = ra l, , the radius vector from the origin.
	 1
The T's of Equations (1-I1) and (1-12) are always multiplied by
r, and therefore, it is often convenient to introduce another
type of spherical Bessel function, defined as (Reference I+)
nKr
J n (kr) = kr j n (kr) -
	
Jn+(kr)
	 ( 1 -15)
V 2
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For future reference, let us tabulate explicit formulas for finding the
field components in terms of Ar and F , the vector potentials. Letting
A = r A r and F = a r F r , then (Reference 5)
1 12
E r = --	 + k2 A r 	(1-16a)
y 3 r2
-1	 aF	 1	 32A
E e  	 + --	 r	 (1-16b)
r sin0 a0	 yr ara0
1 aF r	a2A
E^ _ —	 +	 r	 (1-16c)
r ae
	 9r sin0
	
ara^
1 12
H
r 	z ar
ar 
t 
+ k 2 F r
	0-16d)
1	 DA	 1	 a2F
H O =	 r + — —r	 0-16e)
r sin0 M	 Yr arae
1	 'A
r	1	 a2FF^ =	 -	 +	 — r	 0-16f)
r acs	 zr sin0 aOa
When F r is equal to zero, that is, when only A r exists, there is a field
TM to r. Similarly, when A r
 is equal to zero, the above equations
represent a field TE to r.
1.2 THE SPHERICAL TANK.
Consider a conductinq metal spherical tank of radius ''a'' enclosing
a homogeneous dielectric e,tj. The boundary conditions for the metal sphere
require that the tangential components of the electric field intensity vector
vanish at the walls, where r = a, and
therefore, for modes TM to r we have
A = J (kr) pm(cose) { cos MO}	 (1_17)
r	 n	 n	 sin mO
s^
F r
 = 0
where m and n are integers. From Equation (1-16), the tangential
components of E that both gip
 to zero at r = a are E 0 and E if
1-4	 I
w
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a r r=a
Hence,
	 the	 roots of the equation
J'(ka)
	
= 0. (1-19)
determine the
	
resonant frequencies of the tank as
	
(ka) must be a zero
of	 the derivitive of the §pherical 	 Bessei	 function.	 The denumerably
infinite set of zeros of Jn(u')
	 are ordered unp.
The boundary conditions can be met b 	 choosi ng9
k	 un1_ (1-20)
a
which	 is the condition for resonance.
	 Hence,	 the TM to r mode functions
are
m	 cos r
(Ar)mnp = J n ( unp	 pn(cos0)	 { sin mO } (1 -21
a
where	 m =
	
0,1 # 2,
	.	 .	 .	 ;	 n	 =	 1 ,2, 3,
	.	 .	 .	 ;	 and	 p	 =	 1 ,2,3,
If an	 F r	 is chosen of the form of Equation 	 (1-17)	 as
F r a Jn(kr)pn(cos e)	 {cos m^} (1-22)
sin mo
'
P	 = 0
we generate a field fE to r.	 The boundary conditions, Ee = E^	 0 at
r = a.are then satisfied	 if
J n (ka)
	 = 0 (1-23)
Hence	 (ka) must be a zero of the spherical
	 Besse!	 function.	 The
denumerably	 infinite set of zeros of J n (u)	 are ordered unp.
Our boundary conditions are now satisfied by choosing
K = unp/a (1:.24)
which is the condition for resonance.
	
The TE to r mode functions are
therefore
(F	 (u= J n npr) pm(cose)	 { Cos mo }
r
(1-25)
a	 m^
where m = 0,1 ,2, 	 n	 1 ,2,3,	 and p =	 1 ,2,3,	 .	 .	 .
1.3
	
RESONANT FREQUENCIES.
The resonant frequencies of the TE and TM modes are found from
Equations	 (1-23)	 and	 (1-19),	 respecitvely,	 by	 letting
1-5
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k = 2nf r V17C .	 (1-26)
thus
(fr)TS s unp
	
0-27)
mr,p	 2„a
^ TM	 u do
(1-2$)(f r) mn p	 n ___..y
2^a
1.4 SPHERICAL MODE CHART.
A mode chart can raw ae deveiaped which w;il allow the
determination of the number of resonances, N, in ai spherical prc:a',;ant
tank over any specified i re- "envy ca^d. In aadi t ion to al lowi n;; the
determiratior, of t noe r,urr:,er a= exc'tazie resonances, this graph-
ical technique is a,sa usef,.l in that it provides an insight into
the types of modes oscillating in the tank.
The normal mocas ;r a spherical tank have been previously d'► vided
into TE and TM modes, with resonant f:-equencies given by Equations
(1-27) and (1-28), respact;ve,y. Nola that there are numerous
degeneracies (cond tons w 'r.lch exist where more than one theoretical
mode exists at a g l,van resonant frequency) among the modes, since f  is
independent of m for a perfectly symmetrical spherical tank wits. ;,o
perturbations. For exa.nple, the three lowest-order TE modes are
defined by
r
` r r ) G I i " j 1 (4.493 -- ) case	 (1 -29a)
a
Aven	 ^	 r
( Fr) .q y .` f r
	
y (4.493---•) s r ne coso 	 (1-29b)
a
( F r ; • 
	
s j, (4.493— )sine sino	 (i-29c)
a
where subscripts "ever." and "odd" have been added to denote t,ne cnoi ce
of cos mo and sin mo , respectively,as shown by Equations (1-2'.j and
(1-25). These three mcces have identical patterns, but are ratated
by 900 in space from each other. The next higher TE resonance has a
fivefold degeneracy, tre modes belnq ordered (0,2,1), ( 1 1 1,1), ('.,2,1)
even, (1,2,1) odd, (2,2,',) even, and (2,2,1) odd.	 In this case there
are two characterist,c mode patterns. For each integer increase in n,
the degeneracy increases by two, since p m (cose ) exists only for m < n.
The situation for TM modes is analoao"s,. The total number of degneracies
for each value of u np and u' can be shown to be equal to (2n+)).
Equations (1-27) and (1-28) show that the resonant frequencies
are proportional to the roots of u 	 and u`p . Hence a tab'eo f these
roots can be prepared in order of a9cending value for each class of
z^
l
i
i
{
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modes. This has been done through the ute of Reference 6, and the
results of the computations are presented in Table 1-1 along with esch
root. A mode chart was then prepared and is shown in Figure 1-2.
Each of the modes nas seen Identified on the chart so that tt may
be recognized in re:stoon to any other. No attempt has been m aaa
indicate relative amplitudes, and no degeneracies are indicatea fo-
modes existing close together.
1.5 RESONANCE COUNT I NG "ECHNIQUE.
To limit the Infinite class of modes which may be excited in ;r.e
general case, some bounds must be established. Assuming a tank rac:us
'	 "a", equal to 3.50 feet (tank diameter of seven feet), the total number
of resonant modes can to determined over a specified frequency range by
selecting an operating ^re4uency band. The number of modes for the
tank-empty and tank-flied conditions can be determined by increasing
the lower and upper f regLency limi ts by the square root of the -e r a: i ve
dielectric constant of the propellant in the tank. For LH 2 , er - 1.226
at boiling and 1 atm. pressure, and the square root equals 1.1082. The
selected frequency limits will be
0.5GHz < f  < 1.OGHz 	 ^^- 30)
yielding lower and upper frequency limits of
fU	 (O.yGnzi (1.1082)	 0.5541GHz	 ^: -31)
f  - (I.OG .z) (1.1082) • 1.1082G8z.	 ^0-32)
since
2nlc - 2.094 X 10-8
a = 1.067 meters.
u'	 Equations (1-27) and 0-28) can be solved for the roots unp ane
np	 2na(f )TE
un p - M4.12
c
	
- 2.0944 X 10
-8
 fa
	
(1-33)
21fa(f )Thy
and	 u'	 r myn,pnp
C
u' = 2.0944 X 10-8
np	 fa	 i'.-341
1
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MODE	 ROOT	 DEGENERACIES	 MODE	 ROOT	 DEGENERACIES
0 1 0 1	 2.744	 3	 TMm25,2	 11.189	 11
TMm,2 9 1	 3.870	 5	 Tmm,9,1	 11.397	 19
TE	 1'E
m,l,l	 4.493	 3	 m,7,1	 11.657	 15
TMm 0 3,1	 4.973	 7	 TEm,4,2	 11.705	 9
TE
m,2,l	 5.763	 5	 TEm,3,3	 12.064	 7
TM m,4,1
	
6.062	 9	 TE m,2,3	 12.323	 5
Tmm,1,2	 6.117	 3	 TMm16,2	 12.391	 13
TEm 3 1
	 6.988	 7	 N110111	 12.458	 21
TMm,5,1	 7.140	 11	 Tmm11,4	 12.486	 3
TM m,2,2	 7.443
	 6	 TE M,8,1	 12.791	 17
TE m,1,2	 7.725	 3	 TEm,5,2	 12.967	 11
TE m,4,1
	 8.183	 9	 Tm94,3	 13.380	 9
TM m,6,1
	
8.211
	 13	 Tmm,ll,l	 13.519	 23
TM m,3,2
	 8.722	 7	 TM M # 7 0 2	 13.579	 15
TE	 E 
m,2,2	 9.095
	 5	 11.,3,3	 13.698	 7
TM m,7,1	 9.275	 15	 TE 111 9 1 1	 13.916	 19
TM 
M 1 1 9 3	 9.317	 3	 TMm,2,4	 13.921	 S
TE	 TE
m	 ].,5,	 9.356	 11	 m,1,4	 14.066	 3
TM	 E 
m,4,2	 9.968	 9	 m,6,2	 14.207	 13
TM	 TM
m,8,1
	 10.335	 17	 m,12,1	 14.575	 2S
TE m.3,2	 10.417	 7	 TMm,5,3	 14.670	 11	 1
TE m,6,1	 10.513	 13	 Tmm,8,2	 14.753	 17
1
'N,2,3	 10.713	 5	 TE m,10,1	 15.033	 21
TE m,1,3	 10.904	 3
Table 1-1.
	 Resonwit Spherical Modes.
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MODE ROOT DEGENERACIES MODE ROOT DEGENERACIES
TEm,4,3 15.040 9 TMm,3,5 18.524 7
TMm,3,4 15.314 7 TEm,2,S 18.689 5
TEm,7,2 15.431 15 TMm916,1 18.774 33
TEm, 6.. , IV 15..15 5 TMm, 19 6 18.796 3
TMm,13,1 15 628 27 TEm,7,3 18.923 15
TMm,1,5 15.644 3 TEm,10,2 19.026 21
7%,0 9 # 2 15.743 19 TM m,12,2 19.189 25
TM M 9 6 # 3 15.939 13 TM m,6,4 19.321 13
TEm,ll,l 16.145 23 TEm,14,1 19.448 29
TEm,S,3 16.355 11 TEm,5,4 19.653 11
TE
m,8,2 16.641 17 TM m,9,3 19.655 19
TMm,4,4 16.674 9 TM m,17,1 19.819 35
TMm,14,1 16.679 29 TMm,4,5 19.915 9
TM ,10,2 16.899 21 TEm,3,5 20.122 7
TEm,3,4 16.924 7 TEm,8,3 20.182 17
TMm,2,S 17.103 5 TEm,11,2 20.204 23
7M m,7,3 17.190 15 7Mm,2,6 20.272 5
TE
m,1,5 17.221 3 TM m,13,2 20.324 27
TEm,12,1 17.250 2S TEm,1,6 20.371 3
TEm,6,3 17.648 13 TEm,15,1 20.540 31
TM m,15,1 17.727 31 7%07,,4 20.615 15
TEm,9,2 17.839 19 TM M 0 18 0 1 20.862 37
TMm,S,4 18.009 11 TM m,10,3 20.871 21
TMm 0 11 9 2 18.047 23 TEm,6,4 20.983 13
TEm, 4 .4 18.301 9 TMm's's  21.281 11
TEm,13,1 18.351 27 TEm,12,2 21.374 2S
7%# 8,3 18.425 17 TEm,9,3 21.428 19
Table 1-1. Resonant Spherical Modes.
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MODE ROOT DEGENERACIES MODE ROOT DEGENERACIES
TM
m,14,2 21.454 29 TMm,16,2 23.698 33
Im
m,4,5 21.525 9 TE M,18,1 23.798 37
TE m,16,1 21.629 33 TE m,11,3 23.887 23
TM
m,3,6 21.714 7 TMm821,1 23.945 43
TE
m,2,6 21.854 5 TMm,7,5 23.955 15
TM
m,8,4 21.894 17 TEm,6,S 24.263 13
7%t l9,1 21.904 39 TMm,10,4 24.416 21
TM
m,1 0 7 21.946 3 TMm,13,3 24.453 27
TM ,11,3 22.074 23 TMm,S16 24.519 11
tE
m,7,4 22.295 15 TEm,4,6 24.727 9
TE m,13,2 22.537 27 TM m,,17,2 24.814 35
T m.15,2 22.578 31 TE m,15,2 24.844 31
TM
m,6,S 22.626 13 TE m.9,4 24.873 19
TE m,10,3 22.663 21 TE M,19,1 24.878 39
TE
m,17,1 22.715 3S TMm,3,7 24.891 7
TE
m,S,S 22.905 11 T%,22,1 24.950 4S
TM
m s 20 t l 22.945 41 TE m.2,7 25.013 5
TM
m,4,6 23.128 9 TT m,1,8 25.093 3
TM
m,9,4 23.163 19 TEm,12,3 25.101 2S -.
TM m,12,3 23.267 25 7%,8,,S 25.265 17'
TE m,3,,6 23.304 7 TEm,7,S 25.603 15
TM
m,2,7 23,434 S TMm,14,3 25.632 29
TE
m,1,7 23.519 3 T m,11,4 25.659 23
TE m,8,4 23.591 17 TM m,6,6 25.889 13
TE m,14,2 23.693 29 TMm,l8,,2 25.926 37
rc
Table 1-1. Con't.
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MODE ROOT DEGENERACIES
TM m,23,1 2S.9S4 47
TE
m,20,1 25.956 41
TE
m,16 , 2 25.989 33
TEm,S,6 26.128 11
TEm,10,4 26.143 21
TT m,13,3 26.307 27
TM m,4,7 26.323 9
TEm,3,7 26.477 7
TMm,9,S 26.562 19
TM
m 9 2 9 8 26.591 S
TE
m,1,8 26.666 3
TMm,1S 9 3 26.805 31
7M
m,12,4 26.891 2S
TE
m,8,S 26.927 17
INN 24,1 26.960 49
TMm,19,2 27.035 39
TEm,21,1 27.OS6 43
TE
m,17,2 27.129 3S
TM M 0 7,1 6 27.240 15
TEm " 11,5 27.401 23
TE
m,14,3 27.506 29
TF .	 6 27.508 13
T m,S,7 27.732 11
TM m,10,5 27.847 21
TEm,4,7 27.916 9
TM m,25,1 27.965 S1
TM m,16,3 27.971 33
Table 1-1.
	 Con't.
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For the empty case the lower and upper limits on the roots
become
- 11.174	 (1-351
(unp)empty - (I.OGHz)(1.067)(2.0944 X 10-8)
- 22.347.	 (1-36)
For the full tank, the lower and upper limits on the roots become
(unp)full
	
(11.174)(1.1082) - 12.383 	 (1-37)
(unp)full	
(22.347)(1.1082) - 24.765. 	 (1-38)
The number of modal lines counted from the mode O,art of
Figure 1-2 between the above frequency ( unp ) limits are
Ne - number of resonances empty
- 87 resonances
	 (1-39)
and
Nf - number of resonances full
= 105 resonances
	
(1-40)
These numbers represent the numbers of resonances, one
would see if there were no tank perturbations and the tank were a
perfect sphere, (i.e., degeneracies have not been taken into account).
The actual physical number of resonances to be seen in a practical
situation can be approximated between the specified frequency limits
by adding the total number of degeneracies existing for each of the
modes to the actuals shown in (1-41) and (1-42). This can be done from
the information in Table 1-1. The lowest order mode at: empty is
identified at the TEm
 4 .) (u 4 2 - 11.705) and the highest order mode
at empty is the TEm 7 ^ 4 ' 07 4'- 22.295). Likewise, the lowest and
highest order modes at full'are the TMm 10 1 ( u l0 1 = 12.458) and
the TEm,4,6 (u4,6 - 24.727), respectively.'
The total number of resonances (degenerate and non-degenerate) at
empty and full conditions are then computed from Table 1-1 as
Nte - total number of resonances empty
k
T
)
- 1,326 resonances
Ntf - total number of resonances full
- 1,817 resonances
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1.6 COMPARISON TO ACOUSTICAL PREDICTION!
The total number of resonances in the same tank can also be predicted
by use of the acoustical formulation developed by Morse (Reference 7).
The total number of acoustical resonances over the frequency region of
interest is given as
4nv
N	 (fU 3
 - fL 3 )	 ( 1 -43)
3c 3
The volume of the tank is computed as
V = 4na 3/3 = 5.0884 m 3	 (1-44)
= 179.6 ft3
and
4nV
	
= 7.8941 X 10 -25	 (1-45)
3c3 
f 
U 
3 = (I X 109 ) 3 = 1 X 10 
27
	 (1-46)
f L 3 = (0.5 X 109) 3= 0.125 X 10 27 	(1-^+7)
and
f U 3 - f 
L 
3 = 8.75 X 10 26	 (1-48)
Then
rte	 (7.8941 X 10 -25 ) (8.75 X )026)
	
= 691 resonances	 (1-49)
Due to the double degeneracy introduced by the cos mo and sin mo
terms of the general mode function, the result predicted by the
acoustical expression of Equation (1-45) should be doubled, and the
Equation becomes
8nv
N = TC3 (fU 3 	 f L 3 ).	 (1-50)
Therefore,
N  = 1,382 resonances
	
(1-51)
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The number of resonances present when the tank is full can be cc,iputed
by multiplying the total number of empty resonance count by ( E 3/2 ). Thus
Nf
 : (1 9382) (1.228)3/2	 J
: 1,881 resonances	 (1-52)
1.7 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL TECHNIQUES	 I
Comparing the results of the acoustical theory, Equations (1-50 and 1-52)
and those obtained from the mode chart counting techique, Equations (1-41 and
1-42),
MODE CHAPT
Ne = 1 0 326 resonances
Nf = 1 9 817  resonances
ACOUSTICAL THEORY
N  = 1 9 382 resonances
N  = 1 9 881 resonances
there is good agreement, with a percentage error of approximately
40. Also, the difference in the full and empty number of resonance count is,
"ODE CHART
N
 f - N  = (1 9 817 - 19326)
= 491 resonances
ACOUSTICAL THEOP.Y
Nf 
6.
e 
N = (1,881 - 11382)
= 499 resonances
which indicates less than 2% theoretical error between the two
techniques.
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ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
2.1 GENERAL
The radio frequency technique for gaging propellant tanks is
based on measuring the change of resonances in a tank that has
been excited with radio frequency energy over a particular band of
frequencies. Assuming that the liquid propellant in the tank is
not lossy, then the number of resonances will decrease as the
tank is emptied. It has been shown experimenta lly th,a z the cna.ng,e
in the number of resonances is approximately a linear :=..rction
of the change in propellant mass, for most applications. The rate
of change of the number of resonances is dependent on the di-
electric properties of the propellant and the bandwidth of the
exciting frequency source.
To allow effective theoretical design, certain e.ect-:ca;
properties of the propellants to be gaged must be known as a function
of temperature and frequency. The properties of interest are the
relative dielectric constants, loss tangents, and electrical con-
ductivities of LH 2 , LOX , LF2 , and L142. The only published    data
presently available covers dielectric constant as a function of
temperature for these liquids. However, the following aiscussion
will show that this data will suffice for the purpose of system analysis.
2 2 COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND PERMEABILITY
2.2.1 Macroscopic Approach.
Dielectric constant I s
 
generally familar in the expression of the
force, f, between two charges q and q', separated by a o:sza^ce a, then
f - qq" /ed 2
	
(2-1)
where a is the constant characteristic of the medium between the charges,
i.e., the dielectric constant. The dielectric constant is also familar
as a quantity to which the capacity, C, of a capacitor is proportioned
to the capacitance, C , of the same capacitor with a vacu..m bazween
its plates, where a is the proportionality constant.
When a capacitor is connected to a sinusoidal voltage source of
V = Voe jwt	 (2-2)
where w, the angular frequency is
w - 2nf	 (2-3)
Then if the dielectric is equivalent to that of a vacuum, a charge, Q,
is stored which is related to the capacitor and the applied voltage
Q - C 0	 (2-4)
The capacitor draws a charging current
	 za
i c - dQ/dt - JwCoV
	 (2-5)
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which leads the voltage by a phase angle of 90 degrees.
When the medium between the capacitor plates is filled with some substance,
the proportionality constant E increases, and the capacitance is
C	 C0E'/eo
= C E
o r
whe re
E' = real part of the dielectric constant
C
0 
= dielectric constant of free space
E = relative dielectric constant
r
In addition to the charging current, there may appear a loss current, le,
which is related to the applied voltage as
leGV
	 (2-7)
where G is the conductance of the dielectric. The total current then becomes
1 s I c 4 le
	 (2-8)
After substituting for I  and l e from Equations (2-5) and (2-7), Equation (2- 8)
can be written as
I = (jWC + G)V	 (2-4)
The total current lags the conduction current by a loss angle, d. The tan-
gent of this angle is termed the dissipation factor or loss tangent. The con-
ductance term may be due to migration of charge carriers, but it can represent
any other energy-consuming process. Thus it is customary to relate the loss cur-
rent in addition to the charging current by introducing a complex permittivity
constant
E%'c = E' " j E"	 (2-10)
The total current given in Equation (2•-9) can now be written as
I = (jwE' + WE") ( C 0V /E 0 )	 (2--11)
where c" is the loss factor. The loss tangent becomes
tan 6 = E "/E'	 (2-12)
For low-loss materials the loss factor is very small, and the tan 6 term is
very small.
If the dielectric material were transferred from the electric field of the
capacitor to the magnetic field of an inductor, the voltage, V, forces a mag-
netization current I  through the coil, then
V = L (dl/dt)
	
(2-13)
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	 (2- t4)
m	 Jwlo ( U' /uo)
whe re
L w inductance with the dielectric
LO • inductance in a vacuum
u' = permeability of the dielectric
jjo 
s permeability of vacuum.
Besides the magnetization current, there will exist a magnetic loss
current caused by energy dissipation during the magnetization cycle.
Analogously, magnetic loss is represented by introducing a complex permeability
Ju"
	 (2-15)
where u*' is the magnetic-loss factor. For most dielectric materials,
w" s 0, and the magnetization of the material is approximately that of free
space, thus u' = uo.
The lumped-circuit considerations presented have shown that the
macroscopic electric and magnetic behavior of a dielectric material in
sinusoidal fields is determined by two complex parameters e* and u*. The
real and imaginary parts of these complex variables are even and odd
functions of frequency and therefore are not entirely independent of
each other. Physically, the mechanisms of energy storage and dissipation
are two aspects of the same phenomenon, thus,if one of them is known over
the whole frequency spectrum, the other is prescribed.
2.2.2 Mo lecular Approach
A dielectric material increases the storage capacity of a capacitor
by neutralizing charges at the parallel-plate surfaces. This phenomenon is
termed the dielectric polarization, and, may be visualized as the action of
dipole chains (which form under the influence of the applied electric field)
binding opposite charges (positive to negative) throughout the dielectric
material. The electric flux density D is related to the applied electric
field by the familar form
D = e 'E	 (2-16)
and the polarization vector P is given as (Reference ^3)
P n D -eo.E
(e' - LO) E.	 (2-17)
The polarization vector corresponds in magnituue to the surface charge
bound at the electrodes by the polarized dielectric, and is oriented in
the direction of the applied field.
2-3
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The electric dipole moment, m, is a vector quantity with a magnitude
which is the product of the total charge between two electrical charges
of opposite polarity separated by a distance d, that is
M • Qd.	 (2-18)
The direction of the electric dipole moment is from the negative to the
positive charge.
The polarization, P, is equivalent to the dipole moment per
unit volume of the dielectric material. This interpretation of P provides
a link between macroscopic and molecular theory. The dipole moment per
unit volume may be visualized as the addition of N elementary dipole moments
thus
P • Nm.	 (2-19)
The average dipole moment of the elementary particle is proportional
to the local electric field E' acting on the single particle
m a aE'	 (2-20)
where the proportionality factor, a	 is the polarizability of the
particle, and termed the average dipole moment per unit field strength.
The polarization can now be written from Equations (2-19) and (2-20) as
P = N E' a	 (2-21)
The three molecular parameters N 
'
E` , and a have been .­ ad
(Reference 9) to derive the Clausius-Mossotti equation by el ► urinating
N and E'. Thus the polarizability per mole (Clausius-Mossotti) is
relatee to the dielectric constant as
N a
0
3E0
( e r - 1) M
• .—.._. M3
(Er + 
2 ) p	 (2-22)
where
N^ Avogadro's number • 6.023x1023
molecules per mole 	 ^-
M = Molecular weight in kg
P a Density in kq/m3.
The conditions required for the validity of the Clausius-
Mossotti equation are-0) only an elastic displacement of electrons
occurs through application of an external electric field, (2) no
	 -
non-dipolar (short-range) interaction occurs between molecules (3)
the polarizability of a molecule is isotropic, and, (4) cubic symmetry
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occurs in the arrangement of the molecules. Cond;tion, (1) is meant for
all non-polar molecules; and (2) holds as long as the distance between
molecules is sufficiently large. However, (3) holos for spherical
molecules only. (4) is true for all gases. Thus, deviations between
the true value of dielectric constants and those calculated from
the Clausius-Mossotti equation will be found 	 if the above ;isted
conditions are not met. The conditions of typical cryogenic liquids,
LH2 and LF2 , relating to these parameters are discussed below.
2.3 CLASSIFICATION OF DIELECTRICS
Dielectric materials can be classified according to their molecular
structure, (Reference 10) and also the type of polarization,, a.a.,
electronic, atomic or orientation, which may be set up by an app. :ad
electric; field. The general classification of dielectric materials aa•e
(1) non-polar substances showing optical polarization only, (2; polar
materials having optical and infra-red polarization, and (3) o:pear substances
which in addition to the above show polarization due to dipo;ar orientation.
The first class of material, non-polar, exhibits only elastic dis-
placement of electrons when in an electric field. This class contxins all dielectrics
consisting of a single type of atom or symmetrical molecules, whether they are
'	 gases, liquids or solids. Examples of this class of dielectric materials
are: pure carbon (di amon d) . gaseous or liquid oxygen. hydrogen, fluorine
and the inert gases or their liquids. Obviously it is the non-polar type
of material that is of interest in cryogenin gaging and no detailed
discussion will be presented here for other materials.
2.4 NON-POLAR DIELECTRICS
The Simplest type of dielectric materials, which show elastic
displacement of electrons only, have been classified as non-polar. The
lowest frequency, fo , at which appreciable absorption occurs i ll SUCK
materials is in the visible or ultra-violet portion of the e,e,;tromagnetic
spectrum. At much Dower frequencies, the dielectric constant Should be
independent of frequency. The upper frequency that is presentey con-
t	 templated for gaging LH 2 , LOX, LF2 and LN will be 10 GHz, which bs
nearly seven orders
	 below the Tower eni of the visible spectrum.
Thus, the dielectric constants and loss factors of these /iq.:tdis should
be essentially independent of frequency in the operating frequency range.
For example, the data presented in Reference 11 shows that the 60s_S
tangent of LH 2
 at 140K has a value of 1x10" 7 , and changes to 2x10
	 for
two orders of magnitude variation in frequency. The author states that
the indicated change in loss tangent as a function of fregquancy is
probably due to experimental error.
The change of the dielectric constant of non-polar liqjids as a
function of density can be determined by use of the Clausius-Mossotti
equation, which is valid for non-polar dielectric materials, and is
Independent of pressure,temperature,or frequency.
Dielectric constant data has been obtained (Reference 12)	 for 02
and N2
 under liquid and gaseous states for both elements. The dielectric
constants for the gaseous and liquid states agree with the Clausius-Mosott.1
relationship (2-22) within less than 1 percent despite the fact that the
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densities differ b	 factor of over a thousand. For nitrogen,y a 	g , it
was found from measurements of the refractive index that the molecular
polarizability varied by less than 1 percent over a range of pressures
between 1 and 2,000 atmospheres. Thus,the dielectric properties of non-
polar substances such as LH 2 , LOX, LF and LN should be nearly a constant
over the temperature, pressure and frequency ianges of most cryogenic gaging
systems. See Section 2-7 for a discussion of the linear approximation of
the dielectric constant vs density relationship (Clausius-Mosotti).
2.5 DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS AND DENSITIES OF LH 2 , LOX, LF2 AND LN2.
The previous 'discussion has shown that the dielectric properties
of non-polar elements such as LH 2 , LOX, LF2 and LN 2 are theoretically
independent of temperature, density and frequency. In the following
sections the dielectric constants of LH	 LOX, LF2 and LN2 are presented
as a function of temperature using constant pressure (1 atm) conditions.
The frequency at which the dielectric constant data were obtained was
approximately 450 Mliz. Figures 2-1 thr,-)ugh 2-6 are plots of data taken
from Reference 13 and 14.
2.6 ATTENUATION THROUGH DIELECTRIC LIQUIDS.
The attenuation produced by a dielectric liquid is frequently
expressed in terms of the loss tangent of the liquid and the resonant
wavelength or frequency. For an electromagnetic wave varying periodically
in time with an angular frequency, w, and advancing with a complex prc p-
agation factor
= a + j R
	(2-23)
where
a = attenuation constant
R = phase constant
and from Equation (2-10) and (2-15)
E"- jE""
then the attenuation constant can be obtained by equating the real
parts of Equation ( 2-23),"
•	 ^rw2
a = ----- (e'u"' - E"u') 1/2	 (2-24)
4n
For material with negligible magnetic loss, v" = 0 and u'
	
Poo Then
Equation (2-30) can be written as:
E
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2 n e^ ^
a	 -'	 V' + tan 6
1
 - 1	 (2-25)
A r 2
i .hich expresses the loss in nepers per meter, when A r is measured in
meters.
For low-loss dielectric liquids, certain approximations can be
applied to reduce the complexity of Equation (2-25). Since
tan g 6 = sin 2 6/cos 2 6	 (2-26)
for small 6 ; that is, (6«i),
tan 2 6 a 62
n 	 Then the expression for the attenuation constant becomes
2n	 e
a	 —r	 1 + 621 -1
X r	 2
1	 The term	 + 6 2 may be expanded according to the standard BinomialExpression as
62	 64
+62, 1+ 	 ---+.
2	 8
for 62<<I. Then our expression becomes1
2n e 
	
62
A r	 2	 2
or
2n	 e r 2
Xr 1	 4
which simplifies to
n6
a=— e r	 nepers/meter.
a
The decibel loss, rthat is, the attenuation in decibels per meter
is given as
8,686n6
a =
Fr
	 dB/m
Xr
As described earlier in the report under Section 2.4, the loss
tangents of most cryogenic liquids are somewhere in the order of 10
over the frequency range of interest. As a worst case, assuming that
1
1
1
1
(2-27)
(2-28)
(2.29)
(2-30)
(2-31)
ON don esOh+i^i
the loss tangent is 100 times this value, then 	 i
6 • tan6 a 10.	 (2-32)
From Equation (2-31) it can be seen that as the wavelength decreases
(or the frequency increases) the loss increases. Therefore, a 'worst"
case analvsis is obtained when the upper frequency limit of 10 GHz
(or 0.030 meter wavelength) is used. With these values substituted into.
Equation# (2-31), the attenuation or loss in dD becomes
a 9.10 x 10 ^	 (2-33)
For LH , the relative dielectric was found to be 1.288, yielding a toss
of	
2
a at 1.117 x 10 
2 
dB	 (2-34)
Considering most cryogenic tanks, an RF path length, L, of 10
meters can be assumed to be sufficient, so that for LH2
-2
al. 2 1.51 x 10	 dB	 (2-35)
which represents negligible system loss, for any RF gaging system
contemplated.
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RF MASS GAGING SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
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RF MASS GAGING SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1. INTRODUCTION
In the investigation into the implementation of a Radio Frequency gaging
system, a study program was initiated to develop preliminary specifications on
the hardware necessary to implement a RF gaging system. Present system require-
ments indicate that one ;ma 4mentation of RF mass gaging system may take several
forms, the most prom s:ng method of which appears to be one which uses a solid-
state RF sweep oscillator feeding into a resonant tank, and a double-differen-
tiation technique for co"nting modes. Figure C-1 is a block diagram of this
system.
2. SYSTEM OPERATION
Durin9 the sweep through the frequency band, Radio Frequency energy will be
coupled to the tank at each resonance. A crystal detector will be used to
detect the RF energy envelope and will provide an output at each resonance. This
output will be processed and will be presented as an indication of mass readout.
The basic system will include an RF energy source which can be varied :n fre-
quency, tank excitation and detection probes, a RF detector, a resonance detection
'	 scheme, and the necessary electronic signal conditioning equipment to provide
gaging system control and readout.
'
	
	 The entire system is controlled from a master programmer which tr,:::ates
commands to var:o6s subassemblies within the system in a sequentla! o, ' -der.
Feedback loops may at provided in the system for controlling the RF pwer level
Into the tank, anc zna rata of sweep of the RF energy. The system wi'1 10 operate
In the foi :•-jw:n9 sac,^a ce:
1) The progran.mar coeavrs the binary counter.
2) Thero rammer ;r;:dates a command to start sweeping the sir oscillator.P g	  9
3) RF energy :s transmitted through the tank and is detected by the RF
detector.
4) The resonances being excited are
lated	 into binary	 information.
processed by the resonance detector and trans-
5) Feedback of the RF energy at the tank maintains a uniform power level
to the tank zhroughout the sweep period.	 Feedback Is also provided by
the resonance detector to control the rate of sweep of the sweep generator.
6) At the end of the sweep period a command is sent from the sweap genera-
tor to the programmer, the programmer then shifts the binary Information
into a buffer stage.
7) The data is then translated from a binary format into a mass quantity
format In the readout circuitry.
8) The entire process 1) through 7) is repeated.
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3. SYSTEM DESIGN
Many of the important aspects of the RF system design are set forth in this
Appendix. The System outlined in Figure C-1 can be broken down into the following
major subassemblies.
1) RF oscillator and sweep generator
2) Cables
3) Coupler, power dividers, and circulators
4) Probes
5) RF signal detector
6) Resonance detector
7) Feedback network
8) Data processor
91 Programmer
The preliminary design requirements, and a description and functional pur-
pose of the major subassemblies are given in this section. The electronic
hardware proposed for use in this system will be all solid state, and will make
maximum use of integrated circuits.
3.1 RF Oscillator and Sweep Generator
The purpose of the swept RF oscillator is to provide a signal source to the
tank (resonant cavity). T;ie importance of the swept RF sources necessitates a
discussion of the various types of RF voltage-tunable oscillators presently
available.
The backward-wave oscillator (BWO) is perhaps the most widely used micro-
wave oscillator in applications where a considerable tuning range must be
covered. The BWO offers reliability, long-life performance, and provides high
gain in a single device. It Ls inherently insensir=ue to load impedance changes
and can be easily frequency modulated by varying the cathode to anode voltage.
Under practical conditions it is possible to achieve a 2 to 1 frequency range
in a given tube by a voltage variation that is in the order of 10:1 or less.
Powers of the order of milliwatts are readily achieved in BWO's, but the effi-
ciency is quite low (10 to 20%). Space applications of such vacuum-tube devices
seems to be limited due to this inefficiency.
The Voltage Tunable Magnetron (VTM) is a logical choice for a voltage tun-
,..,Lie oscillator that is compact in size and capable of generating large RF
power. Performance and efficiency are quite high, often in the order of 66% or
higher.
In a VTM operating over a frequency range of 1 to 2 GHz, the output
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frequency is fiery nf:arly proportional to the applied cathode supply potential.
The power output of the VTM can be controlled by varying the potential on the
control electrode. Thus, the VTM may be leveled in power output by applying a
correction voltage back to the control electrode. The output power is sensed
with an AF detector. A schematic of a VTM Sweep Generator is shown in Figure
C-2.
The modulation sensitivity of a VTM is approximately 0.87 MHz per volt.
Therefore, a voltage swing of around 1150 volts is required for an output fre-
quency swing of 1 GHz. The cathode potential corresponding to 2 GHz is 2200
volts. The power requirements for the VTM are as follows:
Cathode Supply:
	
1050 to 2200 V at 15 mA;
i.e., 24 watts
Filament Supply:
	
3 V at 2 A;
i.e., 6 watts
Control Electrode:	 300 V at < 1 mA
The total power needed to drive a VTM oscillator is approximately 30 watts.
But it must be realized that the power required is not on a continuous basis,
but rather on an intermittent basis; that is, whenever the RF oscillator is
being swept.
The sweep generator that is used in conjunction with the VTM normally con-
tains a solid state operational amplifier which controls a series regulator to
the VTM as shown in Figure C-2.
Feedback to the amplifier is obtained from the supply output such that the
output voltage varies in accordance with the voltage applied to the amplifier
input. The gain and frequency range of the circuit are adjustable to set up the
upper and lower voltage levels applied to the cathode. Non-linear elements are
included in the feedback to control the slope of the swept voltage.
For advanced flight hardware systems where power and weight requirements
are critical, a solid-state RF source will be used. Solid-state sources, tun-
able over an octave, can be used up to around 2 GHz. Present technology has
shown that solid-state RF oscillators are practical but are generally limited
to low-power applications. Due to the Low RF power required to excite the tank
or cavity, development of a RF solid state oscillator appears practical at this
time. A typical circuit arrangement for a solid-state microwave oscillator is
shown in Figure C-3.
With the development of microwave transistors, it is now possible to obtain
a solid-state varactor of a YIG tuned microwave transistor oscillator with an
octave bandwidth. Such voltage-tunable oscillators are already beginning to re-
place backward wave oscillators and klystrons for lower frequency, low power
application.. They possess the advantages of small size and weight, long life
and greater reliability. The specifications for the proposed oscillator are
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given below:
SPECIFICATIONS
YIG-TUNED L-BAND TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR
RF PERFORMANCE
	 TYPICAL
Nominal Frequency Band	 1.0 - 2.0 GHz
Power Output into load VSWR - 1.25
	 40 mW
Power Output Variation	 4 dB
Fine Gain Variation	 1.5 dB/50 MHz, max.W
Spurious Oscillation
Ratio of Signal	 to 2nd Harmonic 30 dB
Output
Ratio of Signal	 to all	 other Spurious 60 dB
Outputs
Output Impedance 50 ohms
Sensitivity
	
to Supply Voltage 0.3 MHz/V
Residual FM, Peak to Peak 5 kHz
Frequency Drift, -300C to 650C 5 MHz
Pulling	 Figure,	 VSWR	 1.5 :1	 at any phase 5 MHz
TUNING CHARACTERISTICS
Sweep Rate 100 Hz
Tuning Power, Center Biased 0.4 W max.
Tuning Linearity t 0.1%
Zero-Current Frequency 1.5 GHz
Tuning Sensitivity 300 MHz/100 mA
Tuning Voltage 2.0 V
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SEMI-RIGID COAXIAL CABLE
C-9
Mechanical
Outer Conductor 0.141"
10
= i
L1ivi^km
TYPICAL
20 V
40 mA
4W
RF PERFORMANCE (Contd)
ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
Osci.lator Voltage
Oscillator Current
YIG Heater Power at - 300C
PROPOSED MANUFACTURE
Watkins - Johnson Company
Palo Alto, California
The sweep generator that is used in conjunction with the RF oscillator is shown
In Figure C-4.
3.2 RF Cables
A large number of designs of flexible coaxial cables are now available for
RF use. High frequency cables have the common feature of a solid dielectric of
stabilized polyethylene separating the inner and outer conductors. The inner
conductor may be solid or stranded and is usually copper. The outer conductors
are single or double layers of braid, usually copper, which may or may not be
tinned. The outer protective cover is usually vinyl and some cables are armored
for additional protection.
At low frequencies, the attenuation in a cable is primarily the result of
conductor losses; and, therefore, increases as the square root of the frequency.
Dielectric losses increase linearly with the frequency and becomes increasingly
important at high frequencies. When the losses are appreciable, they increase
the frequency sensitivity of the cable attenuation. Consequently, the cable
required for instrumenting a system should be minimized to avoid excessive power
loss.
Experience has shown that repeated flexing of RF cables may cause , the
center conductor to shift in the dielectric insulating material, causing varia-
tions in the characteristic: impedance of the cable. Fastening of cables and the
use of armored cables is recommended to prevent this occurrence.
Cables used in the RF system should have low attenuation characteristics as
well as low VSWR ratings. The use of semi-rigid cable in the system will insure
that additional resonances will not be generated due to the movement of the cable.
Specifications for the proposed cables are given below:
SPECIFICATIONS
10 LMMs s npo is iDivMion
Mechanical (Contd)
0.036"
0.125"
Inner Conductor
Minimum Bending Radius
Electrical
Characteristic Impedance
Capacitance
VSWR
Attenuation
Proposed Manufacturers
1) Phelps Dodge Electronics
North Havon, Connecticut
50 ohms
30 pF/ft
1.05 or less 0 - 106 Hz
11.5 dB/100 ft e 1 GHz
21.2 dB/100 ft e 3 GHz
2) Precision Tube Company
North Wales, Pennsylvania
3.3 Couplers, Power Dividers and Circulators
Some use of microwave hardware such as directional couplers, power dividers,
and circulators within the proposed system may be necessary to provide isolation
from various circuit elements. A brief description of each item will be made.
A directional coupler is a device which will extract a portion of the power
flowing in only one direction in a transmission line. The device is used to
monitor separately the incident or reflected wave on the line. A typical direc-
tional coupler is shown below.
P2	 P4
No. 2
	
No. 4
Termination
No. 1
	
No. 3
P1.	 P3	 x.
DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
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If a termination is connected to terminal No. 3 and a signal applied to
terminal No. 1, the power P I flowing into the device will be reflected by the
termination, resulting in P 3 and a standing wave. A small portion of the Input
signal i'1 is extracted at terminal No. 2, (negligibly affected by the reflection
from the termination) which is a signal proportional to the magnitude of the
Input signal. A similar portion of the reflected signal P 3 can be extracted at
terminal No. 4. This signal will be proportional to the magnitude of the reflec-
ted signal.
Use of a directional coupler at the RF input port to the tank allows a
sampling of the RF energy entering the tank to be made. Use of this information
through a feedback network to the RF oscillator will insure that a constnat
power level will be maintained to the tank.
If multiple antennas are used in exciting the tank, this will result in the
1 ,joining of two or more cables at some point in order to transmit the RF from the
oscillator into the tank. The Joining of two or more input cables may result in
a large impedance mismatch between the cables unless compensation is added in
the form of a power divider. Two methods of reducing the mismatch are available:
1) the use of resistive or dissipative elements, and 2) the use of reactive or
nondissipative elements. The power divider therefore can be used as a means of
providing load isolation between two or more loads.
A circulator is a ferrite device with more than two terminals with a char-
acteristic that the input to the Nth port appears as the output from the
(Nth + 1) port, and gives a zero output from any other port. A circulator can
be used in the measurement of the RF energy that Is not transmitted or coupled
through the tank.
3.4 Probes (RF) and Feedthrough Connectors
The radio frequency probe or antenna is used as a means of coupling energy
into and out of the tank or cavity. Basically the antenna configurations are
of two types, the loop and dipole.
The dipole antenna is best suited for coupling electric fields into a
cavity. To provide electric field coupling, the center conductor of a coaxial
cable is extended as a probe into the cavity and will couple to the cavity, if
the probe is oriented with a component of the electric field within the cavity.
In coupling to a cavity with a depole, the electric field of a mode terminates
on the probe, inducing a current in it. Conversly, a voltage applied to the
probe produces electric fields inside the cavity that excite oscillations. This
is a form of capacitive coupling, the magnitude of which is determined by;l) the
surface that the dipole exposes to the electric field, and 2) the Intensity of
the electric field at the position of the probe in the cavity. Thus, maximum
coupling is obtained in a cylindrical cavity operating in the TM OIO mode when
the probe is located on the end plates of the cylinder. The coupling to this
mode will be zero if the probe projects into the cavity from the side wall in-
stead of the end well.
Magnetic coupling to the cavity (tank) may he provided by terminating the
center conductor of a coaxial cable in a loop so that magnetic flux will be
linked within the cavity. A current passing through such a loop will excite
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oscillations within the tank. Conversely, oscillations within the tank will
induce a voltage in the coupling loop. The magnitude of the coupling can be
readily controlled by the orientation of the loop and its location with respect
to the magnetic field.
From the above discussion, it can be seen that the location, type and
length of antenna used in the radio frequency gaging system is important. For
most tank configurations failing into a spherical or cylindrical shape with
either inverted or normal dome-type ends, optimum results have occurred through
the use of two excitations or transmission probes and one receiving antenna,
with the excitation probes in axes perpendicular to each other.
Therefore, the system will employ two excitation probes and one detection
probe. The probes will be constructed of beryllium copper and be silver plated
to insure a good conductive surface. The feedthrough connector that allows the
probe to be inserted into the tank will be designed similar to those normally
used for cryogenic temperatures. Each probe will be protected by a teflon
radome housing so that only the far field of the probe is affected by the mate-
rial within the tank. See Figure C-5.
SPECIFICATIONS
RF COAXIAL FEEDTHROUGH CONNECTOR
Temperature
Pressure
RF Impedance
Material
Vacuum Integrity
Connection
Proposed Manufacturer
Eimac
San Carlos, California
3.5 RF Signal Detectors
-452OF to +212 oF continuous
200 lbf O absolute
50 ohms
Body must be weldable to aluminum
or stainless steel
1 x IO-7 cm3/sec Helium at 2500C
Type N
Detection of the RF energy coupled through the tank is accomplished through
the use of a crystal or diode detector. Detection of RF energy is accomplished
by recovering from a modulated wave, a voltage o. current which varies in accor-
dance with the modulation present on the wave.
Detection of amplitude-modulated waves is ordinarily accomplished by means
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of diode rectifier. A simple circuit for a diode detector is shown below.
DIODE DETECTOR CIRCUIT
At each positive peak of e^.citing voltage, the capacitor charges up to a
potential equal to the peak of applied voltage. Between peaks the charge in the
capacitor discharges through resistor R. The result is that the detector
follows the envelope of the RF signal produced by the cavity.
At frequencies above 1,000 MHz, a silicon crystal diode rectified (or crys-
tal detector) is most commonly used. The crystal detector can be analyzed by
considering it as a LCR type circuit as shown below.
C^
CRYSTAL DETECTOR EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
The RF detector that will be used in the proposed system will be a low
power crystal detector. It will have a low signal to noise ratio, approximately
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60 dB. The specifications for a suitable detector are shown below.
SPECIFICATION
AYSTAL DETECTOR
Maximum Input
Impedance
VSWR
Frequency Response
Frequency Range
Sensitivity
Dynamic Range
Square Law
Detector Element
Manufacturer
100 milliwatts peak or average
50 ohms
1.2:1 maximum
t 0.2 JB maximum
1.0 GHz to 2.0 GHz
0.4 UV/uW minimum
40 dB
t 0.5 dS variation from square law
up to 50 mV peak
Diode
Alfred Electronics
Palo Alto, California
3.6 Resonance Detector
The ability to interpret correctly the resonance information presented by the RF .
signal detector is an important factor in the implementation of the Zero 'G'
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RF Gaging System. The signal output of the RF signal detector is essentially a
^:­ :ndcm signal of a Lorentzian in nature. A resonance is defined as a signal
(as soon by an RF de tector) whose s i ope changes from a negative to a positive 
value at some point in time; I.e., there is a point where the signal has zero
slope.
TYPICAL MODE PATTERN
Resonance information is contained at points of peak RF power transmitted
through the tank. An optimum mods detector would therefore have characteristics
such that whenever the slope of the input signal passed through zero a unit
pulse would result.
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If we consider a single block diagram that can be used to reduce this func-
tion we can write a transfer function for the mode detection.
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Translation in the Laplace domain, we can replace the derivative function with
the Laplace operator 's'. In the second block, a nonlinear element can be
represented by a describing function.
G (Jw) ,._L '—^ - sin -1 R - R 3'-2 00
D	 n (2	 1 - R )
who re
T
R-T-c-^
and 'T' is the instantaneous magnitude of e(t) when it is at Zero slope. The
overall transfer function of an ideal resonance detector would therefore be:
GD	 sin R R(,j W) eein — = at n0 ^,F - 	 - ^	 0°I
Various methods of resonance detection have been	 ^invests ated and a doubletigated,
differentiation technique has been selected as most suitable. A block diagram
of the proposed circuitry required is shown in the sketch below.
I
NONLINEAR
	
DIFFERENTI-
	
DIFFERENTI	 ZERO
AMPLIFIER	 ATOR NO. 1	 ATOR NO. 2	 CROSSING
DETECTOR
BLOCK DIAGRAM - RESONANCE DETECTOR
The non-linear amplifier in the resonance-detector circuit provides a means of
reducing the dnamic range of the detector RF signal. The transfer functionIf
generated by the non-linear amplifier is of the form:
e  = (log x) ein
Besides reducing the dynamic range of the input signal, the non-linear
amplifier reduces the susceptability of the mode detection b,;`,.eme to changes in
power level of the RF signal.
The differentiating networks are implemented through the use of two elec-
tronic differentiators. The transfer function of the first differentiator,
1
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which also provides a feedback signal to the sweep generator is:
eo
	
-Ks
e in	 s2 + 2Wn + W n 2
The circuit used to implement this function is shown in Figure C-6. If the
operational amplifier is considered to have infinite input impedance and zero
output impedance, and high gain, the transfer function of the amplifier is given
by:
e0	
-sC1Gi
• .&—
Fin
	 s 2 C i C 2
 + s[C i G2
 + C2(Gi + G 3 )] + G 1 G2 + G 3 (G I + G2)
The output of the first differentiator provides an anticipatory control
signal. Normally, if the slope of e in (t) is steep in a linear system, a high
overshoot will occur. The derivative control measures the instantaneous slope
of e in (t), predicts the large overshoot ahead of time, feeds a signal to the
sweep control circuitry which corrects the sweep rate of the sweep generator.
Deriviate control in effect will cause the mode pattern generated by the sweep
generator and the RF oscillator to be more uniform in (frequency component)
pattern.
The second differentiator allows greater definition of points of zero slope.
The second differentiator is shown in Figure C-7, and the transfer function of
the differentiator is given as:
o sCiGIR3 —
ein . (G l + G 2 ) + SCI
The output of the second differentiator is amplified and converted to
binary format by a zero crossing detector (Figure C-8). The high open loop
gain of an operational amplifier allows the switch' to operate very effectively
as a zero crossing detector. Once the information is translated into a binary
form, it can be readily counted and reduced to a true mass readout.
The input signal for the mode detector should have a bandwidth from near
DC to 1 MHz, in order to detect RF resonances. This applies for an RF
bandwidth of 1 GHz and a sweep time of 0.01 seconds. The resonance detector will
produce a pulse wave form having a one to one correspondence to each resonance in
the input signal. For this purpose the bandwidth of the input signal may be
taken as 5 kHz to 1 MHz. The accuracy of the proposed resonance detector will be 1%.
The resonance detector can be broken down into a signal conditioner and a slope
detector.
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the slope detector produces an output pulse train whose amplitude levels corres-
pond to either a positive or negative slope in the original signal. This pulse
train is fed to pc:;se-shaping circuitry which controls the pulse rise and fall
times, pulse wic ,6h and pulse amplitudes.
SPECIFICATIONS
SIGNAL CONDITIONER
Bandwidth	 5 kHz to 1 MHz
Signal to Noise Rat:a Better than 60 dB
Percentage Oversnoor. Le%s tian 0.5% for any mode signal
Phase Shift
	
to .eadrr.g Over the frequency band
Input Impedance 3 kilohms
Input Capacitance Less than 20 pF
Output Impedance	 Less than 100 ohms
SPECIFICATIONS
SLOPE DETECTOR
Output Minimum Pulse Width	 0.5 microseconds
6aximum P,'.sa Rase "ime	 25 nano seconds
Maximum Pulse Fal'	 25 nano seconds
Minimum DC Noise Ma. g:n	 1 volt
Proposed Manufact,. re r
Instruments c " ire Support Division
The Bendix Corporat:ors
Davenport, Iowa
3.7 Feedback Networks
From the theoretical discussion on tank resonances, a higher resonance density,
f, will exist at the upper end of the swept frequency range. This has also been
proven experimentally. The result is that the detected RF ant.-yy information
at the upper end of the sweep range has higher frequency components than the
information at the lower frequency port}on of the sweep. It is, therefore,
possible to decrease the bandwidth requirements of the resonance detector by sweeping
the frequency band so that a more constant resonance density pattern is achieved.
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This can be achieved by having a non-linear sweep and/or some feedback control from
theresonance detection, which will be incorporated into the circuit, if neces-
sary.
A PIN diode I n :er:es with the RF output ;sad will be used to control the
output power level of the RF swept source. A directional coupler, together with
a crystal detector, will be used to sample the RF output. The voltage so pro-
duced will be compared with a referenced vo'otaga, and the difference amplified
and applied to the PIN diode leveler to control the output power. The power
variation over the band when driving into a :anic wii be less than 1 d8. This
allows for a 0.75 d8 variation in the direct ► ona. co6pier.
3.8 Data Processor
The random pulses from the resonance detector wi11 be fed to a counter to totalize
the number of resonances. The resonance count produced will then ae converted into an
analog signal and processed such that it represents the amount of propellant in
the tank. This will be achieved utilizing a buff*.- store, a digital to analog
converter, and scaling ampiiflers. See Figure -9.
The counter will be split into two separate cownters, A and 9, the pulse
train being applied for both. Counter 8 will noz commence counting, however,
until Counter A has reached a ;:ven pre-determ ► nec co;:nt. This suppresses a
count equal to the number of resonances in an empty tank. Counter A will consist of
up to a 10 bit register which will reset itself upon reaching a set count.
Counter 8	 consist of a 10 bit binary register. both counters will be uni-
directional. Counter 8 will be capable of parallel shirt out. The buffer store
will consist of ,eight binary flip-flops and be compatib'e with the counter.
Thus, the lease significant bits from the counter are suppressed. The buffer
w 1 1 1 store ;:hit coun t accumulated in any one sweep t irr.e For -.,he duration of the
following sweep period.
The digital to analog converter will consist of three microcircuits each
with 4-bits, ..t., a total or 6 microcircuits. 7^;e
	 basic a events will
be: 1) a 4-bit buffer empiFler, 2) a 4-bit ladaar resistor network, and 3)
a 4-bit double ladder switch. 7.1a sample time wi
	 approx"mately 10 milli-
seconds, with a settling time of less than 10 mlcrose:.^r« s.
The scaling ampl ; 'iers w; 1 i compensate for any non -i;nearn ty in the rela-
tionship between loading fra W6, and resonance count. The output will p rovide a 0
to 5 volt DC signal with output filtering, and output krrpedance compatible for
telemetering equipment.
PROPOSED MANUFACTURER
Digitai to analog converter - Sirague Electric Company
Element types
	
6D- 1000, UD-4001, and UD -4004
3.9 Programmer
programmer controls the time sequence of events for the gag ging system,
dkiermines the overall sweep rate, and controls the counter, buffer storage and
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readout timing, it consist ,
 
of a low frequency pulse generator, which is used
to initiate the ramp generator, and simple pulse forming circuitry. (See
Figure C-10 for a timing diagram). The outputs from the programmer will time-
sequence the following events in the order given;
i) Start rate function
2) Gate sweep to oscillator
3) Shut off sweep to oscillator (controlled by sweep generator)
4) Clear buffer storage
5) Shift counter data into buffer
6) Clear counter, and give signal to read
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APPENDIX D
SYSTEM TESTS
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SYSTEM TESTS
A series of static and dynamic loading tests were conducted on scale
models of the SIB-SIVB, Project THERMO, and generalized Spacecraft tanks,
using a number of different solids and liquids to simulate LH2 and LOX,
dielectric constant loss and propellant distribution under variable accel-
eration conditions. An acceleration vector sufficient to settle the pro-
pellant was assumed to exist along one of three mutually perpendicular axis
In Lhe tank. Under this condition the propellant surface is in a plane
perpendicular to the acceleration (gravity) vector.
Location of the Cartesian Axis relative to the tank geometry is shown
in Figures D-1a and D-1b. The tank support is shown in Figure 21. The tank
was rotated so th?t the gravity vector was directed along each of the coor-
dinate axis. The subscripts X, Y, and Z associated with the resonance count
the tables of data signify that the gravity vector is directed along the
indicated axis. Tne RF probes are orientated as follows:
Dome input probe - a':ong X axis
Side input probe - along Y :axis
Some output probe - along -X axis.
A detailed 5escription of the tanks and fuel simidants is provided
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Where deviations exist, they are detailed in each
individual experiment.
For each experiment a comparison is made of the predicted and experi-
mental loading test results. These are plotted in order to provide a clear
functional comparison. 3y reference to the data table for a particular experi-
ment, an exact appra^sa^ can be made of the tank response.
A discussion of these test results is made in Section 4.4 with regard
to the theory deverope:: in Section 3.0.
1. LOADING TEST RESU TS
a) SIB-SIVB 12- NCH DeAMETER SCALE MODEL LH 2 TANK (PERTURBED)
TEST NO. 1 Paraffin
Paraffin loading tests were conducted using an experimental test
set-up as shown in Figure 27. The location of the input and output
probes is along the Cartesian Axis shown in Figures D-'Ja and D-lb.
a
	
	 The experimental data for paraffin loading of the 12 - inch diameter
tank is given in Tab'.I e 8, Appendix E.
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The theoretical resonance count prediction (Equation 1.8) with the following
parameter values is plotted in Figure 38.
V	 - 2.93 x :04 cm3
E	 - 1.65
f,	 = 2 GHz
I
f2
	4 GHz
tan6 p * tan6 w - 26.4 x 10-5
tan6	 2.08 x 10-5
m
A comparison of the theory and experimental results is shown in Figure
38.	 The experimenta lt curve is a plot of the averaged resonance count obtained at
a loading point, but orie n tated in three rrituaiiy perpendicular directions.
The typical vsriation in the resonance ciount with tank orientation was i 1 count from
the average -For a given loading. Compared to the resonance count change from empty
to full load:ng, this is < 0.5% inaccuracy due to propellant relocation.
Analyzing the scaling prediction, the empty tank resonance count is 92% of
the theoretical	 prediction. The ratio of the fully loaded to the empty tank
experimental	 count	 is 89% of the predicted	 ratio.	 To maintain scaling between
tanks,	 these	 ratios	 (actual to predicted)	 should be maintained for the same
fluid	 in different
	 tanks.
TEST N0. 2 Benzene
Benzene loading tests were conducted using an „xperimental 	 test set-up
as shown in the block diagram in	 Figure 27.	 The test	 results are given	 in
Table 9, Appendix E, and plotted	 in	 Figure 37.
The theoretical	 resonance count prediction 	 (Equation	 1.8)	 with the followin5
parameter values
	 is plotted it	 ='gure	 37.
4	 3V	 - 2.93 x 10	 cm
e	 - 2.284
f l	 -2 GHz
f2 	- 4 GHz
tan6 p + tan6w - 26.4 x 10-5
tan6m
 - 5.75 x 10 -5
The
	 linearity of the resonance count with respect to loading of Benzene
can be seen.	 The experimental curve is a plot of the average resonance count
1
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obtained at a loading point, but orientated in three mutually perpendicular
directions. The deviation of the resonance count from its average values for a
particular loading for a,' three srientations of the propellant surface was
< 0.5% of the full scale sensitivity.
The empty tank resonance count is 83% of the predicted. The fully loaded
experimental response of the system is 75% of predicted. That is, the ex-
perimental ratio of the full to empty count is 75% the predicted ratio. The
9% difference between the experimental empty tank counts for the paraffin
and Benzene is due to the difference in the input power levels and the probes
used in each test. It was found necessary to modify the probe lengths between
tests in order to achieve a minimal count variation for propellant orientation
testing. Again, for scaling between tanks, the relative response of the ex-
perimental system to loading should maintain the 75% of the predicted response
between different tanks.
a)	 SIB-SIVB 26-INCH DIAMETER SCALE MODEL LH 2 TANK (UNPERTURBED)
TEST NO.	 1	 Paraffin
Paraffin loading tests were conducted using an experimental setup
as shown in Figure 27.	 The location of the input and output probes
Is along the Cartesian Axis shown 	 in Figures D-la and D-lb.
The experimental	 data for paraffin loading is given in Table 5
Appendix E.
	
The theoretical resonance count prediction 	 (Equation 1.8) with the
following parameter values	 is plotted in Figure 34.
V	 - 2.605 x 105
 cm3
E	 -	 1.65
f l	 - 1	 GHz
- 2 GHf2	 z
tan d p + tan dw - 30.0 x 105
tan bm - 2.08 x 10-5
A comparison of the theory and experimental 	 results	 is shown in
Figure 34.	 The experimental curve is a plot of the averaged resonance count
obtained for a given 	 loading, for three mutually perpendicular directions
of the tank 3 axis.
	
The typical	 variation of the resonance count with tank
orientation was it count from the average. 	 Compared to the resonance count
change from empty to full 	 loading,	 this	 is <	 0.5% inaccuracy due to
propellant	 relocation.
Analyzing the scaling prediction, the empty tank resonance count
	 (extra-
polated from the average curve)	 is 88% of the theoretical prediction. The
ratio of the fully loaded to the empty tank experimental
	 count is 101% of
the predicted ratio.
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b) SIB-SIVB 26-INCH DIAMETER SCALE MODEL LH 2 TANK (PER7UR5c2;
TEST NO. 2 Paraffin
Loading tests were conductec using an experimental test setup as
shown in Figure 27. Paraffin was in the form of 50 and lCC
ml-cylinders, and the tank was exc,zed over a ' - 2 GHz frequency
band. Dbca ^s shc*.n in Table 6-7, Appendix E, and plotted In
Figure 35. The tank included ma;or internal hardware installed
as shown In Figure 1, Section I.
The theoretical resonance count prediction (Equation '.8) with the following
parameter values Is plotter in Figure 35.
V	 2.605 x iC5 cn3
E	 - 1.65
f l	 a 1 GHz
f2	 - 2 GHz
to^6p + tan6 W = 30.0 x ;0-5
tar.6 m	 2.08 x 10-5
With reference to the two cu rves, the exper'men.tol err,ty, count :s
89% of the predicted empty tank count. The ratio of the expertmasntai loaded
tank count to the experimental empty count is extrapoiated to be 102% of the
predicted ratio of the loaded count to trio empty tank count. This can
be compared to the experimental results of the 12" diameter tanK with paraffin
where the corresponding percentages were 92% and 89t. Thus, the loading
response scaling between these tanks is within 10% of that predicted. The
loading response or the ratio of the fully loaded to the empty count is predi-
cted from the dielectric loading and the resonance overlap factors (s) in the
Equation (1.8) for 'N'.
The variation of the experimental count between various or"en:ations,
with reference to Table 6-7, remains with 0.5% of the Yuli scan response.
c) PRO.;ECT THERMO 113 SCALE MODEL TANK
TEST NO. 1 Paraffin
The paraffin loading test was conducted .s : nag the
model of the Project THERMO tank mounted 	 a gimza , . "na
objective was to obtain experimental data to ve-ro ry t:na :neo-
retical tank loading predictions and to detarmir7e t"a accuracy
of the electronic resonance counter. One input prone was paced in
the cylindrical tank wall and another positioned near tha ease
of the dome at a right angle to the first. A singe out-uZ probe
was placed in the dome at a right angle to the dome inp c^ p;rcbe
and 1800
 from the cylinder wall probe in relation to the tanx's
longitudinal axis. The test set-up is shown in Figure 354
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Probe lengths were optimized to provide equal counts 	 in all	 tank
orientations for each of several	 loadings.	 Resonance counts were then made at
incremental	 tar,k	 loadings and for multiple tank orientations. 	 These counts
were made both visually from the oscilloscope and with the electronic resonance
counter.	 A summary of the results
	
is presented in graphical	 form in Figures
41	 and 42.	 The data
	
in tabular form may be found 	 in Appendix E, Table 10.
It may be seen from the graph that it was necessar y to increase the
sweep time as the tank was	 loaded	 in order to maintain the linearity of the
resonance count recorded by the electronic resonance counter. 	 The resonance counter
output remained constant for varying tank orientations. 	 This indicates that
use of the resonance counter in an open loop system has certain limitations
and suggests that the bandwidth of the resonance detector was not sufficiently
broad.	 In order to coverall 	 possible resonance patterns, a resonance detector
would have to have a very large bandwidth, making it susceptable to noise.
Numerous solutions to this problem are evident, namely:
a)	 use of a non-linear sweep generator.
b) use of derivative feedback control.
c) use of wider band differentiators.
The use of non-linear sweep generator shows promise. Experimental
results have shown that the density of resonances increases with increasing fre-
quency. This means that the resonances that exist in the upper portion of swept
frequency band are of a higher frequency type. If the sweep generator is
non-linear in nature and sweeps the lower portion of the band at a faster
rate than the upper portion, the modulated signal is more uniform in nature;
thus requiring a smaller bandwidth system.
The principle of derivative control has been explained in Appendix B
of this report. Derivative control essentially will make all resonances approached
the same general shape. Again this tends to reduce the overall bandwidth
required by the system.
The use of a wider band differentlator is perhaps the most obvious
solution to the problem that was experienced in the Benzene loading test.
Modification of the present resonance detector is being made with this approach.
Due to the increased susceptability to noise, this approach is not optimum.
It is recommenced that an investigation be made into the use of the first
two suggested methods to reduce the system bandwidth requirements.
The theoretical resonance count prediction (Equation 1.8) with the follow-
inc, values is plotted in Figure 42.
v	 - 3.71 x 104 cm3
E	 - 1.65
f l	 - 2 GHz
f 2	- 4 GHz
a.,
tan6 p + tan6W - 26.4 x 10-5
tan6m - 2.08 x 10-5
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The twelve inch diameter Project THERMO tank has a predicted Nempty
of 646 resonances, while the actual empty resonance count was 35C. The empty tank
actual count is then 54% of the predicted empty tank count. This ratio
deviates by 40% from the ratios obtained for the SIVB type tarKS. The ratio
of the fully loaded experimental count to the empty count is 95% of the ratio
of the fully loaded predicted count to the empty count.
The possible reason for the difference in the predicted and experi-
mental empty count lies in the noted different construction of the bottom
section of the THERMO and the SIVB tanks. At an equal distance up from the
bottom of each tank, the separation bet::een the cylindrical wall and the
dome (measured normal to the cylirder wall) is somewhat larger in the SiVS
tank. This leads to a condition where electromagnetic e.iergy ',incident into
the tapered annular region is not reflected, but absorbed. Thus, fewer
resonances will	 be created in the tank where more energy trapping occurs.
Therefore, the empty tank count w=11 be lower than the predicted count.
However, the frequency of the resonances that are excited in the tank w ; ll have
a dielectric loading sensitivity and the number of resonances present w .1 increase
in the predicted manner.
TEST NO. 2 Benzene
The Benzene loading test was conducted using the same instrumentation
as previously reported in the paraffin loading teat. in addition, the crystal
detector ou%*put was recorded on a Precision Instrument, Mode; Pi-6204, mag-
netic tape recorder and played back onto a Varian Associates, Model A-4023,
strip chart recorder at a slower rate. This provided three methods of resonr.nce
counting; 1) and 2) visual count from the oscilloscope and strip chart data,
and 3) electronic resonance counter.
A considerable amount of difficulty was experienced in attempting to
optimize the probes for the Benzene loading test. The apparent reason for
this was the complexity of the internal geometry of the tank. The tank was
modified by the addition of more probe mount parts to provide a greater
selection of probe placement. However, the linearity of the output did not
improve. Approximately 2% of the bottom tank volume between the concave
dome and the cylindrical wall was filled with 'Sarabend' metal when it was
discovered that in the 2 to 4 GHz frequency band it was rot possible to
Illuminate this volume with RF energy. A second resat of this modification
was an increase in the number of excitable resonances ?n the tank which increased
the mass gaging sensitivity. A series of impedance measuring tests on the
indivicual RF probes using a slotted line was conducted in an effort to
relate probe impedance to a mode count invariant with orientation conditions,
at all loadings, and to a linear load curv y . Ali of these attempts resulted
in only partial success in that the resonance count vs load curve was linear only
up to approximately 5.5 gallons or a - 0.58, and the count variation was
t 15 counts between different tank orientations.
Two separate loading tests were conducted
tank where the loading curve remined linear. 'he
ship between the three different methocs of reson
data is plotted in Figure D-2. The curve shown 1
over the portion of the
first shows the relation-
ance counting. A summary of this
s a smoothed curve of the
1
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strip chart counts only. It may be seen from the graph that the maximum
deviation for all counting methods from the smoothed curve is 2.8% over the
linear portion of the curve. Maximum deviation of the resonance counter is 1.93%.
This data may be found in Table II, Appendix E. An experimental empty count
of 76% of the predicted is obtained, while the ratio of the experimen tal to
empty count is within 1% of the predicted ratio up to 30% loading.
The second static loading test was conducted after a further attempt
at probe optimization. A plot of this data taken with the tank in the verti-
cal position is shown in Figure D-3 and data found in Appendix E, 'able 12.
The fact that slope of the second loading curve is less than the f'rst is
due to change in probe position and length which further demonstrates that
the probes were not optimized. The data represented here was obtained using
the electronic resonance counter only. The experimental empty count is 71% of
the predicted while again the ratio of the experimental load count to the
empty count is less than 1% different from the predicted ratio up to 30%
loading.
FULL SCALE THERMO TANK LOADING TEST
TEST NO. 1 Benzene
Due to the previous inability to linearize the load curve or
to reduce the count variations with orientat'on be'ow they desired
bounds on the 1/3 scale Project THERMO tank, a fu'e scale model
was fabricated. The electronic instrumentation used is shown in
Figure D-4.
CIRCULATORS-	 i--- CRYSTAL DETECTOR
	
SWEPT	 NON—^
FREQUENCY
	
LINEAR
	SOURCE	 4MPLIFIER.
FIGURE  D -4
BENZENE ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION TEST SETUP
Probes were placed in the same relative positions as rn :oa 613 scale
model tank. The frequency band sweep was from 1 to 2 GHz in kae- 1 :^6g with
the dimensions of the tank. Since the volume and construction . ef vh a tank
rendered complete filling difficult, 55 gallons or a a 0.20$ was ;ha upper
limit to which the tank was filled. The results of this test ara slotted
In Figure 45. It may be seen that system accuracy is within +" 1.u4 Over
the loadings measured.
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Uzing Equation 1.8 an empty tank resonance count of 2180 is o.:a'ned, while
the actual :;mpty resonance count was 806. The ratio of the experlrenta; to the
predicted count is 0.361, which does not ag ree with the si .tar rat, for
the 1/3 diameter scale model which was .76 to .71. However, .r :.. =act that
the tank construction is stainless steel rather than copper p:atac stainless
steel (as the 1/3 scale tank was) is considered, then the empty tank 'Q'
should be smaller. A measured wall conductivity of 0.10 for the stainless
steel relative copper was obtained. Also, the frequencies of operation are
lower by one-half than the small tank, ''ombining these two factors, the
wall loss tangent (tan6,) is 10 x 0.5 or 2.23 times larger in the larger
THERMO tank. Taking the aboveprediction of N = 2180 and multiplying it
by tan6, (small) / tan6W (large), an N = 980 is obtained. The above
experimental count of 806 is then 82% of Vils prediction which compares to the
71% to 76% obtained for the small THERMO tank. While this proced:.re is not
presented in the theory, It is logical to expect from the r'esc^a~:e ;css stand-
point that tanks dif re-.ng only in wall losses might have resonance counts pro-
portional to their relative 'Q' ratio (Q = ( tan W l ). The load co,.-t up to
11% loading shows a ratio of the load count to empty count with.n 2% of
the predicted ratio.
TEST NO. 2 Paraffin Ball Test
An experimental test of resonance count with load posit.on 'n a
tank was conducted on the '/3 scale model Project THERM)
tank, using a single spherical block of paraffin weigh=r5
1077.7 gm (2.38 pounds). A resonance count was made with the ball
In four equally spaced positions along one wall of the tan.<.
The 2 to 4 GHz frequency band was swept in each of the pos'tions
and the resonant modes were plottaa with an oscillograpn and
later counteci. The data was i n C i 4ded . n t'-te plot for j.ara'i ', i't
loadlr,g in :he 1/3 scale THERMO tank.
The four separate counts were:
	
Position	 Resonance Count
365
2	 363
3	 363
4	 365
	
Average	 364
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The following sketch shows the relative positions of the paraffin ball.
6''
V
	
1
1811
4
The test demonstrated independence of resonance count when propellant distri-
bution within the tank is varied for a matched tank.
d) LOADING TESTS - OTHER TANK SHAPES
A series of loading tests were conducted using different loading
dielectrics on a tank of the configuration shown in the sketch below.
These tests were performed prior to the Huntsville contract during a
company sponsored study but are included in this report for a comparison
of different tank geometries. The tank cylindrical section was made
of aluminum and the hemispherical end-caps were of copper plated steel.
The tank was excited in a manner similar to the SIVB and Project
THERMO tanks with one input probe in the cylindrical midsection, and
the second in one end-cap near the mounting flange. The output probe:
was located in the same end-cap but 180 0
 from the cap input probe.
All of the test data except for :.N presented is an average over at
least two mutually perpendicular oil ?entations of the tank. These
orientations are similar to those shown for the SIVB experimental tests.
E
r
z
1
I
1
r — 6 inches0
SPACECRAFT TYPE TANK
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CRYSTAL DETECTOR
CIRCULATOR	 a..	
OSCILLOSCOPE
2-4 GHz
SWEPT SOURCE	 SCALE	 10
TANK
V	 H
50 0 LOAD
From Sweep Drive
EXPERIMENTAL TEST SETUP
The theoretical resonance count is calculated from Equation 1.8 with
the following parameter values for
,
 the tank and fuel.
V - 3.625 x 10 3 cm 
C - speed of light - 3 x 10 10 cm/sec.
f2 = 4 GHz
f l - 2 GHz
tan6 p + tan6. - 26.4 x 10 -5
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
Loss Tangent
e tan6m
1.65 2.08 x	 10-5
2.425 1.15 x	 10-2
1.428 (3.Ot1.5)	 x	 10-5
1.925 4.2 x	 10-3
2.28 5.75 x	 10-5
Paraffin
F reon
Liquid Nitrogen
Polystyrene
Benzene.
a) TEST NO. 1 Paraffin
i
Spacecraft Type Model Tank Static loading tests were conducted with
paraffin blocks. The data is tabulated in Table 13 Appendix E and plotted
in Figure D-6.
b) TEST NO. 1 Benzene
Spacecraft Type Model Tank Static Loading Test data is shown in 	 =_	 ,
Table 14 Appendix E and plotted in Figure D-7.
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c) TEST NO. 1 Freon
Spacecraft Type Model Tank Static Loading Tests data is shown in
Table 15 Appendix E and plotted in Figures D-8 and D -9.
d) TEST NO. 1 Liquid Nitrogen
Spacecraft Type Model Tank Static Loading Test data is tabulated
In Table 16 Appendix E and plotted in Figure D-10.
a) TEST NO. 1 Polystyrene
Spacecraft Type Model Tank Static Loading Test data is tabulated in
Table 17 Appendix E and plotted in Figure D-11.
The empty tank counts measured are from 70% to 85% of the theoretical
resonance count.
	 It is noticed that the curves, for low loss dielectric materials
possess a fairly linear slope through the entire loading range from empty to
full. The deviation of the resonance count from its average values for each load-
ing for all three orientations of the dielectric is t2 counts. The differences
among the experimental empty tank counts are due to the change of input
power levels and various probe lengths. These probe lengths varied during
tests as it was found necessary to modify the lengths to achieve a minimal
count variation for propellant orientation testing.
With reference to Figures D-8, D-9 and D-11, it can be seen that the
resonance count decreases rapidly between 0 and 20% loading. This is due to the
high loss tangent of the fuel. The lower sensitivity of the 20% to 100% mass
content region could be improved by operating in a different frequency range.
The non-linearity of the experimental nitrogen data was due to a
loss in sensitivity of the resonance detector as it cooled down. The loading of
the tank was through th t detector probe port. The detector did not bagIn to
cool down until the probe was replaced and the unloading tests starte.. The
test data shows a much greater system sensitivity in the high fractional
loading region than in the low fractional loading region. The loading
response of the same tank with an insulated detector would correspond :a
the dashed curve in Figure D-10. The dashed curve starts at the empty tank
count for X-detection at room temperature,which is the empty count for the
Freon Loading,and goes to the fully loaded LN2 point with a warm detector.
A comparison of the full to empty count ratios of the dashed experimental
and the theoretical data shows a variation of several percent between the
two.
E. DYNAMIC TES'rg
TEST NO 1 Fild Test
A preliminary dynamic test was performed to determine the accuracy
and sensitivity of the RF system. A constant flow apparatus was fabricated
with which the 1/3 scale model Project THERMO tank could be filled at a
uniform rate..
The following is a description and results of tests run. The reser-
voir and overflow tanks were provided with control and quick acting valves.
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The valves in the overflow tank were used to maintain a constant reservoir
head pressure for filling the THERMO tank. A diagram of the flow apparatus
is provided in Figure 40. The tank was placed on a Toledo scale that pro-
vided weights to the nearest quarter pound and was connected to the flow
apparatus with a metal flexline.
The electronic instrumentation consisted of an Alfred swept frequency
source using a 2 to 4 GHz plug in, mode detector, Computer Measurements Co.
801A frequency counter, and C.M.C. 410A printer. A block diagram is shown
in Figure D-12.
ALFRED SWEPT
FREQUENCY
SOURCE
CIRCULATOR	 0	 "^
r
w	 r
1
PRINTER
50SI
FREQUENCY
	 RESONANCE
COUNTER	 DETECTnR
FIGURE D-12
ELECTRONIC TEST SETUP
1
The filling time, from the opening of the quick acting valves until
the scale reached the predetermined full weight, was recorded. The counter
was set to print at intarvals of 0.15 seconds. The frequency sweep rate
was 2 GHz in 30 milliseconds. Fill time was 45.09 seconds, providing a fill
rate of 2.22% of total tank volume per second.
Data points were taken at every tenth counter printout (1.5 seconds).
Four counts on either side of these points were averaged to provide an average
resonance count for the point. The average resonance counts are plotted
against the computed fractional filling in Figure 43, see Table 18 Appendix E
for data.
It will be noted that the flow test data exhibits a sinusoidal char-
acter. A separate flow test was conducted using the flow test apparatus, in
conjunction with a Toledo scale having an automatic printer, to verify con-
stant fill rate. This test showed the fill vs time curve to be perfectly
linear, indicating the sinusoid to be characteristic of the tank. As shown
in Figure 43, all data points from a = 0 to a = 0.567 (5.5 gallons) fall
D-21
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within the t 2% deviation boundry lines. The broken line represents the
static loading curve described in Test No. 2 of the Benzene tests. This
flow test was conducted with the same probe configuration.
TEST NO. 2 Draining Test
In order to confirm that fluid splash did not adversely affect the
system count, a draining test was conducted by placing the THERMO tank
again on the Toledo scale provided with automatic print out (See Figure D-12).
The same electronic instrumentation as described in the fill test was used. 2
The tank was filled to seven gallons (a - 0.721) and pressurized to 10 lbf/in
with a regulated compresses' air supply. Tlitsprovided a drain rate of 2.27%
total tank volume per second.
The CMC printer was set to provide counts at 0.289 second intervals
while the scale printed at 1.87 second intervals. These two readouts were
both plotted against time. The time parameter was then eliminated point for
point, eliminating any errors due to change in flow rate. A plot of the
reduced data is shown in Figure 44 along with the static loading curve
(broken line) of Benzene Test No. 2 previously described. See Table No. 19
Appendix E for data.
It may be noted that the emptying curve fits well within the t 2%
deviation bounds about the static loading curve and that both filling and
emptying curves had the same general shape and slope to a - 0.567 (5.5 gallons),
the point to which the probes were considered to be optimized,.
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0 Table	 1
Theoretical Dependence of	 'N'	 on	 'E r i for Cylindrical	 Tank
Erg
N2 N2/N1 1. Ns^"%N
Erg/Erl
1.0 766 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.2 J011 1.313 1.199 1.200
1.4 1287 1.68 1.413 1.400
1.6 1562 2.04 1.608 1.600
1.8 1862 2.43 1.808 1.800
2.0 2176 2.84 2.005 2.000
2.284 2667 3.485 2.298 2.284
Table 2
Theoretical	 Dependence of	 'N'	 on	 'f' for Cylindrical	 Tank
f22,f12
(GHz) N2 N"-N2/N 1 3 f 12 /f 11
1.0,2.0 327 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.2 1 2.4 568 1.739 1.202 1.200
1.4,2.8 914 2.800 1.410 1.400
1.6,3.2 1357 4.150 1.607 1.600
4
1.80.6 1953 5.980 1.815 1.800
h^
2.0,4.0 2667 8.180 2.03 2.000
kotrunmmts
=elk
Table 3
Theoretical Dependence of 'N' on Tank Volume Scaling for Cylindrical Tank
Tank Diameter Scaling Factor Modes Mode Ratio 3,rN-.
a(ft) P N N'-N/NCp-1.0
1.0 1.0 90 1.000	 1.000
1.25 1.25 180 2.00	 1.260
1.50 1.50 320 3.5f,	 1.577
1.75 1.75 510 6.21	 1.838
2.0 2.00 766 8.53	 2.042
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Table 4
Theoretical Loading Sensitivity of Cylindrical Tank
	
a	 (1 + 0.5 d/L)3/2
	
0	 1.0
	
.1	 1.0759
	
.2	 1.1537
	
.3	 1.2332
	
.4	 1.3145
	
.5	 1.3975
	
.6	 1.4822
	
.7	 1.5686
	
.8	 1.6565
	
.9	 1.7460
	
1.0
	
1.8371
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Tab:e 5
Test Dwata Paraffin Loading
.nperturbed S.6-SIVB 26" 1/10 Scale Lri 2 Tank
Pounds of Para—'in	 Resonances for Surface Norma; Along X, u, Z
X	 Y	 Z
0.0 489 489
0.5 517 516
2.0 528 529
5.0 533 533
10.0 539 538
20.0 550
5i.
30.0 561 561
40.0 573 574
60.0 599 599
80.0 632 6;i
100.0 660 661
120.0 693 6s^i
140.0 723 722
160.0 755 754
180.0 784 783
190.0 800 801
200.0 814 8',;
210.0 829 830
220.0 843 8^2
230.0 857 858
240.0 871 671
1
489
518
530
532
539
551
562
573
600
63
663
695
726
755
784	 J
801
817
830
84;
E-3
sr
' Table 6-7
P	 Paraffin Load Test 26" Dia.	 SIB-SIVB LH 2 Scale Model Tank
Pounds of Paraffin Fractional	 Filling Number of Resonances
m a N
 NY
NZ
0.0 0 503 503 503
0.55 • - - 5 04 055 5 04
10.0 .036 518 519 519
20.0 .0728 532 532 532
30.0 .log 546 546 547
50.0 .182 577 --- 578
70.0 .255 --- 608 607
90.0 .328 638 --- 639
110.0 .401 670 --- 670
130.0 .473 --- 701 700
150.0 .546 732 --- 731
170.0 .619 --- 761 762
190.0 .692 790 791 791
210.0 .765 819 --- 819
230.0 .837 846 --- 847
250.0 .911 877 --- 877
1.000 --- ---275.0 ---
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Table 8
Paraffin Loading Tests (12" Dia. SIB-SIVB LH2 Model Tank)
Pounds of Paraffin Fractional	 Filling Number if Resonances
m a-m/28 N
 NY NZ NAVG
0.0 0.000 --- --- 470 470
2.0 0.071 490 491 491 491
3.0 0.107 499 500 500 500
4.0 0.143 509 509 510 509
5.0 0.179 --- 520 520 520
7.5 0.268 5'+7 5&17 548 547
10.0 0.357 571 57' 572 571
14.0 0.500 Wl 603 604 603
18.0 0.643 644 645 644 645
22.0 0.786 681 678 679 679
24.0 0.857 699 698 698 698
26.0 0.929 722 721 --- 721
28.0 1.000 745 745 1 4 4 745
--- No data zaAa ;
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Table 9
Benzene Loading Tests (12" Dia. SIB-SIVS LH 2 Model Tank)
Pints of Benzene 	 Fractional Filling	 Number of Resonances
m	 a•m/60	
NX	 NY	 NZ	 NAVR
0.000 423 423 423 423
0.083 453 453 455 454
0.167 481 481 482 481
0.250 511 510 511 511
0.333 542 --- 543 542
0.417 571 --- 570 570
).500 --- 598 599 598
0.583 --- 631 630 630
0.667 658 --- 659 658
0.750 687 687 688 687
C.833 715 --- 716 716
0.917 746 747 747 747
1.000 770 --- 770 770
E-6
.^ 5 A-M	 1
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
--- No data taken
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TABLE 10
TANK	 TANK
LOADING (L88.00 ORIENTA
V
3S
Empty
2
•
0.061
O.I^R
^. a
V
7
0.212
H•
10
0.303
KEY TO 8YM1M i
363	 $76
V • Vertical
A•• Dome input on
side detector
top.
t
'jg.	 H • aide probe up
• • Dome input side
(rotated 180•)
detector bottom
1 • aide probe do"
397 16
M1M	 1427.37r ^^
^A
453.7
478.8
494.1
491.9
522.8
520.7
s23. a
saw 521
_ —_
51104	 1	
3521.67-278e
532.0
i
p
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Table II
Project THERMO 1/3 Scale Model - Test No. 2 Benzene
Filling
	
Fraction	 a Electronic Counter Scope Count Strip Chart
0.00 490 484 485
0.021 490 --- ---
0.041 500 --- ---
0.052 503 --- 510
0.062 512 •-- ---
0.082 548 --- ---
0.103 547 553 542
0.155 570 --- 570
0.206 591 599 602
0.258 625 --- 619
0.309 653 630 645
0.361 661 --- 678
0.412 696 698 694
0.464 725 --- ---
0.515 750 --- 750
0.567 766 --- ---
0.619 758 -- 753
0.670 770 --- ---
0.722 757 --- 768
0.773 750 --- ---
0.823 791 --- 754.
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Table 12
Static Loading Data, Benzene (12" Diia. Project 'NERMO Tank)
Second Probe Optim; zation
Fractional Filling, a
	
Resonance Count, N
	0.000
	
470
	
0.W3
	
515
	
0.206
	
564
	
0.309
	
610
	
0.412
	
654
	
0.515
	
702
	
0.615
	
740
Table 13
Paraffin Loading Spacecraft Tank
Theoretical
Pounds Loaded	 Resonance Count	 Filling Fraction.	 Resonance Count
0 703 0 1032
5 804 0.1 X110
10 846 0.2 1188
5 879 0.3 1266
2C 911 0.4 '1347
25 959 o,6 1427
30 984 0.7 1507
35 1025 0.8 1588
40 1068 0.8 1669
45 1114 0.9 1751
50 1.142 1.0 1834
E-10
^^-	
•,y,y,a^T'!^p
	
- __	
' ^..^ . ^w	 .	
Y ee*c	 .-.-R _	 _..	 -wt, -' fir+- :^, 'r
	 r^*	 d 'r
	'^°	
f^
1 .0 ^, . 064 148
2.0 0.'x28 91
3.0 0.192 67
4.0 0.256 56
5.0 0.32; 49
6.0 0.384 45
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Table 14
Benzene Loading Spacecraft Tank
Resonance Theoretical
Pints Loaded Filling	 Fraction Count Filling	 Fraction Resonance Count
0 u 690 0 1032
10 718 0.: 1147
20 ^..6 746 0.2 1259
30 :.24 775 0.3 1369
40 C.32 805 0.4 1478
50 x..40 840 0.5 1584
60 ;,.48 880 0.6 1688
70 ..701 918 0.7 1790
80 0.64 950 0.8 1890
9m 0.72 980 0.9 1989
Table	 15
Freon Loading Spacecraft Tank
Resonance `hecretical
Pints goaded Filling
	 F-action Count Filling Resonance Count
	
0.0	 v
	
1 .0	 0.008
	
4.0
	 0.032
GALLONS LOADED
795 0 10 3 2 
482 0.1 234
241 0.2 154
Filling Fraction
0.9
1.0
Theoretical
Resonance Count
87
86
BwxNx
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Table	 15	 (contd.) Resonance
GALLONS LOADED Filling	 Fraction Count
8.o 0.513 39
9.0 0.5760 36
10.0 0.641 34
11.0 0.705 32
12.0 0.769 30
13.0 0.833 29
14.0 0.897 27
Table 16
LN 2 Loading, Spacecraft Tank
Resonance
	
Theoretical
Pounds Loaded
	
Filling Fraction	 Count	 Filling Fraction
	
Resonance Count
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0
7.5
13.7
23.2
28.3
33.5
38.4
48.2
53.4
57.6
62.6
70.5
75.0
80.0
0
0.0937
0.171
0.290
0.353
0.418
0.480
0.602
0.667
0.720
0.7825
0.881
0.937
1.00
717
725
738
758
765
781
800
827
850
872
921
990
1011
1035
1032
1060
1089
1116
1144
1171
1198
1225
1252
12'/8
1304
E-12
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Table 17
Polystyrene Loading, Spacecraft lank
Resonance Theoretical 
Weight Loaded	 Fillin5 Fraction Count Fil':ng	 Fra:..ion Resonance Count
m(gmx103 ) N 	 NH
0.0 0 850	 --- 1032
0.5 0.0.3 755	 754 C.0 447
1.0 0.025 679	 670 0.2 311
2.0 0.050 502	 501 0.3 252
4.o 0.101 385	 3 8 5 0.14 219
6.0 0.152 303	 302 0.5 199
8.0 0.203 265	 265 0.6 185
10.0 0.253 236	 235 0.7 175
14.0 0.355 211	 211 16A
19.0 0.481 177	 178 0.5 163
26.o 0.658 134	 133 1.0 159
32.0 ,;.811 108	 109
38 0.963 90	 92
Table	 18
Benzene Fill	 ;est Data	 - 1/3	 Scale Model Pro'-ect THERMO Tank
Filling	 Frac ` ion	 a Resonance Co,:r: tN')
0.000 x+83
0. 033 487
0.067 457 -	 1
0.100 ;18
0.133 5 2"
0.167 56
0.200 565
0.233 579
E-13
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Table 18 (contd.)
Filling Fraction a
0.267
0.300
0.333
0.367
0.400
0.433
0.467
0.500
0.533
0.567
0.600
0.633
0.667
0.700
0.733
0.767
0.800
0.833
0.867
0.900
0.933
0.967
1.000
Resonance Count
598
612
629
641
661
673
681
689
699
707
718
726
733
736
742
728
750
745
712
697
680
683
689
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Table 19
Benzene Drain Test Data - 1/3 Scale Model Projec. 	 =.^^; "a.,k
rim i ng Fraction a
0.052
0.103
0.155
0.206
0.258
0.309
0.361
0.412
0.464
0.56
0.567
0.619
0.670
0.722
Resonarz-t,
484
508
528',
552
580
612
640
660
682
704
714
733
745
755
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FORTRAN COMPILATION VI A 2 MOD I
$OBJECT MACHINE SIZE # 15999
C	 THIS IS AN ANALYSIS OF A CYLINDRICAL
C	 CAVITY TO FIND N OF TE MODES BETEEN 2 FREQUENCIES
E C Al#M
C A2#N
C A3#XPMN
C A40LOWER RESONANT FREQUENCY IN HZ
C A5#UPPER RESONANT FREQUENCY IN HZ
C A60OVERAL17AVITY LENGTH IN C14
C A7#CAVITY RADIUS IN CM
001 INTEGER P 1 P2
002 6 REA0%1991nA49A5,A69A7,AE9AD
003 91 FORMAT$6E12.50
004 WRITE%3 , 91oA4 9 A5vA69A7vAEvAD
N#
406 ACM 2997925E 11
007 A4*6.21832+A4
008 A5#6.2832*A5
009 A6#A6/3.14157
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012 A10#A6 /A7
013 All#l.,0/A10
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015 A14#SAE*A8a**0.5
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A420004
. ' 018 A52 5*AS
019 A72 #A?*A7 ..,h
020 10 READ%1.90nAlvA2vA3
021 90 FORMAM E 12.5Q
022 WRITE%3,900A19A29A3
023 A32#A3*A3
024 IF1A3-Al201 t02tl`
025 1 IF2A3-A1402 3s3 i
026 3 P1#0.0
027 GO TO 4
028
029
2
4
P1#A6*%%AF*A42/AC20-%A32/A72a0**0.561.0
P2#A6*%2AE*A52 .	 t3 - _A	 A72000*6.
030 IF%P2-P149t 5*5
031 5 N#N61SP2,-P1
032 9 AN#N
033 AP#P1
034 AS#P2
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036 WRITE53r930AI A2*A. APIAS
037 -60 TO 10
038 20 WRITE%3,94MAN
039 94 FORMAT%E12.50
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041
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APPENDIX F
EFFECT OF LOSS ON RESONANCE COUNT
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EFFECT OF LOSS ON RESONANCE COUNT
The metal tanks considered in this report can be compared to resonant
circuits of lumped circuit theory. At certain frequencies, power can be
fed into the tank, and the tank will store energy. If no output port is
fitted, the power will build up to a maximum level, and after that, only
such energy as will balance the energy being lost in the walls of the tank,
will be accented by the tank. If an output port is fitted to the tank, energy
can be removed from the tank, and in this case more energy w:.1 be taken in
at the inlet port.
The resonant frequencies of the tank form an i of i r. i •4-a set of which
there is a minimum resonant frequency but no maximum resonzln frequency.
On a frequency scale the resonances are reasonably separate and distinct
at the lower frequencies, but move together as the frequenc y :s increased.
For a tank with no losses whatsoever, and with perfect coupling between
the ports and the tank, an infinite amount of power may be transmitted through
the tank at each of the resonant frequencies. If, however, there is some loss
In the system, as there always is in practice, then the transmitted power be-
comes proportional to the input power, and of finite size. A ,.urther effect
also occurs, in that the tank will transmit a smaller fraction of the input
power at frequencies, marginally different from the resonant fre; encies. At
the lower and of the frequency scale this merging of the resonances will
be small compared to the distance between the resonant frequencies, but
at the higner frequencies the opposite will be true. Consequently, as the
frequency revel is increased, adjacent resonances will come togethe r , and
i	 at very high frequencies, no distinct resonances will be seen.
Thus it is seen that for a resonance counting technique, it is necessary to
set an upper limit on frequency, below which the modes are separate to an
extent that they may be counted individually.
For a given tank this upper frequency level depends greatly on the
losses associated with the tank. A quality factor 'Q' may be defined for
various components of the tank. Generally,
time average stored energy in component
Q - f x
energy loss in component per cycle
where:
f - operating frequency.
The components of the tank having loss may be identified separately.
There will be loss in the walls of the tank due to the finite conductivity
of the metal used. The relevant 'Q' will be written as 'Qw' and it may be cal-
culated from nle metal parameters and internal field configuration by the formula.
F-1
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where
H • complex magnetic field within the tank
..
S n internai surface area of the tank
V • volume of the tank.
The skin depth 'd' is given by the equation:
d•
wJU
where:
w • radian frequency
o and u • constitutive parameters of metal.
Loss is also present in the dielectric material filling the tank. The
relevant 'Q' may be v,ritten ' Qd ' and defined as:
l	 v
Qd	 ew
where the 'c' and 'e' are now constitutive parameters of the dielectric.
The final loss component is the probe, or probes, and associated equip-
ment connected via the probes. This is usually defined as the external loss,
and a I Q' factor, ' Qext' , Is used to cover all the peripheral equipment i ncl ud-
ing the probes. An exact definition of ' QeXt ' cannot be made unless more inform-
ation is given concerning the probes and peripheral equipment. It is usually
measured for each individual setup.
From these individual I Q' factors a total 'Q' factor 'Q 
I  
may be
defined as follows:	 L
1	 1	 1	 g
QL Qw
 Qd Qext
Thearameter	 involves what is seen at the other ends of the Input andP	 9	 P
output ports from the tank. If the tank is isolated from reflected waves
from the generator and detection equipment, then g is put equal to one.
This is done in practice, and so our definition of loaded I Q' becomes:
I
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1	 1	 1	 1
-- --- + ---- +
QL	 Q; . Qd 	 Qext
The loaded 'Q ' is the total effect of all losses concerned and its
value for a particular mode determines what fraction of the generator power
will be passed by the tank, and over what marginal frequency range on both
sides of the resonant frequency power will also be transmitted. it must
be noted that all the 'Q's' are functions of frequency, and consequently
are different ail the way across the frequency band. The greatest varia-
tion with frequency will be In IQext10
The general fraction of the power flow accepted into the cavity near
a particular resonance is given by the formula:
	
P	 4QL2	 1
	
PO QaxtQu	 1 +
where 'P' is the power accepted by the tank, and 'P ' is the power coming from
the isolates: generator and 'df' is the effect of a Might change in frequency.
'Qu ' is the so-called unloaded 'Q' make up of the losses in the tank, i.e.
i	 1	 1
^^ s +
Qu Qw Qd
The normalized impedance seen at the input port to the tank near to a
resonance is given by:
Q	 1
	
Z .	 + Z1
Qext 1 + .j	 f
where 'Z1' is the lumped effect of all the other resonances, and is nearly
purel y reactive.	 It is seen that for Of = 0 9 i.e., exactly on resonance,
th*: real part of the I Z I is given by Qu/Q	 . Thus, if the external conditions
are changed (for example by tuning the pro we may make 
'Qext' 
equal to 'Q '
and consequently, the real part of 'Z' equal to 1, and hence matching the tams
for RF power. Under this condition, the equation for ' QU ' gives Q
L 
. Qu/2 and
then the input power equation becomes:
P
—' 1 x 1 ^ 1
Po
i.e, all the power is transmitted into the tank at resonance.
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Thus, for optimum performance over the frequency band the probe should
be tuned to make 'QeXt 'as closed to 'QV ' as possible. The difficulty lies
in the variation of the 'Qext' with frequency. Generally the power flow will
be given by:
P	
1
--- • A
P	 L	 2
0	 + 
i 
f
where 'A' is the amplitude of the power flow at resonance and A is defined
ty
4Q 2
Q@xtQu
At a frequency given by Af - f/2QL1 the power flow will become
P
-- - A/2
Po
i.e., the power flow will	 drop by one half.	 This	 is true for a change of
'e f' above the resonant frequency, or below the resonant frequency.	 Thus,
using Qf/2af we have a convenient method of measuring the loaded'Q.
it is s^mply the resonant frequency divided by the frequency difference
between the two ha'f power points.
The resonant frequency of the tank is given by the equation:
w2 eu	 - k2
where	 'E'	 and	 'u'	 refer to the dielectric within the tank, and 	 'k'	 is a func-
t 1 on of the tank geometry. 	 The resonant frequency of any particular mode Is
Itself shifted slightly by the 	 'Q'	 factors.	 Generally,	 the new resonant fre-
quency
	
'f'	 is written in terms of the old frequency	 'f0 '	 by:
1	 1
f = f
	
1 - --- - —0 2Qw	 8Qd2
'	 '	 'but since	 and	 are reasonably high this alteration will 	 be very small,Qd	 Y	 9	 Y
and we shalt	 ignore it.
It, can be seen that filling the tank with a dielectric reduces the resonant
frequency.	 We may write:
1
wa V E
F-4
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Filling the tank with dielectric will therefore have an effect on the 'Q' of
the walls of the tank, and on the 'Q' of the probes. For, in the expression
for ' Qw ' , we have:
Qwa d
or
Q., 7
0"Im-
and hence
QwQ .=._
1,14E
Similarly the probe 'Q' varies ' the some manner.
For a tank having a fraction 'a' r'f its volume occupied by dielectric
the average dielectric constant haG be , .,, shown to be given by:
Eav • i + (E - 1)a
Thus, the wall I Q' for a partially filled cavity is given by:
	
Q Q	 Qw
C 1 + (E-1)a]l/4
where 'Qw ' is the wall 'Q' for an unfilled cavity. Also, for a partially
filled cavity the dielectric lass will be proportional to the volume of
dielectric within the cavity. The dielectric 1 0' will be given by:
0- ao
Consequently, for a partially fille r cavity the loaded I Q' will be given by:
1	 [1 + (E-1)a]
1/4
 [1 { lE-1;u] 1/4 a
QL	 Qext	 Qw	 Qd
The number of resonances below a frequency 'f', for a partially filled loss-
less tank, has been shown to be:
BIT f 3V	 3/ZN
	
	 [l + (E-1)a]
3c3
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dN	 df
-- • 3 -
N 	 f
Putting	 'dN'	 equal	 to 1 gives the frequency	 shift IO between adjacent resonances J
as:
1	 f
df	 - -
3	 N
Here it
	
is seen that since
1
N a f 3 thus 0f a	 2 and
f
consequently the resonance spacing
drops as the frequency Is	 increased.
At	 this	 point	 it simplifies	 the analysis	 to assume that adjacent resonances
have approximately the same loaded 'Q'.	 The main error in	 this assumption	 is
due to the external	 'Q'. While the other	 'Q's'	 are usually slowly varying func-
tions of frequency the external	 'Q'	 is not,	 unless the probe is of the broadband
type.	 Effort	 is being made at present to make the probes	 less frequency sensitive,
Broadbanding the probe also has the effect of making the adjacent resonances have
approximately the same amplitude, since the main variation in	 'A',	 the maximum
amplitude of the power, is due also to the external 'Q'.
ro 0 ur.^ ea	 I
Performing a logarithmic dtffemntietion gives:
Thus, we consider two adjacent modes having the same 'Q'	 factor, and the
same amplitudes.	 As these two resonances move together, the power flow at a fre-
quency between them becomes the sum of the two individual power flows. 	 When	 ,
the resonances are close enough so that the middle frequency has half power from
one resonance, and half power from the other, then the total power flow at
that frequency is equal	 to the power flow at each of the resonant frequencies,
and there will be no way to differentiate between the two resonances.
	
Thus the
closest two resonances may come to be counted separately mist be greater than
1 20 1  where 1 20 1 	 is the half power widths of either  of thn resonances.
	
Putting
df = 20f in the previous equation gives:
1	 f
N = -	 --
3	 20f
1 20'for a number of resonances up to the limiting frequency f. 	 Since	 is the
bandwidth at the half power points, we may substitute the loaded	 'Q'	 into this
equation, getting:
QLN = —
3
Since	 I QL '	 is a function of the fractional 	 filling of the tank, 	 'N'	 must be
taken for the worst case,
	 that	 is, with all	 the tank full of dielectric.
Measurement of the loaded	 'Q'	 in this condition will
	 give	 'N', and then the
maximum frequency can be calculated	 :sing:
F-6
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tan6ext + tanSw
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with 'a' taken as 1.
Unfortunately, since the general expression for 'N' is an asymptotic
expression, the use of low frequencies will mean that the resonances will
not be smoothly spaced along the frequency axis, and consequently some
resonances will be merged while others will not. From the preceding analy-
sis, we have seen that all the resonances will merge at the frequency
corresponding to N = Q L/3. Therefore, below this frequency we may assume
that the number of merging resonances is proportional to the loaded 'Q'.
The greater the loaded 'Q', the better is the isolation between the reson-
ances, and the fewer merged resonances will be seen. Consequently, we may
say:
N= __ __ Q^emDtV
	
No
	QLpartially loaded
where 'N' is the number of resonances of a partially loaded tank and N o is
the number of resonances of an empty tank.
Putting a - 0 into the general loaded Q expression gives:
1	 1	 1
QLo Qext Qw
Therefore,
1	 1
N	 Qext + Qw
No	 [1+(E-1)a^ 1/4 + Fl+(E-1)a] 1/4 + u _
	
Qext
	
Qw	 Qd
To simplify this equation, we introduce the loss tangent defined by:
1
tand = --
Q
Then,
Nri A"
W	 .
.:.r_^
iNioat
I
Thus, the expression for the number of resonances below a given frequency 'f' is:
8+ff 3V	 3/ZN •	 D 4 (C-043 S
)c 3
Where
tandext + tandw
s-
(tandw
 + tandext) C1 + (c-l) a'* + atandd
The number of resonances between frequencies f l and f2 is.
87r (f 3 - f 1 )	 3/2
N • --	 V 1+(e-13a	 S
3	 c3
Experiments were performed to check the theoretical value of 'a' with
experimental results. Using a cylindrical tank with hemispherical ends and
various materials, the variation in resonance count between empty and full condi-
tions was noted. When allowance was made for the increase in resonance count due
to the dielectric, the resultant 'a' factor was plotted against 'a', the
filling factor. The experimental plot is shown in Figure 	 , together with
the theoretical 'p' factor. The experimental 'S' factor is seen to be generally
about 10% higher than the theoretical value.
1
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ABSTRACT
This research has as its goal the determination of optimum image
specifications for the procurement of useful inventory and survey data
relevant to wildland resource management. Particular emphasis is placed
on very small-scale imagery as can be expected from very high-flying
aircraft and/or earth-orbital vehicles. Included in this report are
'1) an investigation of optimum spectral 	 for the discrimination of
various important wildland features, (2) a determination of optimum time
of day for obtaining thermograms from which to quantify subsurface soil
moisture, and (3) an investigation of the feasibility of determining
gross timber volumt , s on intermediate scale (approx. 1/30,000) aerial
photography.
In addition, preliminary studies pertaining to the detection of
wildland water pollutants and the determination of the potential for con-
ver g ing non-forested areas to timber-producing types are discussed. Also
included is a photo-interpretation key to the wildland terrain features
of the NASA Bucks Lake Test Site.
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THE INTERPRETABILITY OF HIGH ALTITUDE MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY FOR THE
EVALUATION OF WILDLAND RESOURCES
by
erWilliam C. Draer	 g
INTRODUCTION
t
i
The initial step in management planning for any wildland area is
that of obtaining an accurate inventory of the resources, present or
potential. This often necessitates the procurement of suitable aerial
'	 imagery at a scale and resolution which will permit the trained inter-
preter to identify, delineate and, if appropriate, to describe quanti-
tatively the terrain features of importance to the land manager in the
decision-making process. Until recently, the common procedure was to
obtain panchromatic minus-blue photography at a scale of from 1/10,000
to 1/20,000 for such photo interpretation. Such conventional photig-
raphy has indeed proved to be entirely satisfactory for a multitude of
purposes. Among the tasks that have been performed quite regularly on
conventional aerial photography are the development of maps of strati-
fied vegetation types, with information as to timber volumes, species
composition, stand structure or animal carrying capacity; the mapping
of soil and geologic resources; the determination of existing and
potential access systems; the delineation and evaluation of watersheds;
and the estimation of recreation potential.
However, the procurement of conventional aerial photography of
tracts	 w'	 'vast  cts of ildland is a very expensive and time consuming process.
Furthermore, there has been a steadily increasing  need for more in-
0
" 77777 ,
tensive evaluations of wildlands that previously were either not photo-
graphed or, at best, were only partially covered. Consequently, research
is needed to develop more efficient systems to procure imagery of wild-
land areas and to extract meaningful data from that imagery.
This research effort is designed to investigate the feasibility
of evaluating wildland resources on high altitude multispectral imagery.
Jansen and Colwell (1949) demonstrated that in certain cases a greater
x
number of terrain features could be discerned when panch r omatic and
Infrared photography were interpreted in unison than when either one of
the two types of photography were interpreted alone. This concept of
`	 using two or more film types or sensors in conjunction, thus utilizing
radiation in several portions of the electromagnetic spectrum simultaneous-
ly, has been termed, "multiband spectral reconnaissance". Terrain fea-
tures which exhibit similar tone or signal values on sensors sensitive
to wide portions of the spectrum ( such as standard panchromatic film)
may vary significantly in their reflection or emission characteristics
in various narrow portions of the spectrum. Therefore, the use of
several different narrow spectral bands in the sensing processes wi 1 l
often allow such terrain types to be discriminated. One objective of
this study has been to determine the particular spectral bands or com-
binations of bands which would most readily facilitate the identifica-
tion of a number of terraki features of interest to a wildland manager;
a related objective has been to demonstrate methods that might best be
used in specifying the optimum imagery system for any particular array
of terrain features.
The choice of he appropriate	 n
	 t 	 spectral bands to be used does not
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completely solve the problems encountered in attempting to evaluate
these res.	 :es in vast wi ldland areas. It has been estimated that it
would regr', re more than 15 million aerial photos to provide stereo
coverage at the conventional scale of 1/20,000 of the 34 million square
miles of forest and grassland on the earth. However, it would require
only eleven thousand g" by 9" photos at a scale of 1/750,000  taken from
an earth orbital vehicle to provide coverage of the same area. In this
regard, the present study has investigated the spatial resolution which
such orbital systems would have to provide if mean i ngful interpretation
were to be made of such imagery for wildland management purposes.
The material is presented in a number of sections, each of which
focuses on a particular specification problem. In a section dealing
with the optimum spectral bands to be used for discrimination of par-
ticular natural features, a preliminary analysis of 16-channel multi-
spectral imagery is included. Similarly, a study is included which
involves spectral reflection measurements that were taken of brush
types in order to more accurately understand reflection phenomena af-
fecting the choice of optimum spectral bands for particular applications.
Also reported is an investigation underway concerned with the detection
of several types of "natural" water pollutants occurring in the wild-
land environment.
Work is currently being performed using both simulated and actual
satellite photographs which will attempt to ascertain the degree to
which broad type mapping can be performed on very small scale photog-
raphy (scale 1:100,000 and smaller). Due to the low ground resolution
of such imagery, however, the acquisition of detailed quantitative data
r-
t
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pertaining to the environment will arobably best be obtained through
sampling procedures utilizing intvrrnediate scale images. An example of
the use of such intermediate scale photography for the estimation of
gross timber volume is discussed In some detail in the body of this re-
port.
Another specification parameter often overlooked in many cases is
that of optimum timing of acquisition of imagery. Two sections which
foliow, one concerned with the evaluation of snow retention character-
istics of wildland vegetation types, and the other with the determina-
tion of soil moisture content using thermal infrared imagery, illustrate
the time-critical nature of specific imagery requirements.
Finally, while it is true that proper image specifications are
essential for the extraction of the maximum amount of data from an
Image, equally important is the method of data extraction. It is
recognized that the human photo interpreter will continue to play a
vital role in this data extraction process and that his effectiveness
can be improved by equipping him with certain photo interpretation aids.
^__._	
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The Feasibility of Determining Gross Timber Volumes on
Small Scale Photography
1. Obiective
A number of procedures for estimating timber volumes of forest
stands using aerial photography have been developed and tested in re-
cent years; however, nearly all such methods involve height measure-
ments which would be nearly impossible to perform on small-scale,
high-altitude photography such as would be obtained from orbiting
vehicles. A study was initiated, therefore, to investigate the feasi-
bility of classifying timber stands into at least broad volume-per-acre
classes on the basis of photo parameters which could be measured or
estimated on small-scale imagery.
2. Procedure
Through earlier investigations (Draeger, 1967) it had been found
that two characteristics of a forest stand that can be quantified on
small-scale non-stereo photography, and that are related to timber
volume are percent crown closure (the percentage of the total ground
area of the stand that is obscured by crows.s of commercial species
when viewed from vertically above), and a y.:rage crown diameter. A
portion of the Bucks Lake Test Site, including a wide range of timber
types and densities, was delineated on Ektachrome Infrared Aero photog-
raphy, scale 1:30,000. A total of 20 such stands, covering a total a
area of approximately 5000 acres were selected for study. Each stand
was cruised by a field crew and timber volume estimates were made from
their ground measurements. Geer 250 cruise plots were established
•	 •••-.'"+R,;,,•	 _,.	 ^,:.^	 ..:.•''T ^	 ^ ^--	 ,.'-.	 ,,
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within the test area by the field crew an' volume determined using
Bitterlich variable-plot procedures and volume tables compiled for
the region by the U. S. Forest Service. The same stands were inde-
pendently classified by trained photo interpreters on the basis of
crown closure and average crown diameter. Both of these photo
parameters were estimated by means of visual comparison of the stands
in question with aerial photo examples (at the same scale as the
imagery being interpreted) of stands for which closure and crown dia-
meter were known.
Correlation coefficients of the photo parameters with the ground
estimates were calculated and regression estimation coefficients were
ubtained.
3. Results
It was found that using an independent variable consisting of
percent crown closure multiplied by average crown diameter, a correla-
tion of .916 (significant at the .01 level) , existed between this
variable and the dependent variable; namely, timber volume in board
feet per acre as measured by the conventional ground survey methods.`
These results were based on the sample of twenty stands discussed
	 I
above (see Figures 2 and 3). Based on the same data, regression esti-
mation coeff iciei^ts were calculated using a least-squares line  fitted
to the data. The prediction equation thus calculated was:
Av. Vol/Acre (bd. ft) = 2117 + (30.45) (% Crown Closure x Av. Crown Di a.)
r1
Figure 1 . A portion of the Bucks Lake Test Site, delineated on the
basis of crown closure percent and average crown diameter. The twen-
ty classes cover a total of approximately 5000 acres. More than 250
ground plots were measured by a field crew, using Bitterlich variable-
plot procedures.
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Stand Average Volume Crown Closure of Average Crown
Designation Per Acre	 (bd.ft.) Commercial	 Conife rs.% Diameter,	 feet
A 1 1 ,000 25 12
B 5,000 5 20
C 700 2 15
D 8,000 15 12
E 14,000 15 25
F 8,000 4 18
G 7,000 10 25
H 19,000 20 25
I 17,000 25 15
J 16,000 15 25
K 1,500 3 30
L 16,000 20 25
M 14,000 15 25
N 20,000 20 30
P 13,000 20 17
R 2,500 3 12
T 1 '4,000 25 20
U 14,000 15 20
V 9,000 10 15
W 10,000 15 25
Figure 2. Tabulation of the results of the photo interpretation
estimates of crown closure and crown diameter and the independ-
ent on-the-ground survey of average volume per acre of the twenty
stands delineated in Figure 1.
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Figure 3.	 A plot of the data tabulated
	 in Figure 2 and the least-squares
line	 fitted to the data. For discussion, see text.
4. Conclusions
To many forest photogrammetristsit would seem impossible to obtain
highly accurate estimates of timber volume from small scale imagery
through a process whereby stand height is ignored. However, an exami-
nation of the results of this experiment indicates that it is indeed
feasible to classify forest stands into broad volume classes using such
methods. The classifications may be quite valuable in two respects:
(1) regional policy decisions often necessitate a knowledge of general
patterns of timber volume distribution over fairly large areas, and
(2) more intensive v ,)fume estimation sampling procedures are made much
more easily and accurately if the area in question can first be strati-
fied on the basis of broad volume categories.
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Thermal Infrared Sensing of Subsurface Soil Moisture Differences
1. Objective
The principal objective of this study was to determine the utility
of thermal infrared imagery uti 1 izing the 8 to 14 micron range of the
electromagnetic spectrum for differentiating various degrees of subsurface
soil moisture content through the radiant energy fluctuations of a diurnal
cycle. A determination of soil moisture is often useful in ascertaining
such information as suitability of agricultural areas for- planting, the need
for irrigation, the ability of a range area to withstand trampling damage
associated with intensive grazing, or the potential of a -Jildland area to
support specific vegetative communities.
2. Experimental Procedure
The target array consisted of 16 wooden boxes, each 36'' x 36" x 8110
aligned 150 feet below a water tower camera station. Each group of four
trays received equal amounts of a specific soil type. The four soils, as
seen from left to right in Figure 1, are Davis Sandy Loam, Cornutt Sandy
Loam, Black Meadow Loam and Yosemite Sand. Three of these soils were
transported to the water tower site in Davis, California, from previously
investigated areas. The Davis Sandy Loam came from alongside the test
array beneath the tower, the Cornutt Sandy Loam from a peridotite rock
area near Bucks Lake, P1 umas Co., California, the Black Meadow LoE^m from
a rich alluvial soil in Meadow Valley, also in Plumas Co., and the Yosemite
Sand from a sandbar of the Merced River in Yosemite National Park.
The moisture treatavants were applied to the various soils from
one to three days prior to sensing. One tray of each soil was left to
air-dry, the others were sprinkled or soaked. The soaked soils varied in
their moisture content by the time sensing began, since one soaking was
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given three days before September 13 and the other, one day before.
Sprinkling of the soils was also done one day before, on the 12th. No
re-applications of water were made after the test began, but it was found
that moisture content remained relatively consta , h throughout the experi-
ment. Within each group, different amounts of water were added to the
various soil trays. Figure 2 indicates the arrangement of the soils in
the target array and gives percent soil moisture by weight of each plot
from readings taken at noon on September 14.
A Barnes Infrared Camera, with an immersed thermistor bolometer
detector operating in the 8 to 14 micron wavelength region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, was used at a near vertical angle from a camera station
that was 150 feet above the soil targets. This was done to obtain thermo-
graphic images which would closely simulate those obtainable from an air-
craft, but with the advantages of (1) much lower cost and (2) precise
duplication of both the camera station and of camera orientation with
respect to the target array on all sequential imagery. The imagery was
obtained at intervals  of approximately 20 minutes, both day and night, for
a period of three days.
A completed thermogram as obtained in these experiments is actually
a measure of the infrared  radiation received from the surface of the object
sensed. This is a function of both the temperature of the object and its
emissivity. The result is a thermal map of the target surface which looks
very much like a photograph. On positive prints, white areas represent
high thermal emission, black its absence, and shades of gray show emission
levels between the two pre-selected extremes. Attenuation settings on
the Barnes Infrared Camera were varied depending on the time of day. Dur-
ing daylight hours, there were greater temperature differences between
F}^,^	 we•
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Figure 1. Ektachrome photograph showing the soil moisture target array
as seen from V-ie catwalk of the water tower.
Davis	 Cornutt
	 Slack Meadow	 Yosemite
Sandy Loam	 Sandy Loam	 Loam	 Sand
Air Dry	 Sprinkled	 Soaked	 Soak*.
1 day prev,	 I day prev.	 3 da y s prev.
3.2	 10.4	 37.0	 3.8
Sprinkled	 Soaked	 Soaked	 Air Dry
I day prev.	 I day prev.	 3 days prev,
7.1	 19.6	 32.6	 3.4
Soaked	 Soaked	 Air Dry	 Sprinkled
I day pra y .	 3 days prev.	 1 day prev.
16.2
	
16.2	 8.6	 4,0
Soaked	 Air Dry	 Sprinkled	 Soaked
3 days prev.	 I day prev.	 I day prev.
9,2
	
4,1	 19.5
	
9.6
Figure 2. Diagram of the target array indicating soil type, the treatment
applied to each plot, and the soil moisture percent as measured during the
period in which imagery was obtained.
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Figure 3. Ground view of the target array, including the soil moisture
plots as well as agricultural crops and goniometric targets, which wer:
the subject of additional experiments.
Figure 4. Two Barnes thermal infrared cameras, with sensitivity in the
3.5 to 5.5 and 8 to 14 micron bands respectively, in place on the catwalk
of the tower, 150 feet vertically above the targer array.
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IVFigure 5. An aerial view illustrating the target array and the water tower,
with the thermal infrared cameras in place on the catwalk.
the soil targets. This demanded camera attenuation settings which would
sense a broader emission range. At night, however, the temperotur •es were
nearly the same between all soil targets and a ,nore critical attenuation
setting was used to enhance the di fferences. The result of broad (day-
time) and narrow (night-time) attenuation settings can be seen in Figure 6.
Notice on the thermograms made during the day that more detail can be
discerned among the various soil moisture pleats, and that these differences
diminish or fade as thermography is taken later at night. The least
distinction between soil plots appears in the imagery taken around 7;00 a.m.
on the 14th and 15th. The targets had cooled progressively through the
previous night until their temperature responses by morning were nearly
alike. At the lime of this thermography, the targets had not yet been
exposed to the solar radiation of the subsequent day and were still ex-
pressing a "cold" return. After only a few hours of sunlight, though,
their emittance rates changed considerably and they began to express
distinctive radiation responses.
The camera was used in a fixed-mount in order to obtain repetitive
thermography with the same axis orientation, and to allow it to be used
later for additive-color enhancement studies. The total monitoring time
span amounted to over 60 hours, from before sun-up to past midnight, on
September 13 through 15, 1967.
A Barnes Engineering Precision Radiation Thermometer (PRT-5)
was employed on the ground coincident with the taking of each thermogram
to record the apparent surface temperature of the soil plots. Further
surface temperature recordings were made with the contact probe of a
Yellow Springs Instrument Company tele-thermometer. This double check
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Figure 6. A sequence of thermograms taken through two diurnal cycles ex-
tending from the afternoon of September 13 to the afternoon of September 15.
enabled the investigators to assess the reliability of the data reduced
from the thermograms.
In order to reduce and interpret the density of the thermoyraphic
negatives, it was necessary to process and quantify the data through
densitometric analysis and a performance equation. Each time a thermo-
gram was prepared, an eight-stepped grey scale was automatically included
along the top of the negative so that the apparent temperature of any
point could be determined by densitometric inspection. From this, one
of the parameters in the performance equation was calculated; the others
were derived from the manufacturer's calibration :rata sheets. Using these
techniques, it was possible to quantify the recorded thermal emission in
terms of apparent temperature. The soil moisture readings taken with a
moisture density gauge manufactured by Nuclear Chicago were also reduced
yielding data on soil moisture percent. The information resulting from
this data reduction was used to analyze and interpret, graphically and
esignificance f di rnal imaging with restatistically, th	 o	 u	 g 	 and to soilg
moisture and temperature relationships within soil types.
The radiation rates for all the soil targets were computed on
the basis of the densitometric analysis of the thermograms. These temp-
eratures were compared with readings taken on the ground at the same time
as the thermography and were found to compare favorably. The actual
temperatures of the targets were found to be consistently greater than
the apparent temperatures measured remotely. I
 This was predictable since
the emissivity of the respective targets was known to be less than unity.
1 "Apparent" temperature refers to that temperature calculated using the
radiance as sensed by the thermal infrared camera. Apparent temperature
could be expected to correspond exactly to actual temperature only if the
object in question were a perfect blackbody; i.e., if its emissivity were 1.0.
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'P	 3. Interpretation and Results
The interpretation of the data was carried out in several steps.
Initially, the results of the data reduction were graphed (see Figure 7)
and some general conclusions were drawn. It appeared that the optimum
time of day to distinguish soil moisture differences within a given soil
type was in mid-afternoon, at which time there existed the greatest
spread in apparent temperatures between soils of different moisture con-
tents. During the evening, night and morning hours, nearly all the soils
exhibited the same thermal emission characteristics. The initial analysis
also suggested that it might be possible, by means of grey scale dif-
ferences on thermograms, to detect moisture differences within a given
soil type. Because thermal properties vary with soil type, however, it
would be impossible to ascertain from thermograms the relative moisture
differences of soils of different types unless those types were known
through access to auxilliary information.
In order to test these tentative conclusions, a number of statis-
tical testing procedures were employed. The correlation between apparent
temperature (as derived from the thermograms) and soil moisture percent
was calculated for each of the four soils separately as well as for all
soils combined, at a number of different times throughout the diurnal
cycle. The results were that high correlations (significant at the .10
level) occurred for nearly all the soils taken separately during the after-
noon hours, whereas low correlations were found during the evening, night
and early morning hours. Thus the hypothesis that the afternoon hours
are best for sensing was upheld. Furthermore, very low correlations were
found at all times of day when all the soils were lumped together, thus
verifying the hypothesis that ranking of soils by moisture percent is only
feasible if dealing with one soil type; if different soil types are involved,
the between-soil variability is such that no reliable estimates of soil
moisture can be made. As a further test of the ''best time of day'', an
analysis of variance was conducted with a randomized block design. Blocks
consisted of the four soillots of the same 	 a in order	 i sol a tep	 t ype (	   to l to
the between-soil variance). As was expected, significant ( a = .05)
differences between treatments as imaged on the thermograms were found
during ;.he afternoon hours, but not in the evening, night or morning hours.
4. Conclusions
From the results of this preliminary study, it can be concluded
that thermal sensing in the 8 to 14 micron band seems feasible for the
determination of relative soil subsurface moisture content provided
sensing is conducted during the appropriate time of day; in this case,
mid-afternoon, and that these determinations are made within a specific
soil type. It appears that the variability between soils in terms of the
effect of soil moisture on thermal emission is such that inter-soil type
moisture determinations would be extremely difficult. However, if a soil
type ma	 f the area were available  and he her al p roperties f eachp prt	 t	 m pop	 o
type of soil had been investigated previously, then it should be possible
to determine the subsurface soil moisture content of each soil type through
proper use of the thermograms. Finally, it would seem that investiga-
tions pertaining to certain complicating factors such as depth of surface
drying, surface texture and vegetation cover should be undertaken as wellY 9 ► 	 9
as a more sophisticated extension of the experiment utilizing airborne
thermal sensors and a larger sample size in order to further verify these
findings.
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Analysis of 18-Channel Multispectral Line-Scan Imagery
of Wildland Terrain Features
1. Objective
The primary objective of this study was to determine the usefulness
of multispectral line scan imagery for the identification of significant
wildland terrain and vegetation features within the NASA Bucks Lake Test
S '1 to .
2. Experimental Procedure
Eighteen-channel multispectral line-scan imagery of selected portions
of the Bucks Lake NASA test site was obtained on May 18, 1966, by the
University of Michigan's scanning radiometer. A specific area which in-
cluded a large number of features of interest to the wildland manager,
and which had been covered by the imagery was selected for intensive
analysis. The area of interest was then visited on the ground and the
vegetative communities and other features were identified and mapped. It
was found that six terrain features, either individually or in various
combinations, could adequately characterize nearly all of the area studied.
These features were timberstands, riparian vegetation, bare soil, brush
type #1 (manzanita), brush type #2 (snow brush) and snow patches.
In order to quantify the tonal values of the various features as
seen on the imagery, a densitometric analysis of the image negatives was
conducted.  Representative examples of each of the features as seen onP	 P
the imagery were selected and the density of the negatives in percent
transmittance were read with a Welch Densichron. The areas measured are
annotated in Figure 3 and the resultant negative densities tabulated in
Figure 4.
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1Spectral Band #
	
Wavelength Range in Microns
	
Detector Employed
1. .32-.38
2. .4o-.44
3. .44-.46
4. .46-.48
5. .48-.50
6. .50-.52
7. .52-.55
8. .55-.58
9. .58-.62
10. .62-.66
H. .66-.72
12. .72-.80
13. .80-1.0
14. 1.5 - 1.8
15. 2.0-2.6
16. 3.0-4.1
17. 4.5-5.5
18. 8.0-14.0
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
photo multiplier tube
filtered Indium Antimonide
filtered Indium Antimonide
filtered Indium Antimonide
filtered Indium Antimonide
Mercury-doped germanium
Figure 2. The spectral band designation of the eighteen channels imaged, their
corresponding wavelength range of sensitivity, and the detector employed in the
sensing of each band.
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In order to ascertain those bands which would be of greatest use
for the differentiation of wildland features, pairs of features were
examined on all bands of imagery and that band whi0r, best differentiated
between the paired features on the basis of tone was noted.
3. Res^ult_s
The results obtained through use of the procedures described above
are tabulated in Figure 6. It	 will be noted that the concurrent
	
inter-
pretation of bands
	
1,	 2, 10, 13,	 14 and 15 would allow all
	 the	 indicated
differentiations between pairs of features to be made.
Discrimination to be Made
Timber from Brush
Timber from Riparian Vegetation
Timber from Soil
Brush from Riparian Vegetation
Timber from Snow
Brush from Soil
Brush from Snow
Riparian Vegetation from Soil
Riparian Vegetation from Snow
Soil from Snow
Manzanita Brush from Snowbrush
Optimum Saectral Band
15 or 16
13 or 15
1
13
1
10
1 or 18
1 or 10
14
1
or 18
2
Figure 6. Based on the densitometric data, the optimum bands (i.e., that
band which provided the greatest difference in tonal values) for the dis-
crimination of various pairs of features were selected and the results
are tabulated above.
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4. Discussion
While the results of the procedure described above are obvious,
their interpretation and implications are not quite so uncom . >1 icated.
r'irst, it should be noted that these results apply only to the images
themselves, and not to the original scanner data, which is in an analog
tape form, suitable for automatic data processing. While certe i n ad-
vantages can be found for automatic interpretation,  often interpretation
of the data in image form allows the Ppplication of deductive reasoning
and convergence of evidence to the interpretative process, which might
be quite difficult to accomplish through automated procedures. Also,
it should be realized that tonal values as measured on the imagery are
comparable only within a given band. Due to such complicating factors
as electronic gain settings for t'--. detector system for each spectral
band, and uncontrolled variables ) the process of conversion of data
from tape to image form, tonal values should not be compared from one
spectral band to another. However, relative tonal values of various
features can be compared within a given band, if gain settings are held
constant. Thus, in Figure 5, the slopes of the lines  are meaningless,
but the item of interest is the vertical distance between readings for
the various features within a given band.
Furthermore, the limitations of the results found here should be
fully recognized. The results are applicable only to a few vegetation
and terrain types found in the Bucks L6Ke Test Site, and only to imagery
obtained in mid-afternoon during the late spring seasonal state. Certain-
ly, if such findings were to be applied operationally to a large area,
information as to the variability in tonal values exhibited by each
terrain feature would be necessary before those bands which would con-
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sistently provide significant differences between features could be chosen.
Finally, the results of this study pertain only to the discrimina-
tion of one terrain or vegetation feature from another-. Clearly, if it
is desired to identify all i,ix of the test features on the basis of tone
only, it would be necessary to employ several spectral bands in concert,
a process commonly referred to as ''multiband'' sensing, wherein features
are identified not on the basis of their tone values in one spectral band,
but rather from their relative ''tone signatures'' in a number of bands
imaged simultaneously.
5. Conclusions
From the results of this limited test is can be concluded that
for the discrimination of the six features of interest (namely, man-
zanita brush, snowbrush, timber stands, riparian vegetation, bare soil
and snow) on the basis of tone alone, on 18-channel line-scan imagery,
°t is possible to ascertain those bands which best differentiate between
the features. This experiment was not intended to provide conclusive
results which could be applied to wide-spread areas, but rather to
simply illustrate the applicability of densitometric analysis to the
determination of optimum spectral bands for particular interpretation
problems.
y
1Remote Sensing Techniques for Evaluation of
the Snow Resource
1.	 Introduction
The wildland manager is concerned with snow accumulation and reten-
tion for a variety of reasons, including the folloviing: (1) The snowpack
provides the greatest natural reservoir of the forest's most valuable
product--water; (2) A great increase in popularity of winter- sports has
given an added value to snow itself; (3) Intensified management activities
and the desire for winter access to wildland areas has brought attention
to various snow hazards.
The type of information needed from a snow survey varies somewhat
with the investigator and his specific objectives. The study reported
upon in this section will serve to illustrate how remote sensing can be
utilized by each of several types of investigators.
Figure 1. This stream in the NASA Bucks Lake Forestry Test Site  i1lustrates
a most valuable product of western forests--water. Largely a resin t of the
winter snowpack, approximate timing and relative yield may be estimated by
comparing snow conditions as imaged on similar dates of past seasons.
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2. Use of remote Sensing in snow inventory and evaluation
In recent years, much attention has been devoted to manipulating
forest vegetation in an effort to increase water yield from the associa-
ted snowpack (West, 1 967) . Aerial photography has shown promise in evalua-
ting forest stands in teems of their effects on the snowpack both before
and after cutting. A permanent record of the snow retention and melt
pattern is provided by sequential imagery flown to proper specifications.
Such information may aid the forester in estimating rate of melt in terms
of areal coverage, in comparing the extent of snow cover to coy,.ditions
at similar times for previous seasons, and in predicting the timing and
relative quantity of water yield from such cover. Commonly, ground data
are collected along established snow courses (Figure 2). The use of
Figure 2. Fixed snow courses are periodically visited to obtain data on
moisture content and density of the snowpack. These markers have been
established in the NASA Bucks Lake Forestry Test Area for the cooperative
western snow survey system.
F— 	-
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aerial photos to select and locate actual sites for markers and measure-
ments offers the advantage of providing for stations which most a^lequate-
ly represent surrounding terrain and vegetation, thus ensuring a more
representative sample of the snowpack. Furthermore, an aerial view of
the winter scene is a helpful guide to locating snow courses for both
ground and aerial parties (Figure 3). At least two studys (Cooper, 1965;
Smith, Cooper and Chapman, 1967) have shown that photogrammetric tech-
niques may be used to obtain reliable depth measurements of the snowpack.
Except for use on small research areas, however, the expense of this
method currently limits its wider application.
Figure 3. Forest terrain and vegetation, under a mantle of snow, often
present a different  appearance than that found under summer conditions.
By studying and marking winter photography in the office, investigators
may be better prepared to navigate accurately to specific sites. Here,
a snow survey crew has landed by helicopter at course #/54 (shown in the
right photo of Figure 2).
The recreational value of the snowpack is of tremendous importance
to many local areas. Winter sports provide an ever increasing boost to
the economy of small wildland communities. Detailed evaluation of terrain
to ascertain the most favorable areas to locate and develop ski lifts, sled
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runs, etc., ar.d associated lodging and service fac ; lities can be greatly
enhanced by itilizing aerial photography of the region. Delineation of
areas of longest snow retention. location of suitable slopes, vegetation
assets or obstacles are some of the items of interest which may be de-
rived from analysis of favorable imagery (Figure 4).
r-
Figure 4. Aerial photography is commonly used for making vegetation type
maps (or overlays) . The vegetation boundaries here were transferred
from imagery obtained during the summer season. It is also quite easy to
ascertain terrain factors such as aspect and relative elevation. This
information may be useful for predicting conditions of snow retention.
For instance, it is readily seen that snow generally can be expected to
remain latest on north fa- ; ng sli ,oes (A) . Minor exceptions (B) may be
found in deep drainaps where -juth facing slopes are shaded by ridges
or certain kinds of vegetation. The vegetation type and density appear
to be major influences since more open stands (type #1) tend to loose the
snowpack before areas with a little more cover (type #2).
The influence  cif the snowpack reaches beyond the direct  relation
of water yield and recreation use. Opposed to these benefits, there are
several snow hazards which a wildland manager may have need to evaluate
Avalanches are important in both populated and remote areas. Their pr •e-
ven.ion and control are related to two basic factors--terrain and snow.
Aerial photography provides a means of discovering and recording avalanche
sites and terrain as well as vegetation conditions which may indicate
potential slides. The subsequent routing of trails and roads and the
locating of dwellings and service structures may avoid these sites. A
seasonal series of photographs may aid in determining where stabiliza-
tion structures are needed. The detection of potential trouble zones
away from populated points may be useful when planning reseeding or plant-
ing activities,camp site development, etc. Areas recently denuded by
wildfires may require special structures to stabilize the snowpack or to
break up or stop moving snow slabs until vegetative regeneration was once
again become established.
Delineation of snow retention patterns may also aid in selecting
specific sites for establishing plantations. Locations near long-stand-
ing snow banks may require delayed planting in order to avoid frost and
cold damage to young seedlings. On the other hand, sites adjacent to
or below such snow accumulations may benefit from the irrigation provided
by melt water released throughout the summer.
Snow retention patterns also reveal trafficability conditions likely
to be encountered and indicate the ground accessibility to specific loca-
tions (Figure 5) .
For detailed use of aerial photos in snow cover evaluation, it is
necessary to account for the effects of local variations in terrain and
At
Figure 5. As management plans extend to remote areas, it is necessary to
ascertain conditions of accessibility to these locations. The above aeri-
al photo illustrates trafficability factors along a dirt road during the
critical spring thaw period. Normal vehicular- traffic would likely be
restricted by lingering snowbanks. The ''stream'' along the road may also
suggest vulnerability to damage of the roadbed itself if heavy travel
were allowed too early.
vegetation.
3. Potential of remote sensing for the inventory of snow
The greatest potent'31 of remote sensing for the inventory of snow
is in acquiring data directly related to the snowpack itself. The areal
extent of snow accumulation and retention patterns can be readily plotted
from ve t i cal black-and-white, color or color infrared  photography by
means of acetate overlays. Sequential imagery, combined when necessary
with ground checking, provides an efricient means of tracing the gradual
reduction of the snowpack. Snow depth may be estimated rapidly with a
fair degree of accuracy at fixed ground points by means of aerial mark- 	 x
-A
ers or more teduous and expensive means (Cooper) may provide continuous
and highly accurate snow depth data.
The critical need for a measure of snow density and water content
remains as a primary problem to be met. The use of active sensing systems,
such as radio telemetering devices, shows a potential for this purpose.
i
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Water Quality
1. Introduction
Water is recognized as one of the most valuable products yielded
from the forest environment. The increasing demand for water serves to
increase the importance of placing this resource under wise management.
Reliable estimates (De La Rue, 1967) have indicated that withdrawal
rates will exceed dependable water supplies in the United States by 1970.
Our national water c r isis is compounded by the fact that much of the
water resourca is rendered unusuable because of pollution. Table 1 lists
some of the more important pollutants which can contribute to poor water
quality.
Table 1
Major Types of Water Pollutants as Recognized by the
U. S. Public Health Service
1) Domestic sewage and other oxygen-demanding wastes
2) Infectious agents
3) Plant nutrients
4) Organic chemicals, such as insecticides, pesticides and detergents
5) Other minerals and chemicals, including chemical residues, petro-
chemicals, salts, acids, silts end sludges
6) Sediment from land erosion
7) Radioactive substances
8) Heat from power and industrial plants
As population pressures continue to increase, wildland managers must deal
with more and more of the items on this list and to an ever-increasing
extent.
The task of detecting and correcting causes of water pollution over
vast areas of extensively managed forests is an enormous one. It is thus
F_
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appropriate that attention should be directed at investigating some of the
ways in which remote sensing techniques could be developed and a^plied to
this problem.
2. Obiectives
The initial objectives of the study reported herein included as-
certaining prevalent causes of pollution in forest areas, determining
1
parameters of measurement applicable to these causes, and i nvest i gating
the feasi bi 1 i ty of obtaining these data by means of remote sensing tech-
piques.
3. Procedure
At the outset, a literature search and review was made on the sub-
ject of water pollution, directing special attention to the problems en-
countered in wildland areas. Usuilly, in such areas the major water
pollutants derive from the land itself. Among the more troublesome causes
are siltation and associated turbidity from land erosion (Figure 1) caused
Figure 1. Much natural water pollution in wildland areas relates to land
deterioration and siltation. Evaluation of turbidity may aid in identify-
ing the source of trouble and in estimating the extent of dispersion levels.
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by disturbances of man, debris and ash from forest fires, and undesirable
forms of aquatic plants. Frequently, the water pollution problems are
aggravated by unwise land use activities that may seem far removed from
contributing to water quality deterioration. For instance, clearing land
for cabin sites or the actual subdivision of areas for- recreation lots may
lead not only to accelerated erosion of the scarred land, but also to an
increased load of material reaching drainages which may plug natural chan-
nels, destroy fish  spawning beds and render recreational swimming areas
unusable. Exposed watersheds allow solar insolation to raise the tempera-
ture of runoff, and this, together with the nutrient-rich erosion material,
ca comple telyan a he	 i	 an 	 c hange t	 ecolog cal b lance of the aquatic environment
(eutrophication) and perhaps lead to unsightl y
 algal blooms. Such waters
are then no longer usable for local water supplies or certain industrial
processes unless expenditures are made to restore tolerable conditions.
Aerial photography is a valuable means of surveying the land use
activities in wildland regions. An extension of the technique of vege-
tation type mapping may be made to "zone" specific locations as to their
major actual or potential use; thus, likely areas of heavy human activity
may be anticipated, and disturbances foreign to an area may be quickly
documented. Sequential imagery, obtained over a time span of days or
r depend ing	 'yea s ape ding on the objective, is a practical way of recording chang-
ing conditions which might not otherwise have noticeable impact until
some later time. The synoptic view afforded by aerial imagery is also
e	 valuable for tracing pollutants in their dispersion as well as discover-
ing likely sources causing the problem. Standard photography thus may
.-	 T'"mss., ^*rro"+.aC•+wt i ,.x w.+^:aEw «. r•e.rs...._...
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be readily utilized in monitoring vast areas for ' medications of water
pollutants; closer evaluation, coupled with well directed ground investi-
gation, could then lead to the enforcement of water quality standards
designed to solve the difficulty.
These procedures have themselves suggested more spacific needs and
areas of investigation. Our ability for the detection of water pollution
needs to be improved and once that is accomplished more detailed informa-
tion on identification, measurement and evaluation of various factors of
water quality is desirable. Hence, work ha y been directed in the present
study at investigating suspended materials in various bodies of water.
Turbidity (Figure 2) is a dramatic indicator of polluted water, and pre-
liminary steps have been taken to study the significance of this factor
in remote sensing of wildland water quality. Initial data are b.-ing
derived from ground experiments with actual samples of algae and sus-
pended silt; spectror3diometer readings are being made to determine the
reflectance distribution of various targets (species, concentration, angle
of view, etc.) in order to choose film-filter combinations likely to
give desired results. Field work is being extended to include study of
"natural" bodias of water, such as the San Pablo Test Site reservoir,
the California Aquaduct, Clear Lake and other applicable sites. Densi-
chron measurements are being made in an effort to relate film response
to the criteria of interest. the California Department of Water Resources
and the East Bay Municipal Utility District have already provided assist-
ante with trial ground data, and these agencies have expressed interest
in further research cooperation. In addition, Leslie Salt Company has
been contacted about assistance in an aerial evaluation of the salinity
levels and associated algae populations of their concentrator system near
Newark, California.
4. Summary and Conclusion
As indicated in the preceding section, the studies on water pollu-
tion of NASA Test Sites  i n California are barely beginning. Quite ap-
propriately, the conduct of field tests has been deferred until an adequate
review could be made of work already cone, including that of personnel
working for the NASA Earth Resources Survey Program.
Brush Species Identification Studies
1. Obective
In almost all inventories that are made of wildland areas, the
many different species that are found in brushfields are --rely grouped
under the common heading of ''brush''. For many types of management plan-
ning such as fire control, wildlife management, tree planting, conver-
sion to grazing range or pasturage or farming, watershed management
and others, there is a need for more detailed information about the
species composition and the site characteristics of br , ,i g hf ield areas.
This study has been undertaken to determine the extent to which
brush species can be identified using energy returns detected ana re-
corded by remote sensors. A later phase of the research will be con-
cerned with evaluating the ecological site potential of brushfield
areas.
2. Experimental Procedure
Several short flight lines were flown over brushfield areas within
the Bucks Lake test site using a variety of film-filter combinations on
70mm film. _these combinations include the following: Plus X Aerographic,
type 5401 with Wratten 25A filter and with Wratten 61 filter; infrared
Aerographic, type 5424 with Wratten 47 filter and with Wratten 89B
filter;  Ektachrome Aero, type 8442 with nn filter  and with an HF3 filter;
Ektachrome infrared Aero, type 8443 with Wratten 15 filter and with
Wratter; 15 plus a CC30B color compensating filter.  In addition, one
flight was made using Ektachrome MS, tyre SO-151 which was developed to
a negative in order to obtain paper prints.
r
A field crew identified and marked on aerial photos individual brush
plants and areas of pure stands of single brush species. These annotations
were used later as part of the ''ground truth'' with which to compare photo
interpretations and tone signature predictions from spectral reflecta,ice
data.
Spectral reflectance measurements in the past have been made with
laboratory spectrophotometers. When such instruments are used, the
reflectance data are expressed as a ratio between the intensity reflectance
from the target and from a standard reference (usually MgO) as a function
of wavelength. Laboratory measurements of reflectance from leaf surfaces
have several limitations when used to estimate reflectance to a sensor
located in an airborne. vehicle. The most important limitation is that
the spectral reflectance of an entire plant is not the same as that of its
individual leaves. Plant reflectance is a composite of reflectances from
variously oriented and illuminated leaves, stems and underlying litter,
soil and rocks (see Figure 1). The density of Foliage and the orienta-
tion of leaves may have as much influence on the spectral reflectance of
a brush plant of a given species as do the reflectance characteristics
of a single, normally oriented leaf.
Late in the field season a program for obtaining spectral reflectance
data from brush species in situ was initiated. An E. G. & G. model
5801585 spectroradiometer was used to determine the spectral reflectance
of brush plants in the field. The radiometer can be operated from a
self-contained rechargeable battery and is completely field portable.
Re flectance can be measured i n the. 	 eI. icy
 -h i nterval 350-1200 nanometers.
In field use to date the instrume —
	mounted on a heavy-duty tri-
.:- 
Figure 1 . As can be seen in this photo, taken from a point vertically
above a stand of Snowbrush (Ceanothus velutinus), the net reflectance
of an entire plant is an integration of reflectances from variously
oriented leaves, stems and underlying litter, soil, rocks and shadow
areas.
Figure 2. The E. G. & G. spectro-
	 f
radiometer mounted above the stand
of Snowbrush pictured above. Mea-
surements of reflectance made in
this manner are much more analogous
to the signal received by an air-
borne sensor than are those obtained
from a laboratory spectrophotometer.
.I
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pod and elevated above the plant canopy to obtain measurements (see
Figure 2). The plant is illuminated by natural sunlight and hence the
reflectance measured by the radiometer is the same as that "seen" by
the airborne sensor except for the effects of attenuation by the inter-
vening atmosphere.
3. Results and Conclusion
Preliminary results indicate that by using multispectral tone
signature- it is possible to discriminate among several of the brush
species under investigation.
Field data are still being gathered and standardization procedures
are being derived in order to allow direct comparison of data. The
accuracy with which spectral returns can be predicted for brush species
must await an analysis of the standardized data and a comparison with
observed sensor returns.
Further analysis of spectral reflectance of brush species as a
function of season of year should substantially increase the ability to
discriminate among and to identify brush species.
"Y i
A Photo Interpretation Key to Wildland Terrain Features of the
Bucks Lake Test Site
The primary emphasis in this report has been on the solution of
specific problems related to the remote sensing of the wildland environ-
ment. However, it should be remembered that in the making of many
operational surveys, a problem equally difficult is that of training
qualified interpreters. Properly specifying image type and other acquisi-
tion parameters is, of course, basic to the procurement of meaningful
data, but the ultimate step is the extraction of data from the imagery,
an operation usually performed by human interpreters. It has been pre-
dieted that, within the next decade, earth orbital vehicles will become
operational which have the sole purpose of providing remote sensing data
for earth resource survey applications. With the advent of such vehicles,
vast quantities of data which will become immediately available will
merit careful study. Consequently, image interpretation keys and other
guides should be available at that time to facilitate the task at hand.
The following key has been prepared primarily to demonstrate one
approach to the preparation of interpretative guides, and to point out
some of the particular problems encountered. Specifically, the key
applies to the identification of the important gross terrain and vege-
tation features of the NASA Bucks Lake Forestry Test Site, as imaged on
Infrared Ektachrome Aero Film at a scale of approximately 1:30,000. It
is obvious that in general a key is only applicable to specific areas
which may be quite limited in extent, and will apply only to a certain
set of image specifications. Keys applicable to a certain area might vary
i}	 .. _..,.ter_;.	 ,,_.( .. .. -s«+	
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considerably depending on the ultimate use to which the data are to be put.
For example, the key presented here is applicable in the middle elevation
areas (i. e., those areas between 3,000 and 7,000 feet in elevation) of
the Sierra Nevada of California, and its applicability to other regions
is questionable. The features discussed in this key are of primary in-
terest to the wildland manager concerned with the vegetative resources of
the area. A quite different key might well be prepared if, for example,
the principal concern were the geologic resources of the same region.
Thus, a primer requisite for the construction of such a key is the de-
f;
termination, in quite specific terms, of the kind of information required
by the management personnel who will use the data.
The ke itself  consists of several parts. The first is a dichotomous
word key based on the color and texture of the features as they appear on
small-scale color-infrared photography. However, there are inherent
difficulties in describing color and texture in terms with the same mean-
ing for all persons. Furthermore, there is troublesome variability among
features considered by the key to be in the same group. There also is
variability in the appearance of the same feature on different film batches,
and in different positions on the photo image. Consequently, a word
description, although useful, is often not sufficient. Thus, a second
'	 i	 rsection of the key, consisting of both aerial and ground photographs of
the features of interest, as well as brief description, ordinarily should
be used in conjunction with the word key. Where possible, several examples
of a particular feature type should be presented as they appear on aerial
photography of the type being interpreted, in order to illustrate  some of
the variability that can be expected.
The ground photos and word descriptions which appear in the key
that follows will assist the interpreter in the process of deductive
reasoning. Such a process is necessarily involved in reaching a final
conclusion as to the identity of a feature after reaching a tentative con-
clusion based on the dichomous key.
Y,
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Photo Identification Key to Wildland Terrain Features of the Bucks Lake
Test Site. Film: Ektachrome Infrared Aero. Scale 1/30,000
A. Color red or pink, sometimes mottled with light or dark background------B
F	 AA. Color not red or pink
	 (usual 1 y white, grey, blue, green or black) ------- I
B. Texture coarse or medium, readily apparent--------------------------C
BB. Texture smooth or fine, not readily apparent ------------------------- F
C. Crowns of individual trees readily discernible, coarse texture,
rounded crowns and conical shadows sometimes apparent ------------------- D
CC. Crowns of individual trees barely discernible, fine stippled texture ---- E
D. Crown closure greater than 50 percent. Red crowns and black
7	 shadows visible, little light-toned soil or rock
showing
--------------------------------------Dense Mature Conifers
DD. Crown closure 5 to 50 percent. Red tree crowns, black shadows
and light soil or rock all visible. Background may be
pink, due to ground cover--------------------- Sparse Mature Conifers
E. Crown closure greater than 80 percent, entire area evenly stippled,
no light soil or rock visible---------------------- Dense
 Young Conifers
EE. CrdWn closure 5 to 80 percent, small red crowns
causing stippled appearance against light-colored
or pink background--------------------------------- Sparse Young Conifers
F. Color dark red or brownish red, usually occurring
on upland sites------------------------------------------------------G
FF. Color bright red or pink, generally occurring
on lowland areas or in gullies--------------------------------------H
G. Smooth textured reddish areas providing almost total cover,
^	 less than 20% coverage due to bare soil -----•------------- Dense Brushfields
GG. Smooth textured reddish areas intermingled with light-
colored rocks or soi 1 , more than 20% coverage due to
baresoil ----------------------------------------------- Sparse Brushfields
H. Very smooth texture, vegetation occurring on level
ground, color bright red---------------------------Luca, Meadow Vegetation
HH. Billowy texture discernible, vegetation generally occur-
ring along gullies and other novi ral
 drainage areas,
color bright red or pink--------------------- Riparian Hardwood Vegetat ion
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A Photo Interpretation Key to Wildland Terrain Features of the
Bucks Lake Test Site
The primary emphasis in this report has been on the solution of
specific problems related to the remote sensing of the wildland environ-
ment. However, it should be remembered that in the making of many
operational surveys, a problem equally difficult is that of training
qualified interpreters. Properly specifying image type and other acquisi-
tion parameters is, of course, basic to the procurement of meaningful
data, but the ultimate step is the extraction of data from the imagery,
an operation usually performed by human interpreters. It has been pre-
dieted that, within the next decade, earth orbital vehicles will become
operational which have the sole purpose of providing remote sensing data
for earth resource survey applications. With the advent of such vehicles,
vast quantities of data which will become immediately available will
merit careful study. Consequently, image interpretation keys and other
guides should be available at that time to facilitate the task at hand.
The following key has been prepared primarily to demonstrate one
approach to the preparation of interpretative guides, and to point out
some of the particular problems encountered. Specifically, the key
applies to the identification of the important gross terrain and vege-
tation features of the NASA Bucks Lake Forestry Test Site, as imaged on
Infrared Ektachrome Aero Film at a scale of approximately 1:30,000. It
is obvious that in general a key is only applicable to specific areas
which may be quite limited in extent, and will apply only to a certain
set of image specifications. Keys applicable to a certain area might vary
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Photo Identification Key to Wildland Terrain Features of the Bucks Lake
Test Site. Film: Ektachrome Infrared Aero. Scale 1/30,000
A. Color red or pink, sometimes mottled with light or dark background------B
F	 AA. Color not red or pink
	 (usual 1 y white, grey, blue, green or black) ------- I
B. Texture coarse or medium, readily apparent--------------------------C
BB. Texture smooth or fine, not readily apparent ------------------------- F
C. Crowns of individual trees readily discernible, coarse texture,
rounded crowns and conical shadows sometimes apparent ------------------- D
CC. Crowns of individual trees barely discernible, fine stippled texture ---- E
D. Crown closure greater than 50 percent. Red crowns and black
7	 shadows visible, little light-toned soil or rock
showing
--------------------------------------Dense Mature Conifers
DD. Crown closure 5 to 50 percent. Red tree crowns, black shadows
and light soil or rock all visible. Background may be
pink, due to ground cover--------------------- Sparse Mature Conifers
E. Crown closure greater than 80 percent, entire area evenly stippled,
no light soil or rock visible---------------------- Dense
 Young Conifers
EE. CrdWn closure 5 to 80 percent, small red crowns
causing stippled appearance against light-colored
or pink background--------------------------------- Sparse Young Conifers
F. Color dark red or brownish red, usually occurring
on upland sites------------------------------------------------------G
FF. Color bright red or pink, generally occurring
on lowland areas or in gullies--------------------------------------H
G. Smooth textured reddish areas providing almost total cover,
^	 less than 20% coverage due to bare soil -----•------------- Dense Brushfields
GG. Smooth textured reddish areas intermingled with light-
colored rocks or soi 1 , more than 20% coverage due to
baresoil ----------------------------------------------- Sparse Brushfields
H. Very smooth texture, vegetation occurring on level
ground, color bright red---------------------------Luca, Meadow Vegetation
HH. Billowy texture discernible, vegetation generally occur-
ring along gullies and other novi ral
 drainage areas,
color bright red or pink--------------------- Riparian Hardwood Vegetat ion
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I. Features displaying conspicuous linear patterns or shape ---------------- J
H. No regular linear patterns apparent -------------
--•--•---•-----•--•-----L
J. Features linear or sinuous--------•-----------•---------------------K
JJ. Features often irregular in shape, light in tone,
with narrow parallel bands crossing them---------Windrowed Brushfields
K. Features narrow, often forming a network of
large extent---------------------------------------------------------Roads
KK. Features slightly wider than (K) rarely forming a network,
always occurring on flat terrain-------------------------- Dredge
 Tailings
L. Features very light in tone--------------------------------•--------M
LL. Features dark in tone-------------•---------------------------------0
M. Areas intense white, usually associated with higher ele-
vations, decreasing in extent during the late spring;
non-existent in summer and fall -------------------------------------- Snow
MM. Areas light grey, blue or yellow----------------------------•----------•N
N. Features usually irregular in outline, with some scattered
trees or brush, often occurring can uneven terrain---Bare Rock or Soil
NN. Features may be regular or irregular in outline,
light brown in color, usually on level terrain,
often associated with bright red lush grass and--Dry Meadow Vegetation
0. Color brown, texture smooth, associated generally
with red-colored brushfields -------------------------------- Sprayed Brush
00. Color black, deep blue or darlt grey ------------------------------------- P
P. Outline of feature continuous, uniform deep blue-black color
except for occasional white reflections----------Deep Lakes and Ponds
PP. Outline of feature irregular, often mottled in tone9	 ^	 ,
occasionally containing red aquatic vegetation
throughout------------------------------------------Shallow Lakes and
Ponds or Marshes
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Dense Mature Conifers
The distinguishing characteristic on the aerial view
coarse texture wherein individual crowns are visible
dark background caused by shadows. Occasional light.
be visible through openings in the crown canopy. If
the area consists of tree crowns, the type should be
"sparse mature conifers".
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Sparse Mature Conifers
Dense Young Corifers
Usually individual pointed crowns are only barely discernible, resulting
in a fine stippled appearance. Tree crowns comprise greater than 80%
i
	 coverage of the area.
1
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Sparse Young Conifers
Small pointed crowns barely discernibir, against a light soil or red,
smooth textured vegetation background (or white snow background in
winter and early spring).	 Individual shadows only barely visible.
Tree crowns comprise 5 to 80% coverage of the area.
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Dense Brushfields
Texture is smooth or only slightly mottled. Color may vary from bright
red to dark bluish-red. Usually occurring on gentle or steep slopes,
only very occasionally on bottomland sites. Less than 20% of the area
consists of light-colored soil or rock.
I
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Sparse Brushfields
Smooth-textured reddish brush intermingled with light-colored , ock or
soil. 20 to 80% areal coverage by brush. Nearly always occv- s on steep
upland sites.
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Lush Meadow Vegetation
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Very smooth-textured bright red or pink areas, usually occurring on level
bottomland sites. Occasionally drainage or irrigation ditches may be
apparent. Often intermingled with either black-colored marshes or light-
toned areas of dry meadow vegetation.
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Riparian Hardwood Vegetation
r
Color always bright red or pink, sometimes with a barely discernible
billowy texture. Generally occurring along stream channels or in gullies
and other natural seepage areas in upland sites.
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Windrowed Br6shfields
Very characteristic appearance consisting of light-colored soil crossed
by dark-toned linear piles (windrows) of brush. Generally associated with
reddish brushfields on gentle to moderately steep upland topography. Light
soil areas may appear slightly pink as vegetation becomes established on
the disturbed sites.
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ARoads
1
The sinuous linear appearance of roads is quite characteristic. Generally,
dirt roads appear light-colored, while paved roads appear dark blue (see
left photograph above). Also, paved roads generally do not possess very
sharp curves and angles often possessed by dirt roads.
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Dredge Tailings
Remnants of early gold mining activity, tailings are light in tone and
linear  or sinuous i n #gape. Generally wider than roads, and occurring
only on level bottomland areas.
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Snow
1
Intense white color and smooth texture differentiate snow from bare soil
with which it might be confused. Usually associated with higher elevations,
and generally non-existent on late summer or fall photography.
Bare Rock or Soil
AI
y„
Often irregular in sh.pe , generally light in tone, and often with some
scattered trees or brush.
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iDry Meadow Vegetation
L
Very smooth textured light-colored areas, often intermingled with red or
pink lush meadow vegetation. Usually occurring on nearly level bottom-
land sites, but occasionally on level portions of upland sites. Often
meadows appearing reddish on late spring or early summer photography will
appear light-colored in late summer and fall after vegetation has dried.
Sprayed Brush
Smooth texture and light brown color, usually associated with dense brush-
fields and areas of windrowed brush. This tj^atment is preparatory to
windrowing or crushing prior to planting of coniferous seedlings.
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Lakes and ponds
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Very smooth texture a.--,d black or deep blue color, sharp continuous out-
line, and level aspect serve to distinguish lakes and ponds from shadows,
with which they may sometimes be confused. Often bordered at least
partially by riparian hardwood vegetation.
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Shallow Ponds or Marshes
In contrast to deeper lakes and ponds, shallow ponds and marshes usually
exhibit irregular boundaries and are often mottled with pink herbaceous
vegetation (in the case of marshes) or aquatic vegetation (in the case
of sha i 1 ow ponds) .
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